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Abstract

This work studies two of the most fundamental problems in computer sci-

ence: satisfiability (SAT), and group isomorphism (GroupISO). We pro-

pose new approaches and concepts, introduce new techniques and we iden-

tify connections between these two problems.

For SAT, our study focuses on exact algorithms. First, we investigate

the performance of the current world record algorithm for general SAT,

and show new lower bounds, introducing a new expansion property. We

also conduct comprehensive research on practical instances parameterized

by tree-width or path-width w. We give optimal, modulo our technique,

optimal algorithms, new characterizations of small space computation us-

ing SAT of bounded width parameters, and propose a conjecture regard-

ing lower bounds for time-space trade-o↵s. Specifically, Alekhnovitch and

Razborov in 2002 gave an algorithm whose running time is 2wnO(1) and

space 2wnO(1) and asked if anything can be done to reduce the space to

polynomial. We give an algorithm that runs in time 2logn·wnO(1) and space

nO(1), and we conjecture that removing the log n without blowing up the

running space to exponential in w is impossible and show that the conjecture

is closely related to the question of “NC vs SC”. In the setting of proposi-

tional proof complexity, we make progress in validating our conjecture by

lifting a previous trade-o↵ lower bound result for resolution by Beam, Beck

and Impagliazzo to the stronger polynomial calculus resolution.

We bring tools developed in our study of SAT toGroupISO and obtain the

following two results. First, we observe that GroupISO can be encoded as

SAT instances of small width parameters by showing a nondeterministic al-

gorithm which runs simultaneously in time nO(1) and space O(log2 n), where

n is the number of group elements. Second, we compare the complexity of



GroupISO and the well-known graph isomorphism problem (GraphISO),

and give a new conditional separation. In an independent direction, we in-

troduce a family of small-space heuristics. Finally, for GroupISO with the

promise that the input groups are from a certain class, we extend the bor-

derline of polynomial time tractable to groups with normal Hall subgroups

and introduce techniques from representation theory into group isomor-

phism testing.
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1

Introduction

The satisfiability problem asks whether a propositional formula can be satisfied by a

truth assignment; the group isomorphism problem asks whether two groups described

through their multiplication table are isomorphic. Both problems were introduced

when computer science was still in its infancy. Even after decades of development, they

remain unsolved: no polynomial-time algorithm has been found for either problem, nor

a proof for the opposite. However, in terms of what people commonly believe, these two

problems are not the same: group isomorphism is likely to be polynomial-time solvable,

while in contrary, satisfiability is unlikely. A distinctive characteristic of satisfiability is

that most decision problems we encounter can be solved by solving satisfiability, which

includes group isomorphism. Due to its generality, whether satisfiability is tractable

has been considered as the most fundamental question in theoretical computer science

- the “P vs. NP” problem. As a matter of fact, A large fraction of areas of modern

computer science - e.g. complexity theory, approximation algorithm - are built upon

the assumption that satisfiability is intractable.

In this work, we propose novel approaches and concepts in understanding these

two open problems, from di↵erent angles: theoretical and practical, algorithmic and

complexity theoretic, special and general. We propose a new connection between these

two problems, where we show that group isomorphism can be expressed as a highly

restricted and specific version of satisfiability. Overall, our study involves conceptual

and technical depth.

Figure 1.1 depicts an overview of the main components of this work, their relations

and in which section each relation is explained. In addition, we provide background,

1
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Figure 1.1: Overview

basic concepts of our work, comparison to previous work and an outline of our contri-

butions. Basic knowledge in algorithm design, computational complexity, group theory

and representation theory will be helpful in reading.

1.1 Satisfiability

Let us begin with the satisfiability problem. Conjunctive normal form (CNF) formulas

are propositional formulas in the form of conjunction of clauses, where each clause

is disjunction of literals, and a literal is a boolean variable xi or its negation xi. In

this thesis, the satisfiability problem (SAT) is to decide whether there exists a truth

assignment, which assigns 0 or 1 to each variable, such that a given CNF formula of n

variables and m clauses can evaluate to 1. If yes, we call the formula satisfiable, and

unsatisfiable otherwise. If the formula evaluates to 1 under a specific truth assignment,

we say that the formula is satisfied by the assignment. k-SAT is the variant where

each clause in the input formula contains at most k literals.

One observes that, given a truth assignment, it is “easy” to verify whether the

formula can be satisfied by the assignment. As a matter of fact, this phenomenon

is ubiquitous. A large fraction of natural decision problems encountered in practice

share the following property: when given an answer to the question, it is easy to verify

whether the answer is correct, regardless of how such an answer can be found. This

2



1.1 Satisfiability

characteristic is abstracted out and formalized in computational complexity theory

as nondeterministic polynomial-time solvable. Let NP denote the class of problems

(languages) possessing this property.

NP := {languages L | 9TM ML, s.t. x 2 L() 9w, ML(x,w) accepts in polynomial time}

Here TM stands for turing machine, and w is called a witness of the instance x, e.g. a

truth assignment for a SAT instance. Since in the definition, the turing machine runs

in polynomial time, it can be assumed that the length of the witness |w| is at most

polynomial of the input length.

SAT is not only in NP, it is also among the “most di�cult” ones as being NP-

complete [Coo71b, Lev73] and therefore has been playing the role as the prototypical

problem. In particular, being able to show a polynomial-time algorithm for SAT re-

solves the most fundamental open problem in computer science: whether P = NP?

Here P denotes the set of problems solvable in deterministic polynomial time. It is

widely believed that P 6= NP, particularly, there cannot be polynomial-time algorithms

for SAT. The even stronger exponential time hypothesis (ETH) [IP99] is also widely be-

lieved, which says that there cannot be even sub-exponential (O(2n
✏
), for some ✏ > 0,

where n is the number of variables) time algorithm for SAT. Here it makes no essential

di↵erence when we say it is sub-exponential in the number of variables or in number of

clauses, by the Sparsification Lemma [IPZ01].

As a fundamental computational problem, SAT has always been a focus of algorithm

design. We contribute in this line by investigating and showing limits for the state-of-

the-art of algorithms for SAT.

1.1.1 Algorithms for SAT

Without being able to resolve the “P vs NP” problem or invalidate ETH, we cannot

hope for polynomial-time algorithms for SAT. However, SAT has found applications

in a broad range of areas, including artificial intelligence, machine learningand software

verification.There is a line of research concerning practically e�cient algorithms for

SAT, though in worst case these algorithms run in exponential time.

By definition, every problem in NP can be solved by exhaustively enumerating all

the witnesses, which are at most exponentially many. Standard techniques like dynamic

programming, divide-and-conquer can be employed in designing exact algorithms for

3



1. INTRODUCTION

NP-hard problems like graph coloring, travelling sales person, independent set. Sup-

pose the exhaustive search runs in time an, where n is the size of the instance, these

algorithms usually achieve running time bn, for some b < a, which is considerable saving

in practice, e.g. 1.001n is much faster than 2n. For an overview of such algorithms and

techniques, see [Woe03, FK11].

SAT, as well, can be solved by enumerating all 2n di↵erent truth assignments and

checking whether there exists one of them that satisfies the formula. Stunningly, the

näıve algorithm above is the best we know so far for solving SAT. So, does the same

hold for k-SAT? It is conceivable that the smaller the k is, the easier the problem

should be. Indeed, 2-SAT is in P, which was first observed by Krom [Kro67], and it

is under very e�cient reductions equivalent to testing reachability in a directed graph.

For every k � 3, k-SAT is “as di�cult” as SAT in general: k-SAT is NP-complete.

However, there exist non-trivial algorithms for k-SAT with better running time than

2n. This is an active area of research.

As described in [Woe03], a simple recursive pruning algorithm solves 3-SAT in

time O⇤(1.8393n). With randomness, faster (in expectation) yet neat algorithms have

been developed. Schöning [Sch99] gave a simple random walk based algorithm, which

solves k-SAT in O⇤(2(1 � 1/k)n). In particular, when k = 3, this algorithm runs in

time O⇤(1.334n). The world record was broken by current record holder, the simple

randomized algorithm PPSZ, which is named after its authors Paturi, Pudlák, Saks

and Zane [PPSZ05], and is a revised version of the previous PPZ algorithm [PPZ97] by

three of these authors. Let us put things in context by describing PPSZ:

1. Randomly pick an order of the variables.

2. Assign values to the variables in the order. For a variable:

(a) If its value can be inferred based on current partial assignment using some

heuristic, assign the inferred value.

(b) Otherwise, randomly guess a value from 0, 1.

In the original paper, the heuristic refers to the propositional proof system resolution

(see Section 1.2.3), restricted to run in 2o(n) time. Despite its simple description,

the performance analysis of PPSZ is highly involved and was not fully understood

until recently [Her11]. The running time of PPSZ for k-SAT is O⇤ �2(1�✏k)n
�

, where

4



1.1 Satisfiability

✏k = ⌦(1/k) which in particular is O⇤(1.308n), when k = 3. The quantity ✏k, the

saving, indicates how much more the algorithm saves from running brute-force and has

been proved to be greater than 0 for every fixed k.

The last two algorithms mentioned above crucially depend on randomness, which is

usually considered as scarce resource. Therefore, there is a line of research in eliminating

the dependence on randomness. A full derandomization of Schöning’s algorithm with

slight only loss in performance was given by Moser and Scheder [MS11].

In contrast to the theoretical results, modern SAT solvers, applying heuristics for

SAT, perform well on practical instances with enormous number of variables. The

most successful ones follow a divide-and-conquer style introduced by Davis, Putnam,

Logemann and Loveland (DPLL) [DLL62, DP60], equipped with a technique called

conflict-driven clause learning [BS97, SS97]. DPLL and PPSZ are in nature di↵er-

ent algorithms: DPLL and its variants basically simulate the (tree-like) resolution

procedure, while PPSZ does not follow this paradigm, though it uses resolution as a

sub-procedure.

1.1.2 Lower Bounds

Under ETH every algorithm solving SAT must run in exponential time. By the de-

scription of Schöning’s algorithm [Sch99], it can be easily seen that it has exponential

worst-case running time. Exponential lower bounds for the running time of DPLL algo-

rithms are presented in [AHI05], for unsatisfiable or satisfiable instances. Interestingly,

no such lower bounds existed for PPSZ until our work [CSTT13].

Our Contribution We construct hard instances for the PPSZ algorithm and give

explicit upper bound of the saving for arbitrary k. In particular, we prove the following,

Theorem 1.1 (informal, [CSTT13]). For each k, there exist a k-SAT instance Fk,

such that PPSZ runs in ⌦⇤(2(1�✏k)n) time, where the saving ✏k = O
⇣

log

2 k
k

⌘

, which in

particular, tends to 0 as k ! n.

Our family of examples is based on expander graphs. Lower bounds using similar

techniques were known before (e.g. [AHI05]) but it turns out that these are not su�cient

for our purpose. We introduce a new notion of expansion, that is, we say a formula

F is expanding well if there is no set S such that for every set of su�ciently large

5



1. INTRODUCTION

subformulas F
1

, F
2

, . . . of F , the “boundary” of each Fi falls almost completely in S,

even when |S| is close to n. We prove the existence of a family of formulas with such

expansion properties, and these formulas will serve as the hard instances for PPSZ.

Such an upper bound on the saving supports the strong exponential time hypothesis

(Strong ETH), a stronger version of ETHmentioned above, which conjectures that every

algorithm for k-SAT, the saving goes to zero as k increases up to n. In other words,

for larger k, no algorithm should perform much better than exhaustive search. Pudlák

and Impagliazzo [PI00] showed that for DPLL-type algorithms such an upper bound

on the saving exists. This is also true for PPZ and Schöning’s algorithms, since the

savings in both algorithms are fully characterized in the original works [PPZ97, Sch99].

For PPSZ, we are the first to give such results.

1.2 Width-parameterized SAT

In real world applications, SAT instances tend to have structure, which makes the

instances easier to tackle. One popular way of quantifying the structure is using tree-

width introduced by Robertson and Seymour [RS83, RS86]. This parameter in general

is defined for every graph, quantifying how far is a graph in some topological sense, from

a tree. Several computationally di�cult problems on general graphs become tractable

when the underlying graph is of small tree width; see e.g. [Bod93] for a survey. Note

that under certain assumptions (e.g. ETH, FPT 6= W[1]), it has been shown that the

running time of the known width-based algorithms for some constraint satisfaction

problems and some graph problems is optimal [Gro07, Mar07, LMS11].

For a SAT instance F , the tree-width is defined on one of its associated graphs,

e.g. primal graph, intersection graph, incidence graph. Among these, the incidence

graph is the most general one, which is a bipartite graph where one side has the clause

nodes, the other side has clause nodes, and the edges are connected in the natural way.

Denote tw(F ) as the tree-width of F ’s instance graph, |F | as the size of the formula

which equals n+m. Path-width pw(F ) of a formula F is defined similarly, by replacing

everywhere “tree” with “path”. Note that for a graph (and for a formula), path-width

is at least tree-width, and it is o↵ by at most a logarithmic factor.

This restriction of SAT was studied by Alekhnovitch and Razborov [AR02] (for ref-

erences prior to this see within), who gave algorithms that work in time 2O(tw(F ))|F |O(1)

6



1.2 Width-parameterized SAT

and in space 2O(tw(F ))|F |O(1), where tw(F ) is the tree-width of a CNF formula F , and

|F | = n + m where n and m is the number variables and clauses. The authors of

[AR02] state their results in terms of the branch-width of the formula, which is within

a constant factor from the tree-width. They conclude:

“ The first important problem is to overcome the main di�culty of the prac-

tical implementation which is the huge amount of space used by width-based

algorithms. . . . Thus we ask if one can do anything intelligent in polynomial

space to check satisfiability of formulas with small branch-width? ”

The question raised by Alekhnovich and Razborov is a major issue in practical SAT-

solving. Note that in practice, SAT solvers abort due to lack of memory.

In [ACL+13], we devise a simple space-e�cient algorithm for SAT instances in CNF,

which runs in time 3tw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1) and space |F |O(1). This is the first algorithm with

running time exponential in the tree-width of the incidence graph (unlike [BDP09]

which is just on the primal graph) of arbitrary CNF instances (unlike [GP08] which is

just for k-CNFs), that runs in polynomial space. Compared to the question of [AR02]

this algorithm su↵ers a log |F | factor in the exponent of the running time. Our work

revolves around this logarithmic factor. First, we conjecture that it cannot be removed:

Conjecture 1.1. Let A be an algorithm for SAT that runs in time 2tw(F )�(|F |)|F |O(1),

where �(·) is some real-valued function. Consider CNF formulas where tw(F ) = O(|F |1�✏),
for some fixed ✏ < 1. If �(F ) = o(log |F |) then A uses space 2⌦(tw(F )).

Next, we provide overwhelming evidence that our conjecture holds true by showing

that it is equivalent to a well-established and believed intractability assumption (and

its scaled variants). This conjecture comes under the cryptic statement NC 6✓ SC. This

is well-known to complexity theorists, and also of immense practical interest. SC is

the class of problems that can be decided by algorithms that work simultaneously in

poly-logarithmic space and polynomial time (i.e. e�cient time and e�cient space com-

putation). NC is the class of problems that can be decided by circuits simultaneously

of polynomial size and poly-logarithmic depth (i.e. parallel computation which uses a

small number of processors and small parallel time). There is an, almost exact, cor-

respondence between algorithm space and circuit depth (e.g. given an algorithm that

7



1. INTRODUCTION

uses poly-logarithmic space we can construct a parallel algorithm that runs in poly-

logarithmic parallel time) and between algorithm time and circuit size. These corre-

spondences are believed to break down when we simultaneously bound “time and space”

and simultaneously bound “size and depth”. That is, NC 6✓ SC means that in general

we cannot trade e�cient #parallel processors-parallel time computation for e�cient

sequential time-space computation. Modulo this long-standing complexity-theoretic

assumption, we fully answer the question proposed by Alekhnovitch and Razborov.

An interesting feature of our work is that it opens new avenues for propositional

proof complexity, that is, relating propositional proof complexity research to the SC vs

NC assumption (not only NP vs coNP). One way to make progress towards validating

Conjecture 1.1 is to restrict attention to specific types of algorithms, e.g. algorithm

based on restricted proof systems. The work by Beame, Beck, and Impagliazzo [BBI12]

has made the first step. In particular, a lower bound for resolution refutation size-space

trade-o↵ (time-space trade-o↵ in our setting) is given, which implies that there exists a

family of formulas F of tree-width tw(F ) where for every proof using polynomial space,

its size is lower bounded by 2
⌦

⇣
tw(F )

log logn
log log log n

⌘

. This very significant development is the

first super-polynomial lower bound of this sort, it can be interpreted as an evidence

validating the SAC1 6✓ SC conjecture, at least for a class of restricted algorithms.

1.2.1 Small Space Computation

SAT of small width parameters is inherently related to small space computation. Here

by small, we mean poly-logarithmic. We show several characterizations of complexity

classes by SAT instances of bounded width parameters. The results here will find also

find use later on in group isomorphism.

[Pap09] considers the model of logarithmic space machines with “streaming access”

to the tape containing the witness (or nondeterministic bits), namely, scanning the

witness tape at most a specific number of times. This model can be powerful, in the

sense that accepting instances of any problem in NP can be verified by such a model,

when polynomial number of passes of reading the witness is allowed. As shown in

[Pap09], when the number of passes is restricted to be poly-logarithmic, SAT of poly-

logarithmic path-width is the complete problem that can be decided by this model. Here

path-width is a width parameter resembling tree-width, and for any graph, path-width

is at least tree-width and at most a logarithmic factor away from tree-width.
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1.2 Width-parameterized SAT

Our Contribution We show that SAT of any poly-logarithmic path-width is com-

plete for a corresponding level of the NSC hierarchy, the nondeterministic variant of

the SC hierarchy, denoted as NTISP(nO(1), logi n) for nondeterministic simultaneously

polynomial time and logi n space which is a dramatic improvement over [Pap09]. Fur-

thermore, we show that SAT of poly-logarithmic tree-width is complete for a level of

the hierarchy of the class semi-unbounded circuits with logarithmic depth and quasi-

polynomial size, denoted as SAC(log n, 2log
i n). This characterization seems more nat-

ural than a previous characterization presented in [AAD+00]. More specifically, we

prove the following

Theorem 1.2 ([ACL+13]). Small space computations can be characterized by SAT of

small width parameters, under log-space reductions:

1. SAT of path-width O(logi |F |) is complete for NTISP(nO(1), logi n).

2. SAT of tree-width O(logi |F |) is complete for SAC(log n, 2log
i n).

In particular, SAT of log |F | tree-width or path-width is complete for SAC1 (prob-

lems that can be decided by semi-unbounded polynomial-sized and logarithmic-depth

circuits) or NL (nondeterministic logarithmic space) respectively. These characteriza-

tions also enable us to resolve an open question posed in [Pap09]: whether SAT of

tree-width log |F | is more di�cult than SAT of path-width log |F |. We answer this

question a�rmatively, under NL 6= SAC1, which is conjectured e.g. by Cook [Coo85].

More importantly, putting these developments together we conclude that our con-

jecture implies NC 6✓ SC, which in turn implies NC 6= SC, and in fact as the tree-width

ranges over di↵erent functions of the input length our conjecture is shown to be equiv-

alent to a resource-scaled analog NC 6= SC.

1.2.2 Algorithms for Width-parameterized SAT

Assuming for now that Conjecture 1.1 holds, it also makes sense to devise algorithm that

approaches the limits. We present two exponential-time algorithms with distinctively

di↵erent performances: one time-e�cient, the other space-e�cient. The dynamic-

programming based time-e�cient algorithm runs in O⇤(22tw(F )) time and O⇤(2tw(F ))

space. With this algorithm, we independently regain the results by Fischer, Makowsky

and Ravve [FMR08], also the results by Samer and Szeider [SS10]. The space-e�cient
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1. INTRODUCTION

algorithm is based on divide-and-conquer, and runs in O⇤(3tw(F ) log |F |) time and polyno-

mial space. As mentioned above, in answering Alekhnovitch and Razborov’s question,

this contribution of ours is the first achieving polynomial space in the most general

sense. The running time of the two algorithms di↵ers in a logarithmic factor in the

exponent, while there is an exponential gap between the space used by the two algo-

rithms.

Our Contribution Using the algorithms as building blocks, a natural question (as

asked for other NP-hard problems, see e.g. [KP10, BFK+12]) is to devise a smooth time-

space trade-o↵ between the two extremes. However, under our conjecture, asymptoti-

cally smooth trade-o↵s cannot exist. Instead, we give a time-space trade-o↵ algorithm

which can smoothly trade a constant factor in the exponent of the running time and

space.

Theorem 1.3 ([ACL+13]). For every integer c � 2 and ✏, where 0 < ✏ < 1, a SAT

instance F with a tree decomposition of width tw(F ) and N nodes, can be decided in

time-space ( 3�c(1�✏)tw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1), 2c✏tw(F )|F |O(1)) for a constant �c.

�c is a constant depending on c. To be more specific, �c is defined as � log xc, where

xc is the root with largest absolute value of the polynomial equation: Xc � Xc�1 �
Xc�2 � · · ·� 1 = 0. The first few values of �c for small c’s are listed in Table 1.1.

c 2 3 4 5 6

�
c

1.441 1.138 1.057 1.026 1.013

Table 1.1: Values of �c for small c’s

Example 1.1. Pick c = 2, ✏ = 1

3

, the algorithm runs in time O⇤(30.961tw(F ) log |F |) and

space O⇤(20.667tw(F )), achieving better running time than the space-e�cient algorithm,

and taking less space than the time-e�cient algorithm.

This algorithm is a combination of the time-e�cient and the space-e�cient algo-

rithms, along with discretization of the space of all possible truth assignments and

combinatorial techniques tailored for the easy-to-split (namely, with small width pa-

rameters) instances. There are two adjustable parameters: a real number ✏ which
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1.2 Width-parameterized SAT

controls the granularity of the discretization, and an integer c which controls the com-

plexity of the behavior. A comprehensive study on the two parameters and their use

in our technique shows that our results are optimal (modulo the technique). Note that

the constant in the exponent of the running time is actually better, and can be seen

in the analysis. But the expression is more complicated, for simplicity we omit it here,

and refer the reader to the analysis of the algorithm.

Time-e�cient Trade-o↵s Space-e�cient

Time O⇤(22tw(F )) O⇤(3�c(1�✏)tw(F ) log |F |) O⇤(3tw(F ) log |F |)

Space O⇤(2tw(F )) O⇤(2c✏tw(F )) O⇤(1)

Table 1.2: Performance of the algorithms

PPSZ on width-parameterized SAT instances For the algorithms that do not

take into account width parameters, e.g. PPSZ, we remark that based on hard instances

for PPSZ as described in Section 1.1.2, we can construct instances with tree-width tw(F )

on which PPSZ performs poorly: the conjunction of n/tw(F ) disjointed hard instances

for PPSZ on tw(F ) variables. The success probability of PPSZ on this instance is the

product of the success probabilities of PPSZ on each disjointed hard instances. On this

instance, PPSZ needs 2⌦(n) time to answer with a constant success probability, which

is worse than O⇤(2tw(F )), when tw(F ) is poly-logarithmic.

1.2.3 Time-space Trade-o↵s and Propositional Proof Systems

The dichotomy of time- and space-e�ciency and lacking of an algorithm achieving

both is not a rare phenomenon. Take st-connectivity, which asks given two vertices s

and t in a directed graph, if t can be reached by a path from s, for example. This

problem can be shown in P, by a depth-first-search algorithm. However, this algorithm

will use polynomial space at the same time. On the other hand, st-connectivity is

also complete for NL (nondeterministic logarithmic space), which in turn by Savitch’s

Theorem [Sav70] implies a O(log2 n) space deterministic algorithm. The question of

achieving both polynomial time and O(log2 n) space has been open for years. For more

discussions on st-connectivity, see e.g. [CR80, Pap03, Sip06, AB09].

11
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The research for width-parameterized SAT closely relates to a new direction in

Propositional Proof Complexity, which is an area initially introduced by Cook and

Reckhow [CR79] as an approach to separate NP from coNP by showing lower bounds

for specific types of algorithms. In a propositional proof system, a proof is a series of

theorems, where each theorem is an axiom or is derived from theorems appeared before

or axioms according to a specific set of derivation rules.

In this work, we mainly discuss two types of proof systems, resolution and polyno-

mial calculus. In the resolution proof system, axioms are the clauses in a given CNF

formula, theorems are clauses as well, and can be derived using the following rule,

A _ x B _ x̄

A _B

for all clauses A, B.

In the polynomial calculus proof system, axioms and theorems are multilinear poly-

nomials over some field F. Truth values are identified with the field elements {0, 1},

and for every variable, an axiom x2�x encoding this information is added, and all the

clauses are translated into polynomials in the natural way. The derivation rules are the

following:

p

x · p and
p q

↵ · p+ � · q

for all ↵,� 2 F. The two proof systems are unified by a common extension of both

called polynomial calculus resolution (PCR). In addition to the axioms and rules of

polynomial calculus, here for each variable, we have two formal variables, for positive

and negative literals, and an axiom x+ x̄� 1 which forces these two variables to take

opposite value.

A refutation is a proof of a theorem which semantically means “false”. In resolution,

it is the empty clause ?, while in PC or PCR, it is 1. Loosely speaking, the size of

a proof is the number of theorems derived in total (analogue of running time of an

algorithm), and space of a proof is the maximal number of theorems that must be kept

in memory at the same time (analogue of running space of an algorithm). For more

information, two very good sources are the survey by Beame and Pitassi [BP01] and

also the lecture notes by Razborov [Raz09].
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1.2 Width-parameterized SAT

Our Contribution As mentioned previously, lower bounds in size-space trade-o↵ in

propositional proof complexity can be interpreted as partial progress towards validating

Conjecture 1.1, and therefore towards separating NC and SC. [BBI12] shows a super-

polynomial lower bound for size-space trade-o↵ for the resolution proof system. Along

this line, in [BNT13], we show exactly the same lower bound for size-space trade-o↵,

for a less restricted type of algorithms, equivalently a stronger proof system polynomial

calculus resolution (PCR).

Theorem 1.4 (informal, [BNT13]). For every n, there exists a k-CNF formula Fn,w

of size n and path-width w, such that for every PCR refutation ⇡ of Fn,w,

T(⇡) =

 

2⌦(w)

S(⇡)

!

⌦

⇣
log logn

log log log n

⌘

where T(⇡) and S(⇡) are respectively the size and the space of ⇡.

The formulas mentioned above are actually Tseitin formulas [Tse83], a type of for-

mulas defined on graphs, where variables correspond to edges and clauses correspond

to vertices. Given our SAT study on general Turing Machines, it comes at no surprise

that the formulas we use in the examples inherit the width parameters from the un-

derlying graph. When the width parameters are small, these formulas can be refuted

in small size or small space in resolution or PCR, and the small-size or small-space

refutations basically corresponds to our time-e�cient or space-e�cient algorithms for

bounded tree-width SAT. Our result shows that no refutation achieving both simulta-

neously exists. Note that without “simultaneous” size-space restriction, no lower bound

is possible, since all formulas can be refuted in linear space in resolution.

The proof of the theorem follows a framework for proving trade-o↵ lower bounds

in [BBI12], but is significantly simplified and strengthened, including a new random

restriction technique and an adaption of the binomial technique in [BGIP01]. The

ultimate goals in this line of research is: (1) to improve the log logn
log log logn factor in the

exponent to log n, and (2) to extend the lower bound to all types of algorithms, which

will in particular justify Conjecture 1.1 and consequently separate NC from SC.

Other than [BBI12], the only other trade-o↵ result for resolution is by Ben-Sasson

and Nordström [BSN08] which shows a trade-o↵ for instances based on pebble games

(see also [Nor11] for a good survey). The instances here are “easier” to refute, in terms
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that they can be refuted in linear size. We also lift these results for resolution to PC and

PCR in our work [BNT13]. So basically, we extended all known size-space trade-o↵s

for resolution to PC and PCR.

1.2.4 Incompressibility

In complexity theory, instance compression concerns a compact/economical represen-

tation of input. To that end, we consider the interaction between a polynomial-time

bounded verifier and an all-powerful oracle: the verifier is given a k-SAT instance,

which is not known to the oracle; and the verifier aims to decide the satisfiability with

the help of the oracle, through minimum communication. The task can always be done

by communicating O(nk) bits, since there are in total O(nk) di↵erent k-SAT instances,

and this is optimal under the assumption that polynomial hierarchy (PH) does not col-

lapse [DvM10]. PH is a natural generalization of NP by adding more quantifiers, where

each level is identified by the number of quantifiers. It is widely believed that PH does

not collapse, and this has been used as assumption in many results, e.g. Karp-Lipton

theorem. In parameterized settings, it is also conceivable to consider compression of

the parameters.

Our Contribution In the setting of width-parameterized SAT instances it also

makes sense to investigate their compressibility. In fact, the following two simple ob-

servations show that something non-standard happens in terms of the compressibility

of width-parameterized SAT instances.

Theorem 1.5 (informal, [Tan12]). For a SAT instance F with path-width pw(F ),

1. there is no polynomial algorithm that given F computes a formula F 0, such that

F , F 0, and pw(F 0) = 0.5pw(F ), unless ETH fails

2. there is no protocol for the verifier to communicate O(n1�✏) bits with the oracle

and decide the satisfiability of F , unless a down-scaled version of PH collapses.

The observations are based on preliminary observations and simple techniques. Nev-

ertheless, this work initiates the study of compressibility or sparsification of width-

parameterized SAT instances, and makes conceptual contributions to better under-

standing the complexity of width-parameterized SAT.
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1.3 Group Isomorphism

1.3 Group Isomorphism

In algebra, we call a set G containing a special element id with an action · a group, if

the action satisfies:

1. 8x, y 2 G, x · y 2 G.

2. 8x 2 G, x · id = id · x = x

3. 8x 2 G, 9y 2 G, s.t. x · y = id.

4. 8x, y, z 2 G, (x · y) · z = x · (y · z).

In computer science, groups are usually seen as an abstraction of actions, like in image

or audio processing. Group theory and its related representation theory have also found

applications in algorithm design for fundamental problems like matrix multiplication,

and also explicit construction of expander graphs. A branch called computational group

theory is of independent interest and also draws attention of computer scientists. Here

we discuss a computational problem concerning group theory, the group isomorphism

problem.

Two groups G and H are called isomorphic, if there exists a bijective mapping

f : G! H, such that 8a, b 2 G, f(a · b) = f(a) · f(b), where the first operation · is in
G, and the second is in H. Namely, two groups are isomorphic if they are essentially

the same up to renaming. The decision problem group isomorphism (GroupISO) asks

whether two given groups with n elements are isomorphic. GroupISO resembles the

famous graph isomorphism problem (GraphISO), which asks whether two graphs are

essentially identical.

The complexity of GroupISO is sensitive to how the groups are presented: if the

groups are given as presentations (generator and relation representation), then it is

undecidable [Deh11, Adi57]; for permutation groups given as generators, in [BS84] the

problem was only known to be in PSPACE (set of problems solvable in polynomial

space, superset of NP).

The least succinct input format, multiplication table (Cayley table), gives rise to

a more interesting scenario from an algorithmic theoretic perspective. Given a map-

ping between two groups, according to the definition above, it is easy to design a

polynomial-time algorithm verifying whether the mapping is indeed an isomorphism,
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namely GroupISO 2 NP. On the other hand, GroupISO is among a few computa-

tional problems in NP, including integer factorization and GraphISO, which are not

known to be NP-complete nor do they have polynomial-time algorithms. GroupISO is

polynomial-time reducible to GraphISO, which is contained in NP\ coAM. In partic-

ular, if GroupISO is NP-complete, then GraphISO will also be NP-complete, which

induces the PH collapses to the second level. Therefore based on common belief, it is

unlikely that GroupISO is complete for NP.

For groups of size n with b generators, in [Mil78] Tarjan is credited for pointing out

an nb+O(1) algorithm. Then by the observation that every group has a generating set of

size dlog ne, we get an nlogn+O(1) algorithm for testing isomorphism of general groups.

This is improved by Lipton, Snyder and Zalcstein [LSZ77], who gave an algorithm

running in O(log2 n) space. Interestingly enough, this three-decade old algorithm is

the best algorithm we know so far. The basic idea behind is simple:

1. Compute a generating set of G

2. Enumerate all bijective mappings from G to H as follows,

(a) Fix the image of the generating set of G, and the extend the definition to

the whole group G.

(b) Test whether the mapping is an isomorphism.

For every group of n elements, its generating set is of size at most log n and can be

computed in polynomial-time. Then it is straightforward to see how the test can be

implemented in nlogn+O(1) time.

We give further evidence that GroupISO is not NP-complete by putting it in a

complexity class closer to P. Equipped with this characterization, we show a new

conditional separation of GroupISO and GraphISO. We also give new algorithms

for special groups, which works for the largest scope of groups that admit a polynomial

time algorithm as of the time when it appeared.

1.3.1 GroupISO in Small Space

As mentioned above, GroupISO can be solved in nlogn+O(1) time or O(log2 n) space.

We show that, with nondeterminism, GroupISO can be decided in simultaneously

nO(1) time and O(log2 n) space. Or equivalently,
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Theorem 1.6 ([PQT13]). GroupISO 2 NTISP(nO(1), log2 n).

This theorem bridges GroupISO and our study in width-parameterized SAT. In

particular, when combined with Theorem 1.2, we can prove that every GroupISO

instance can be encoded as a SAT instance with path-width O(log2 n). This also

indicates a new way for solving GroupISO in practice, that is to use a SAT-solver

optimized for bounded width instances. Furthermore, with the complexity studies,

we are able to put GroupISO closer to P and further from being NP-complete. We

prove by arguing that under reasonable complexity assumptions (ETH and the entire

NP cannot be computed in a fixed polynomial space bound), NTISP(nO(1), log2 n) is a

natural class which goes “a little” above P, in the sense that it is the lowest level of a

strict hierarchy which does not contain NP-hard problems.

Quite naturally, the basic idea is to “guess” with nondeterminism a generating set

of the first group and its image in the second group in a hypothetic isomorphism. Note

that such information can be encoded inO(log2 n) bits and therefore can be stored in the

working space. The second step is to verify that the given set is actually a generating

set, and the mapping defined on the generating set actually can be extended to an

isomorphism. For this task, we found a surprising application of Reingold’s algorithm

[Rei08], which solves undirected st-connectivity in log-space. We proceed by extending

the reduction, by Barrington, Kadau, Large and McKenzie [BKLM00], from verifying

what we need above to connectivity. A crucial feature of Reingold’s algorithm for our

purpose is that it always outputs the same witness, namely the same walk from s to

t. This allows us to verify that each element is generated from the generating set in a

consistent way, without the need to record the actual combination of generators.

Alternatively one observes that we can bring in Computational Group Theory ma-

chinery developed before Reingold, and for that machinery we can also make it work.

However, utilization of such machinery is less combinatorial and less accessible to com-

puter scientists.

At the end of this part, we consider heuristics for GroupISO. Babai, Erdös and

Selkow [BES80] devise a simple heuristic forGraphISO, and they show that the heuris-

tic works well in average for randomly picked graphs. To our best knowledge, no similar

results have been proved for GroupISO. Part of it is due to lacking of a broadly ac-

cepted notion of “random groups”. We propose a simple and natural heuristic for
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GroupISO which can be implemented in small space. Basically, the heuristic tests

isomorphism by looking at some statistical properties of the groups. We show prelimi-

nary results on its behavior and generality, and this line of research is still ongoing.

1.3.2 GroupISO vs. GraphISO

At least at a definitional level, there is certain similarity between GroupISO and

GraphISO. It is common for isomorphism problems to be computationally equivalent

to GraphISO. It has been long known that GroupISO reduces to GraphISO under

polynomial-time reductions (see e.g. [Mil78]). However, there are evidences indicating

that the reverse direction does not hold. The best running time for GroupISO is

nlogn+O(1), while for GraphISO, as shown by Babai and Luks [BL83], is 2
˜O(

p
n). In

fact, there is a di↵erence between GroupISO and GraphISO in the sense that a

polynomial-time algorithm for GraphISO would be a surprising fact, but the same is

not true for GroupISO. Towards this direction, Chattopadhyay, Torán and Wagner

[CTW10] show the impossibility in a weaker sense: there is no AC0 reduction from

GraphISO to GroupISO.

Our Contribution We push forward this line of research and show the following

conditional separation of the two problems, in the joint work with Papakonstantinou

and Qiao [PQT13]:

Theorem 1.7 (informal, [PQT13]). GraphISO is not reducible to GroupISO with

O(log n) depth semi-unbounded circuits, under:

1. DET 6✓ SAC1, and

2. super-constant depth reduction of an arbitrary circuit is not possible without 2n
✏

blow-up.

The proof of the theorem is by synthesizing many di↵erent parts of the thesis. In the

first assumption above, DET denotes the complexity class containing all sets reducible

within logarithmic space to the problem of computing the determinant of a matrix in

Z

n⇥n (see e.g. [Coo85]). This class is contained in AC1, and is conjectured not to be

in SAC1. It has been shown by Torán [Tor04], that GraphISO is hard for DET. The

second assumption is essentially Conjecture 1.1 which concerns the separation of NC
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and SC as discussed in previous sections. Studying these two assumptions is important

in its own right, and we push forward especially the study of the second one.

1.3.3 Algorithms for Specific Groups

Now let us turn to group isomorphism problem for restricted classes of groups. Namely,

we consider the promise problem, where the input groups are from a certain class. In

most cases, whether a group belongs to a certain class can be tested e�ciently. For

abelian groups, Savage [Sav80] first gave an O(n2) algorithm, which was improved to

O(n log n) by Vikas [Vik96] and finally to O(n) by Kavitha [Kav07]. Little was known

beyond abelian groups until 2009, when Le Gall [LG09] showed that isomorphism of

groups in the form of semidirect products of an abelian group and a cyclic group, whose

orders are coprime, can be tested in almost linear time. The class of p-groups seems

to be the current barrier, and there are some new developments on the structure of

p-groups [Wil09a, Wil09b].

Recently, Kayal and Nezhmetdinov [KN09] and Wilson [Wil10] address the problem

of finding the factors of a group under the direct product operation. They show that

given a group, all its direct factors can be computed e�ciently. This result suggests

the following divide-and-conquer strategy in the context of isomorphism testing: (1)

decompose the input groups into small building blocks in some canonical way, (2)

test isomorphism of the building blocks, with respect to some correspondence, and

(3) merge the subproblems. In the case of direct product, decomposition is solved

in [KN09] and [Wil10], and “merging” is trivial due to Remak-Krull-Schmidt theorem:

two groups are isomorphic if and only if their direct factors are isomorphic up to

appropriate correspondence of the factors.

Note that direct products of abelian groups will not go beyond abelian, therefore it is

natural to ask if the above strategy can be extended to the case of less stringently defined

products. The next natural target is semidirect product, which has been considered in

[LG09]. A group G is the semidirect product of a normal subgroup N by a subgroup H

if G = NH and N \H = {id}. Every h 2 H can act on N by conjugation, giving rise to

a homomorphism from H to Aut(N), called the action associated with the semidirect

product.

Example 1.2. Let S
3

be the symmetric group of 3 elements. S
3

can be written as a

semidirect product, N o⌧ H, where N = {(1), (123), (132)}, H = {(1), (12)}.
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Unlike direct product, a semidirect product G = N o⌧ H is canonical only with

respect to the associated action. For the special class considered in [LG09], due to this

reason Le Gall needs to solve the problem of testing whether two automorphisms of

abelian groups are conjugate or not (when the automorphisms satisfy some property),

for which he gives an e�cient algorithm.

On the other hand, in the domain of super-polynomial time, some progress has also

been made. Babai, Codenotti, Grochow and Qiao [BCGQ11] show that isomorphism

for semisimple groups, which are groups without abelian normal subgroups, can be

tested in time nO(log logn). For solvable groups, Arvind and Torán [AT11] show that the

isomorphism testing problem is in NP \ coNP, under certain complexity assumptions,

and a very recent result by Rosenbaum [Ros13] gives an algorithm which runs in time

n0.5 logn+O(

logn
log logn

). For the more restricted class p-groups, the running time can be

reduced to n0.5 logn+O(1). Note that running time of this algorithm improves over the

algorithm for general groups by a constant factor in the exponent. This seemingly small

improvement is, however, a big breakthrough for group isomorphism after decades of

development, for relatively general enough classes of groups.

Our Contribution We push the borderline of polynomial time tractable for group

isomorphism to groups of form semidirect product of an abelian group and an ele-

mentary abelian groups, with orders coprime. Here an elementary abelian group is an

abelian group that can be viewed as direct product of cyclic groups of a same prime

order. The results are presented in [QST11].

Theorem 1.8 ([QST11]). For groups of n elements and of form N oH, where N is

abelian, H is elementary abelian, and (|N |, |H|) = 1, there exists a polynomial time

algorithm for isomorphism testing.

As of the time when [QST11] appeared, the class of group described above was the

largest class of groups with a known polynomial-time isomorphism testing algorithm. A

follow-up by Babai and Qiao [BQ12] extends the results in [LG09, QST11] by presenting

a polynomial-time test for isomorphism of groups with abelian Sylow towers, which is

the current state-of-the-art.
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2

Satisfiability: Fast Algorithms

and Lower Bounds

Being such a fundamental computational problem, finding practically e�cient algorithm

for SAT has always been a hot topic. As mentioned in Section 1.1, there are various

complexity theoretic assumptions, without disproving which we cannot achieve certain

type of e�ciency for SAT: P 6= NP prevents polynomial time algorithms; ETH allows

only exponential time algorithms; and strong ETH allows better-than-näıve algorithm

only for k-SAT.

In this chapter, we discuss the fastest known algorithm (with respect to worst case

performance) for k-SAT, the PPSZ algorithm. In particular, we investigate how it

works and show new results regarding its limit.

2.1 The PPSZ algorithm for k-SAT

Named after its creators, Paturi, Pudlák, Saks, and Zane [PPSZ05], PPSZ is a random-

ized algorithm for k-SAT. Despite its simple description as sketched in Section 1.1,

PPSZ holds the world record so far in terms of running time. For k = 3, it runs in

O⇤(1.308n) time, where n denotes the number of variables in the input. Here we discuss

PPSZ from a particular perspective.

Notation Here we introduce some notation that will be used throughout the re-

maining part of this chapter. For a vector v over F

2

, we denote by supp(v) the set

{i | vi = 1}. For a matrix M, supp(M) is the union of supp(r) over all rows r of
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2. SATISFIABILITY: FAST ALGORITHMS AND LOWER BOUNDS

M. For a CNF formula F , Vbl(F ) denotes the set of variables occurring there. For

a literal u, Vbl(u) denotes the one underlying variable. For a formula F , a variable

x 2 Vbl(F ) and b 2 {0, 1}, F [x 7!b] denotes the simplified F after setting the value of

x to the constant b. Furthermore, for a subset S of variables and an assignment b,

F [xS 7!bS ] is the simplified formula F after setting the value of variables in S according

to b.

PPSZ as encoding satisfying assignments The function Encode below takes

a satisfiable CNF formula F , a satisfying assignment b of it, a permutation P of the

variables of F , and a heuristic H and outputs an encoding c of b. It is not hard to see

that one can reverse this procedure; that is, given c, F , and H, one can reconstruct

the original b. The encoding c is never longer than the original b. It might be much

shorter.

Algorithm 1: Encode (b, P , F , H)

1 c the empty string;

2 for xi 2 Vbl(F ) in the order according to P do

3 if H(F, xi) =“?” then

4 Append bi to c;

5 end

6 F  F [xi 7!bi];

7 end

8 return c;

The heuristic H here takes as input a formula F and a variable x, and returns

a value in {0, 1, ?}. We require H to be correct : if H(F, x) = 1, then F implies x;

similarly, if H(F, x) = 0, we require that F implies x̄. Here we say that F implies

x (x̄) in a semantic sense, if any assignment that satisfies F must set x to be 1 (0).

Additionally, the heuristic should run in sub-exponential time.

Deciding whether a CNF formula F implies a certain variable is NP-complete. How-

ever, there are cases the implication is easy to see. In fact, in the original work by

Paturi, Pudlák and Zane [PPZ97], a trivial heuristic was considered: if x or x̄ is a unit

clause (there is a clause containing only the literal x or x̄), then return 1 or 0 accord-
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2.1 The PPSZ algorithm for k-SAT

ingly, ? otherwise. We will see later that this heuristic works well to some extent, and

the algorithm is called PPZ.

The heuristic PPSZ uses checks whether the correct value can be determined by

resolution of bounded width: that is, it builds all possible resolvents from the clauses of

the formula, but throws away those resolvents whose size exceeds some parameter w. If

at some point this leads to the unit clause x, the algorithm knows that it must set x to

1. If the unit clause x̄ appears, surely x must be 0. This procedure runs in time 2o(n)

as long as w 2 o(n), by a width-length relation given by Ben-Sasson and Wigderson

[BSW01]. Denote this heuristic as H.

During a call to Encode(b, P, F,H), some variables of F are encoded into the

result c, whereas some others are skipped, because the heuristic H was able to deduce

their correct values. Let EncVar(b, P, F,H) denote the set of variables that have been

encoded. So the length of the string Encode(b, P, F,H) equals the size of the set

EncVar(b, P, F,H). From c, we can reconstruct b: there is a procedure Decode such

that Decode(c, P, F,H) = b.

Now suppose we are in the situation of discovering the original satisfying truth

assignment. At the beginning, we do not know c, but we might just take a random

bit string and hope that c is a prefix of it. This happens with probability 2�|c|. This

suggests the following probabilistic algorithm for SAT: let c be a random bit string,

try to decode it, and hope that it works.

Algorithm 2: PPSZ (F , P , H)

1 c {0, 1}n, uniformly at random;

2 b Decode(c, P, F,H);

3 return b;

In most cases the algorithm will not return useful strings, however, the probability

that it returns a satisfying assignment b is non-zero (no less than 2�n). The following

lemma is not di�cult to prove:

Lemma 2.1 ([PPSZ05]). Let b be a satisfying assignment of F . Then

Pr[PPSZ(F, P,H) = b] = 2�|Encode(b,P,F,H)|
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2. SATISFIABILITY: FAST ALGORITHMS AND LOWER BOUNDS

Basically this lemma implies that the shorter the encodings are, the higher the

success probability is. We do not know, however, which permutation P leads to a short

codelength. Our algorithm will simply choose a random permutation. Since x 7! 2x is

convex, Jensen’s inequality implies that

EP [Pr[PPSZ(F, P,H) = b]] � 2�EP |Encode(b,P,F,H)|

The main theorem of Paturi, Pudlák, Saks and Zane is:

Theorem 2.1 ([PPSZ05]). Let F be a satisfiable k-CNF formula and b be a satisfying

assignment. Then EP [|Encode(b, P, F,H)|]  (1� ✏k)n, where ✏k ⇡ ⇡2

6k for large k.

Remark 2.1. If we replace the heuristic H by the one used in [PPZ97], the theorem

above holds with ✏k ⇡ 1

k . The analysis of PPZ is much simpler than that of PPSZ.

For a 3-CNF formula F that has a unique satisfying assignment b, it is shown

that EP [Encode(b, P, F,H)]  (2 ln 2 � 1)n + o(1) ⇡ 0.38n; this gives a randomized

algorithm of running time 1.308n for 3-SAT. Recently, Hertli [Her11] proved that this

algorithm achieves the same running time bound even if the 3-CNF formula has multiple

satisfying truth assignments.

2.2 Hard instances for PPSZ

As a warmup let us consider PPZ instead of PPSZ. Hard instances for PPZ are not

di�cult to construct. For a fixed k, divide the n variables into n/k groups, and form

the formula by containing all 2k but one possible clauses from each group. It can be

proved that, on these instances, the saving of PPZ is exactly 1/k, and therefore reaches

the worst case running time.

It is much more complicated to construct hard instances for PPSZ. We base our

construction on linear equations of the form M · x = 0. Form M 2 F

n⇥n
2

by setting

each entry to 1 with probability k/n. One can write the system M · x = 0 as a CNF

formula by writing each constraint m · x = 0 as an equivalent CNF formula. Denote

codelength(b, F,H) := min
P

|Encode(c, P, F,H)|

and

codelength(F,H) := min
b

codelength(b, F,H)

The following theorem holds.
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2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2

Theorem 2.2. Let F denote the CNF formula encoding the system M · x = 0. Then

with high probability over the choice of M,

codelength(F,H) � (1� ✏k)n

for some ✏k 2 O((ln k)2/k).

2.2.1 Transformation into a k-CNF formula

The bulk of the technical work is to prove Theorem 2.2. In addition, we have to show

(i) that M ·x = 0 does not have too many solutions and (ii) how to transform M ·x = 0

into a k-CNF formula. Both (i) and (ii) are rather straightforward. In particular, the

following propositions hold.

Proposition 2.1. With high probability over the choice of M, the system M · x = 0

has at most 2✏kn solutions, where ✏k 2 O(ln2(k)/k).

Proposition 2.2. Let F be a CNF formula over n variables, T ✓ [n] a set of variables,

and b⇤ be a satisfying assignment. Set F 0 := F [xT 7!b

⇤
T ]. Then codelength(F 0,H) �

codelength(F,H)� |T |.

Proposition 2.3. Choose M 2 F

n⇥n
2

by setting every entry to 1 with probability k/n.

Call a row excessive if it has more than 2ek 1’s. The expected total number of 1’s in

the excessive rows is O(nk/2k).

Combining these two propositions, take the formula F , which is not a k-CNF for-

mula, and set to 0 all the variables that occur in clauses of size bigger than 2ek. The

resulting formula F 0 is a 2ek-CNF formula, and by Proposition 2.2,

codelength(b0, F 0,H) � (1�O(ln2 k/k)�O(k/2k))n

� (1�O(ln2 k/k))n

for all satisfying assignments b0 of F 0.

2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2

2.3.1 Overview

Choose M 2 F

n⇥n
2

by setting every entry to 1 with probability k/n. Let F denote the

CNF formula encoding the system M · x = 0. Suppose the conclusion of Theorem 2.2
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2. SATISFIABILITY: FAST ALGORITHMS AND LOWER BOUNDS

does not hold. That is, there is a satisfying assignment b and a permutation P such

that the set S = EncVar(b, P, F,H) is too small: |S|  (1 � c ln2 k/k)n for some c to

be determined later. We show that with high probability, this does not happen.

Definition 2.1 (Step Matrix). Let s 2 N. A matrix A is an s-step matrix if the rows

a
1

,a
2

, . . . of A satisfy

|supp(ai) \ (supp(a1) [ · · · [ supp(ai�1

))| 2 [s, 4s] . (2.1)

In words, each new row introduces at least s and at most 4s new 1’s.

We need some parameters. Define ⌧ := 129 ln2 k/k, ` := 4 ln k and w := ln(k)n/k.

Lemma 2.2 (Existence of a step matrix). Suppose |EncVar(b, P, F,H)|  (1 � 2⌧)n.

Then there exists (1) a set U ⇢ [n] of ⌧n variables, (2) an n/k-step matrix L of

dimension ` ⇥ n and (3) an (` ⇥ ⌧n)-matrix Z in which every row has at most w 1’s

such that

L ·MU = Z (2.2)

where MU is the n⇥ |U |-matrix M restricted to the variables in U .

This lemma is the main technical challenge in the proof of Theorem 2.2, and its

detailed proof will be given in Section 2.3.3. From the lemma and next propositions,

the theorem follows immediately:

Proposition 2.4. There are at most
� n
⌧n

�

ways to choose U , at most
� n
4`n/k

�`
ways to

choose L, and at most
� ⌧n
w

�`
ways to choose Z.

Here, we use
� a
b

�

as a short-hand for
�a
0

�

+
�a
1

�

+ · · · +
�a
b

�

. The proof of this

proposition and the following propositions are rather straightforward, using elementary

counting techniques and linear algebra.

Proposition 2.5. For each fixed U , L, and Z,

Pr[L ·MU = Z]  e�`⌧n/2 ,

where the probability is taken over the choice of M.

We combine these two propositions:
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Proposition 2.6. The probability that there exists a set U and matrices L and Z as

described in Lemma 2.2 is at most

✓

n

⌧n

◆

·
✓

n

4`n/k

◆`

·
✓

⌧n

 w

◆`

· e�2

ln k
k
⌧n .

For our choice of parameters, this is o(1).

Thus, it is very unlikely that there exists a satisfying assignment b and a per-

mutation P such that |EncVar(b, P, F,H)|  (1 � 2⌧)n. This finishes the proof of

Theorem 2.2.

2.3.2 The Connection Between PPSZ and Linear Algebra

Since our formula F is derived from a system of linear equations, there is a connec-

tion between resolution proofs and Gaussian row operations. Ben-Sasson and Im-

pagliazzo [BSI10] call this concept Gaussian refutation and attribute it to personal

communication with Mikhail Alekhnovich.

Suppose F is a CNF formula and C is a clause. We say F implies C if every satisfying

assignment of F also satisfies C. A literal u 2 C is critical if F implies C, but not

C \ {u}. That means there is some satisfying assignmnet b that satisfies F and C, but

not C \ {u}.

Lemma 2.3 (Gaussian Resolution). Let F be a CNF formula encoding the system of

linear equations M · x = b. Suppose there is a resolution derivation

C
1

, C
2

, . . . , Cm ,

where each Ci is either a clause of F or the resolvent of two clauses Ci1 , Ci2 for i1, i2 < i.

Then there exist linear constraints of the form

c
1

· x = z
1

, c
2

· x = z
2

, . . . , cm · x = zm ,

where each constraint is either a row of the system M · x = b, or ci = ci1 + ci2 and

zi = zi1 + zi2 for some i
1

, i
2

< i. In particular, all ci are linear combinations of rows

of M. Furthermore, for all 1  i  m it holds that (i) supp(ci) ✓ Vbl(Ci), (ii) every x

with ci · x = zi satisfies Ci, (iii) if a literal u 2 Ci is critical, then Vbl(u) 2 supp(ci).
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2.3.3 Proof of Lemma 2.2

Consider a run of PPSZ. Suppose there is a satisfying assignment b and a permutation

⇡ such that S := EncVar(b,⇡, F,H) has size s := |S|  (1 � 2⌧)n. From F [xS 7!bS ],

one can successively derive all the remaining variables by resolution of width at most

w. For simplicity, assume that S = {1, . . . , s} and ⇡ = (1, . . . , n). For each variable xj ,

s+ 1  j  n, there exists a resolution proof

C(j)
1

, . . . , C(j)
mj

= (x<j 6= b<j _ xj = bj) =: C(j) (2.3)

such that |Vbl(C(j)
i ) \ {1, . . . , j � 1}|  w. This follows from the fact that one can

derive xj = bj from F [x<j=b<j ] using width-w-resolution. Note that the literal xj = bj

is critical in the clause C(j): the satisfying assignment b does not satisfy (x<j 6= b<j).

We apply Lemma 2.3 to the sequence (2.3) and obtain a sequence of vectors:

c(j)
1

, c(j)
2

, . . . , c(j)mj
=: c(j) . (2.4)

Since the literal xj = bj is critical in C(j), we conclude that j 2 supp(c(j)). Since

supp(c(j)) ✓ Vbl(C(j)) = {1, . . . , j}, it follows that max supp(c(j)) = j. Since every

c(j) is a linear combination of rows of M, there are vectors

r(j)
1

, r(j)
2

, . . . , r(j)mj
=: r(j) (2.5)

such that r(j)i ·M = c(j)i and each r(j)i in the sequence either contains exactly one 1 or

is the sum of two previous vectors in the sequence. Writing the r(j)’s for s+1  j  n

as an (n� s)⇥ n matrix R gives the following equation:

The right side has full rank n� s(� 2⌧n), and so does R. Take the ⌧n first rows of R

to be R0 and let U be the last ⌧n variables. Let MU be the restriction of M to these

variables. This gives:
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Matrix R0 has full rank ⌧n, so |supp(R0)| � ⌧n. For general S and ⇡, we can do

the same: Let T be the first ⌧n variables of [n] \ S processed by PPSZ, and U the last

⌧n variables. Form R0 by restricting R to the rows corresponding to T and restrict M

to the columns corresponding to U .

Observation 2.1. Let c(j)i be a row vector occurring in the Gaussian resolution deriva-

tion (2.4) for some j 2 T . Then |supp(c(j)i ) \ U |  w.

This is because all but w variables occurring in each clause in the resolution proof

must come before j; however, the variables of U come after T in the permutation ⇡.

We build an ` ⇥ n-matrix L as follows by successively adding rows to it until

|supp(L)| > ⌧n�2n/k. Start with L being a 0⇥n-matrix, i.e., not containing any rows.

We build a temporary matrix A, starting with A being 0 ⇥ n-matrix and iteratively

adding rows of R0 to it. Since R0 is full rank, |supp(R0)| � ⌧n. Note that as long as

|supp(L)|  ⌧n � 2n/k, there is some point in time where |supp(A) \ supp(L)| first
exceeds 2n/k.

At this point, there are two cases. First, suppose that we have arrived at a matrix

A with 2n/k  |supp(A) \ supp(L)|  4n/k:

L

A

0

0⇤

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2 [2n/k, 4n/k]

Let r denote a random linear combination of the rows of A. Note that E[|supp(r) \
supp(L)|] 2 [n/k, 2n/k]. Thus there is some linear combination r providing at least

n/k and at most 4n/k new 1’s. Add this row to L. Note that r ·MU = 0.

In the second case, assume |supp(A) \ supp(L)| > 4n/k. This means that the last

row we added to A increased supp(A) \ supp(L) from below 2n/k to above 4n/k.

L
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

A
0⇤ 1

1 11

2n/k

4n/k

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1

1
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Thus, the last row r of R0 we added to A contains at least 2n/k 1’s that are not in

supp(L). At this point, recall that c := r ·M has been derived by Gaussian resolution

c(j)
1

, . . . , c(j)mj
=: c (2.6)

of some variable xj with j 2 T . We need the following proposition:

Proposition 2.7. Let U ✓ [n] and a 2 N, a � 1. Let r
1

, . . . , rt 2 F

n
2

be a sequence of

vectors as in (2.5). Then either |supp(rt) \ U |  a, or there is an ri in the sequence

for which |supp(ri) \ U | 2 [a/2, a].

Proof. Assume |supp(rt) \U | > a. Note that the sequence r
1

, . . . , rt is obtained from a

resolution proof and thus it follows from Lemma 2.3 that for each 1  i  t, |supp(ri)| =
1 or ri = ri1+ri2 for some i

1

, i
2

< i which implies supp(ri) ✓ supp(ri1)[supp(ri2). But
this gives supp(ri)\U ✓ (supp(ri1)\U)[(supp(ri2)\U) and consequently |supp(ri)\U | 
|supp(ri1) \ U | + |supp(ri2) \ U |. Combining this sub-additivity with the fact that

|supp(r
1

) \ U | = 1 and |supp(rt) \ U | > a, it follows that there must be some ri

satisfying |supp(ri) \ U | 2 [a/2, a].

By Proposition 2.7, there is some r0 in the sequence such |supp(r0) \ supp(L)| 2
[n/k, 2n/k]. We add r0 to L. Note that r0 · M =: c0 is a row vector in the sequence

(2.6). By Observation 2.1, this means that |supp(c) \ U |  w. Consequently, r0 ·MU

has at most w 1’s.

Let us summarize: Every row in L introduces at least n/k and at most 4n/k 1’s.

This means, we can repeat this process at least ⌧n
4n/k � 1 = ⌧k/4 � 1 � 4 ln k times.

This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
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3

Width-parameterized SAT

In this chapter, we turn to look at practical SAT instances with structure quantified

by width parameters. Our research is motivated by resolving an open question posed

by Alekhnovitch and Razborov. We fully answer their question modulo Conjecture 1.1,

and we look into multiple aspects of SAT of bounded parameters. We also give trade-

o↵ lower bounds in propositional proof complexity towards validating Conjecture 1.1.

For an overview and more intuition, see Section 1.2.

3.1 Preliminaries

We introduce notation, terminology, and conventions used throughout this and next

chapter.

3.1.1 Notation

All logarithms are of base 2 (important here because the constant will matter), and all

propositional formulas are in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). SAT is the decision

problem where given an arbitrary CNF formula we want to decide if it is satisfiable.

We let k-SAT denote the restriction of SAT to CNFs where each clause has at most k

literals. For a formula F , m denotes the number of clauses, n the number of variables,

and Ci and xj stand for the i-th clause and j-th variable respectively. For convenience

we write |F | = m + n. When there is no confusion (e.g. when defining complexity

classes) n is used to denote the input length.
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3.1.2 Tree-width, Path-width

Definition 3.1. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. A tree decomposition of G is

a tuple (T, X), where T = (W,H) is a tree, and X = {X
1

, · · · , X|W |} where Xi ✓ V

s.t.

(1)
S|W |

i=1

Xi = V

(2) 8(i, j) 2 E, 9t 2W , s.t. i, j 2 Xt.

(3) 8v, the set {t : v 2 Xt} forms a subtree of T.

Each of Xi is called a bag, the width of (T,X) is defined as maxt2W |Xt|� 1, and the

tree-width tw(G) of graph G is defined as the minimum width over all possible tree

decompositions.

When the tree decomposition T = (W,H) is restricted to a path, the decomposition

is called a path decomposition, and the specific tree-width is called the path-width

pw(G). The following inequality holds (e.g. [Bod98])

tw(G)  pw(G)  O (log |V | · tw(G)) (3.1)

Definition 3.2. The incidence graph GF of a SAT instance F is a bipartite graph,

where in one side of the bipartization each node is associated with a distinct variable,

and in the other each node is associated with a clause. There is an edge between a clause-

node and a variable-node if and only if the variable appears in a literal of the clause.

The tree-width of a formula F is the tree-width of its incidence graph, tw(F ) = tw(GF ).

When it is clear from the context we may abuse notation and write tw(F ) to denote

the width of a given decomposition of GF .

We assume that a tree decomposition of the incidence graph of F is given as input

along with F . For convenience, we assume without loss of generality that the input

tree decompositions ((W,H), X) have the following two properties.

(1) |W | = O(tw(F ) · |V |) = O(tw(F )|F |)

(2) The tree T = (W,H) has bounded degree 3.

We call a tree decomposition nice if it satisfies the two properties above. A tree

decomposition can be converted to a nice one in linear time (see e.g. [Klo94, Bod98]).

The maximal degree in the tree decomposition is denoted by d. By the property above,

d  3. If the input is given with a path decomposition, then d  2.
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Remark 3.1. We present our results with the parameter d. One may replace d by 2 or

3 when the structure of the input decomposition is known to be a path or a (nice) tree.

3.1.3 Assignments

We introduce terminology and notation to talk about truth assignments on bags. Let

X be a bag in the tree decomposition, V be the variables and C be the clauses in X.

Also, nV = |V| and mC = |C|. An assignment RX for X is a binary vector of length

nV + mC. The first nV bits indicate the truth values of the corresponding variables.

Note that the term “assignment” does not correspond only to a “truth assignment” on

the variables in X. It is an assignment of bit values both to variables and to clauses.

What values the last mC bits have is a subtle issue explained in Section 4.1.1.

For the dynamic programming algorithm things are pretty clear. However, for the

space-e�cient and trade-o↵ algorithms, things become more subtle. Intuitively, a bit

corresponding to a clause C is 1 if we “have decided” to eventually satisfy this clause

(this has to do with where we are in the execution of the algorithm). Such a decision

is di↵erent for di↵erent algorithms, but we use the same data-structure.

Actually, the most straightforward way of defining the clause bits is to let it denote

whether the corresponding clause “is” satisfied. To ensure that a clause is satisfied

in one of the branches in the tree decomposition, we need to enumerate all 2d � 1

combinations of branches on which the clause is satisfied. However, if one is interested in

only the satisfiability problem (and not e.g. in #SAT) we observe that d combinations

su�ce.

3.2 Small Space Computation: Characterizations

We show that (1) our Conjecture 1.1 is equivalent to a widely believed complexity

assumption (and its scaled analogs), and (2) under a di↵erent well-known complexity

assumption (NL ( LOGCFL), for the same width parameter w(|F |) SAT of tree-width

O(w(|F |)) cannot be e�ciently reduced to SAT of path-width O(w(|F |)). Both of

these results follow by first proving that SAT parameterized by path- and tree-width

is complete for natural complexity classes. To obtain these results, we heavily rely on

properties of semi-unbounded fan-in combinatorial circuits. In Section 3.2.1 we give

a primer with basic intuition about these circuits. Also, based on properties of these
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circuits and on the relation between path-width and tree-width in Equation (3.2) in

Section 3.2.3, we provide a new characterization of NSC.

3.2.1 A primer on semi-unbounded fan-in circuits

The statements of the lower bounds do not explicitly refer to semi-unbounded families

of circuits, but we use them inside the arguments. A circuit is semi-unbounded when

it has unbounded fan-in OR gates, bounded fan-in AND gates, and all the negations

are at the input level. The class of problems that can be decided by such circuits of

depth O(logi n) and polynomial size is denoted by SACi. Clearly, NCi ✓ SACi ✓ ACi,

where NC and AC denote the complexity classes characterized by the same parameters

with bounded fan-in and unbounded fan-in families of circuits, respectively. There is

also the issue of uniformity (the reader will be formally reminded about it in the next

sub-section). For the moment let us assume that all the circuit families in question are

uniform, under a reasonable form of uniformity.

What is special in SAC circuits? Suppose that you are given oracle access to an

unbounded circuit C (with all negation gates on the input level) and an input x, and

you want to verify recursively that C(x) = 1. The standard algorithm would be to

start at the output gate and execute the following recursive algorithm: if the current

gate g is an OR gate, nondeterministically pick a gate h that feeds into g and verify

that h evaluates to 1; if the current gate g is an AND gate with h
1

, . . . , hm feeding

into it, recursively verify that each of the hi evaluates to 1. An accepting run of this

algorithm corresponds to a (possibly huge) tree, called a ”proof tree” [Ven91]; if the

circuit C has bounded fan-in (or even semi-unbounded fan-in), then the size of this

tree is bounded by 2depth. In the bounded fan-in case, restricting the depth of C

automatically implies restricting the size of C; in the semi-unbounded fan-in case this

is not true. The important aspect of semi-unbounded fan-in circuits that we will utilize,

is that the proof tree can be much smaller than the circuit (unlike the bounded-fan-in

case), and has size exponential in the depth (unlike the unbounded-fan-in case).

An observation on uniformity. Consider a family of circuits of size 2O(n) and depth

O(log n) which is polynomial time uniform. (Note that n bits are required, merely to

write down the name of one of the gates.) Then, for an input x, |x| = n, the problem
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of evaluating the membership of the family Cn(x) is in NP. That is, given x we guess a

proof as described above and then verify that it is a valid proof. Clearly, every problem

L 2 NP can be computed by such a circuit since in log n depth we can compute every

minterm of the characteristic function of L\ {0, 1}n (i.e. we trivially encode the entire

truth table, adding a big OR on top, as a O(log n) depth semi-unbounded circuit). In

other words, NP is precisely the class of problems computed by such exponential size

circuits. Observe that if we do not insist on the uniformity, then an arbitrary function

can be computed by a 2O(n)-size and O(log n)-depth semi-unbounded (non-uniform)

circuit.

Relations of SAC circuits to other models of computation. Semi-unbounded

fan-in circuits are intimately related to Alternating Turing Machines (ATMs) and to

Nondeterministic Auxiliary PushDown Automata (NAuxPDAs). We provide definitions

later on; for a more detailed treatment see e.g. [Ruz80]. For the moment let us

say that an ATM and a NAuxPDA are basically the same thing. Also, recall that an

ATM is a nondeterministic Turing Machine with two kinds of nondeterministic states:

existential and universal. An existential state is accepting if and only if at least one

successor configuration is accepting, whereas a universal state is accepting if and only

if each successor configuration is accepting. Although it requires a bit of work to show

equivalence [Ven91] it should come at no surprise that proofs for SAC circuits are related

to ATM computations.

3.2.2 Complexity theory notation and some preliminaries

NSC is the nondeterministic analog of SC, the class of languages decidable simultane-

ously in polynomial time and poly-logarithmic space. For each integer k, define NSCk to

be NTISP
�

nO(1), O(logk n)
�

. It is widely conjectured that SC 6= NC. Here is a stronger

intuitive form of this conjecture.

Conjecture 3.1. The NL-complete graph reachability problem1 cannot simultaneously

be solved deterministically in sub-polynomial space and polynomial time. That is, depth-

first search cannot be simulated quickly in small space, and hence NL 6✓ TISP(nO(1), no(1)).

This implies the weaker conjecture SAC1 6✓ TISP(nO(1), no(1)).

1Given a directed graph G = (V,E) and two designated vertices s, t 2 V , is t reachable from s?
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We denote by SATtw(w(|F |)) the problem of deciding SAT of a given CNF formula

together with a tree decomposition of width w(|F |). Similarly, for path-width we use

the notation SATpw(w(|F |)). [Pap03] shows that SATpw(w(|F |)) is complete for the

class NL[w(|F |)
log |F | ], characterized by log-space bounded Turing Machines augmented with

a polynomially long read-only, nondeterministic tape on which they make O(w(|F |)
log |F | )

passes.

We use the notation SAC(depth, size), and we define SACk := SAC(logk n, nO(1))

and SACk
quasi := SAC(log n, 2O(log

k n)). The study of SAC circuits, and the various

classes SACi has received considerable attention e.g. [BCD+89, Ven91]. The SACk
quasi

classes (very shallow quasi-polynomial size circuits) are introduced in this work; they

characterize the NSC hierarchy (Equation (3.2)). For these families of circuits we use

Dlogtime-uniformity [BIS90]. This means that the direct connection language for the

circuit family can be recognized in linear time. The direct connection language takes

inputs of the form hn, i, d, j, ti such that d > 0 and the dth input of the gate i in the

circuit for inputs of length n is of type t(2 {AND,OR, 0, 1}) and has index j, or else

d = 0 and gate i is of type t. Since the string hn, i, d, j, ti has length logarithmic in the

size of the circuit for inputs of length n, it follows that, for SACk
quasi circuits, questions

about connectivity in the circuits for length n can be answered in time O(logk n).

Simultaneously depth-size bounded semi-unbounded circuits are intimately related

to space-time bounded NAuxPDAs. A NAuxPDA is a nondeterministic space-bounded

Turing Machine equipped with an unbounded stack (see [Coo71a] for a precise def-

inition). NAuxPDA(s(n), t(n)) is the class of languages decidable by a NAuxPDA in

space O(s(n)) and time O(t(n)). Generalizing the arguments in [Ruz80] and [Ven91]

we obtain:

Lemma 3.1. SACk
quasi = NAuxPDA(logk n, nO(1)), for O(logk n) time uniform SAC

circuits.

Proof. We start with the “◆” direction, which follows the proof for the special case k =

1 (i.e., NAuxPDA(log n, nO(1)) = SAC(log n, nO(1))) [Ruz80, Ven91, Vol99]. However, in

the proof of Lemma 3.5 we will need to assume that the uniform SACk
quasi have certain

properties, and thus we follow a di↵erent outline here, to establish that those properties

hold.

It was shown by Ruzzo [Ruz80, Theorem 1 & Corollary 7] that any language in

NAuxPDA(logk n, nO(1)) is accepted by a NAuxPDA respecting these same resource
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bounds, where additionally the height of the pushdown is O(logk+1 n) (and pushes and

pops consist of moving strings of length O(logk n) to and from the stack – hence it is

useful to think of the stack as having height log n, over “symbols” of length O(logk n)).

It is easy to see that such a machine can also be assumed to be somewhat “oblivious”,

in the sense that the positions of the worktape and input heads at time t are the same

for all inputs of length n. Rossmanith and Niedermeier subsequently improved on this,

to show that the NAuxPDA can be assumed to be completely oblivious, in the sense

that the sequences of pushes and pops are also the same for all inputs of length n

[NR95, Theorem 28] 1. In particular, the pushes and pops follow a very regular pat-

tern, so that the computation is divided into phases corresponding to the height of the

stack. The computation starts and ends with stack height zero, and precisely half-way

through the computation, the stack height is also zero. Call these three configurations

C
0

, D
0

, and E
0

. The computation from C
0

to D
0

and from D
0

to E
0

all takes place

with a stack height of at least 1 “symbol” (where the stack “symbols” are of O(logk n)

bits each); these are the two “phases” with height 1. In general, there are 2i phases

with height i, for each i  imax = O(log n). Each such phase (for i < imax) has some

start configuration Ci and end configuration Ei that take place at times that depend

only on the input length n, and there is a configuration Di that also has stack height

i, such that the computations between Ci and Di and between Di and Ei have exactly

the same length and are both phases with stack height i + 1. (The phases at height

imax start in a configuration C that has a number j  n recorded in it, and ends in a

configuration that records the j-th input symbol; no stack manipulation occurs in such

a phase.)

Thus in order to show that NAuxPDA(logk n, nO(1)) ✓ SACk
quasi, it su�ces to build

circuits to simulate oblivious machines that have this very restrictive computation pat-

tern. The output gate will check if the height zero phase starts with the initial configu-

ration C
0

and ends with the accepting configuration E
0

; it is an OR gate, connected to

gates labeled with triples (C
0

, D
0

, E
0

) for all D
0

, to see if there is a computation from

C
0

to E
0

passing through D
0

. In general, gates labeled (Ci, Di, Ei) (or (Ci, Di, Ei, �))

where Ci, Di, and Ei encode the worktape contents and input head positions (but not

the stack contents) for some phase with stack height i (and � is a stack symbol of

length logk n) are AND gates, testing whether there are computations from Ci to Di

and from Di to Ei, respectively. The children of these AND gates, corresponding to

some computation between stack height i configurations A and B, are OR gates over

1Niedermeier and Rossmanith state their theorems in terms of machines with a logarithmic work-

tape bound, but their proof works also for larger space bounds, as long as the time is polynomial.
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all (Ci+1

, Di+1

, Ei+1

, �) such that:

• There is a move from A to Ci+1

pushing �.

• There is a move from Ei+1

to B popping �.

(If i + 1 = imax, then instead of (Ci+1

, Di+1

, Ei+1

, �), the gates have the format

(Ci+1

, Ei+1

, �), and these gates are (possibly negated) input gates, recording whether

the given input symbol is consistent with a transition from Ci+1

to Ei+1

.)

It should be clear that the circuit directly simulates the NAuxPDA. For more details

about the uniformity of the circuits, we refer the reader to [NR95, Ven91, Vol99].

Now we move on to the “✓” direction. Let L 2 SAC(log n, 2O(log

k n)). A NAuxPDA

accepts L as follows: on input x, compute the name of the output gate of the circuit

(call it g) and write g on the worktape. Run the routine EVAL(g), described below:

1. If g is a (negated) input gate connected to input bit xi, accept if and only if xi is

1 (0, respectively).

2. If g is an OR gate, nondeterministically guess a gate name h and check that h! g

is a wire in the circuit. Return the value EVAL(h).

3. If g is an AND gate, compute the gates h
1

and h
2

that feed into g. Push h
2

onto

the stack, and call EVAL(h
1

). If this evaluates to 0 then halt and reject. Else

pop h
2

o↵ of the stack, and return EVAL(h
2

).

That completes the description of the algorithm. The running time required to

evaluate a gate g at depth d is 2dnO(1) (assuming logspace uniformity), which is poly-

nomial since d = O(log n). The space required is the number of bits needed to write

down a gate, which is O(logk n).

The reader may be surprised that acceptance of a super-polynomial size circuit can

be verified in (nondeterministic) polynomial time. This is related to the structure and

size of proofs of accepting inputs for semi-unbounded circuits. In particular, the size

of such a proof/certificate is exponential in the depth of the circuit (see the proof of

Lemma 3.5 for details).

3.2.3 Completeness for SATpw(log
k |F |) and SATtw(log

k |F |), and a new

circuit characterization of the NSC hierarchy

In Theorem 3.1 we show that SATpw(log
k |F |) is complete for NSCk and Theorem

3.2 states that SATtw(log
k |F |) is complete for SACk

quasi. We remark that the tree-
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width/path-width relation pw(G)  tw(G) log n can be shown via a reduction com-

putable in logspace [BGHK95]. Putting these together we have the following charac-

terization of the NSC levels:

NL
|{z}

NSC1

✓ SAC1

| {z }

SAC1
quasi

✓ NSC2 ✓ SAC2

quasi ✓ NSC3 ✓ · · · ✓ NSC = SACquasi (3.2)

Our completeness results require us to present upper bounds on the complexity

of SAT of small tree-width and path-width. For these upper bounds, we need the

notation of consistency. Since we have extended the notion of assignment to also include

assignments to clauses, we also need to have a correspondingly extended notation of

consistency of assignments. The rigorous definition of consistency is deferred until next

section; for this section it su�ces to rely on an intuitive understanding of the notion.

Intuitively, assignments to two bags are said to be consistent, if the bits corresponding

to variables agree, and some additional constraints imposed by the bits corresponding

to clauses are satisfied such that a satisfying truth assignment can be deduced. For

this section, it su�ces to know that, if assignments for two bags are written on the

worktape, then it is very easy to determine if the assignments are consistent. Also, by

the connectivity properties of tree decompositions, it su�ces to check consistency of

neighboring bags.

Now, we turn to showing these completeness results. The following lemma implies

Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.2. NSCk = NL[logk�1 n], for k 2 Z

+.

Proof. Let’s see why NSCk ✓ NL[logk�1 n] first. Let M be a machine that accepts a

language L 2 NSCk. From M , we construct a machine M 0 that uses only logarithmic

space on its worktape, and that makes O(logk�1 n) passes over a tape of polynomial

length that holds the sequence of “nondeterministic” bits. On accepting computations,

the nondeterministic tape of M 0 will contain an encoding of a computation of M : i.e.,

a sequence of encodings of successive configurations (from initial state to accepting

state) of a complete run of M accepting the given input. (Clearly, such an encoding

will have polynomial length since the running time of M is polynomial and the length of

each configuration is O(logk n).) A configuration will include state, head position and

worktape. Without loss of generality we assume that all the encodings of configurations

have the same size, and that the worktape is divided evenly into blocks of length
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O(log n). Note that because of the locality of computation, two adjacent configurations

only di↵er in O(1) bits; the ith blocks of the worktape of two consecutive configurations

will be identical when the head is not in the corresponding block, and otherwise will

di↵er only in O(1) bits.

In the ith pass, starting from the initial configuration, M 0 will check that the ith

blocks of each two consecutive configurations are correct. To do this, M 0 will read

blocks i � 1, i, and i + 1 of each two consecutive configurations into its worktape in

turn, as well as the state and head position of both configurations. If the head is not

in the ith block, then M 0 will merely check that ith blocks of the two configurations

are identical; if the head is in the ith block, M 0 will check whether the move is a legal

move of M . Some additional bookkeeping is necessary when the head is moving into

or out of the ith block; in those cases, the blocks i � 1 and i + 1 will also need to be

consulted. If the ith blocks of configurations j and j + 1 are deemed to be consistent,

then the process is repeated for configurations j + 1 and j + 2. It should be clear that

M 0 uses logarithmic space and makes only O(logk�1 n) passes over its nondeterministic

tape.

For the other direction, it is su�cient to present a complete problem for NL[logk�1 n]

that is contained in NSCk. SATpw(log
k |F |) is such a problem, by the following char-

acterization:

Lemma 3.3 ([Pap09]). SATpw(log
k |F |) is complete for NL[logk�1 n], for k 2 Z

+,

under log-space many-to-one reductions.

A nondeterministic machine M 00 for SATpw(log
k |F |) runs as follows: on its work-

tape, M 00 guesses assignments (each of length logk |F |) for each bag, in the order of

path decomposition (storing only the assignments for three bags at any one time). In

order to check the correctness of the assignment for the jth bag, the assignments for

bags j � 1, j, and j + 1 on the working tape, and the consistency of these assignments

can be checked in polynomial time. By the properties of path decompositions, checking

consistency of consecutive bags is su�cient for correctness. M 00 uses O(logk n) space

and polynomial time.

Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.2 immediately yield the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. SATpw(log
k |F |) is complete for NSCk, for k 2 Z

+, under log-space

many-to-one reductions.

For SAT instances of bounded tree-width, we show the following,
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Theorem 3.2. SATtw(log
k |F |) is complete for SACk

quasi, for k 2 Z

+, under log-space

many-to-one reductions.

Proof. Containment is by Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.1, and hardness is by Lemma 3.5.

Lemma 3.4. SATtw(log
k |F |) 2 NAuxPDA(logk n, nO(1))

Proof. The algorithm witnessing this containment is very natural when expressed as

a NAuxPDA; it is a modification of the algorithm in [GP08] with an additional trick

to handle arbitrary CNF clauses, and has a very similar structure to the proof that

SATpw(log
k |F |) is in NSCk.

The NAuxPDA will perform a depth-first traversal of the tree decomposition, guess-

ing assignments corresponding to the bags (each of length O(logk |F |)) using the work-

tape and the stack to check consistency of the assignments. More precisely, the

NAuxPDA will start at the root and guess an assignment for the root node, and then

recursively search the tree rooted at that node, given the current assignment.

To search the tree rooted at a given node v, given an assignment, the NAuxPDA

will first check if v has any children. If not, the NAuxPDA will halt and reject if the

assignment is not accepting, and otherwise will pop the stack to continue searching

the tree rooted at v’s parent. Otherwise, the NAuxPDA will guess assignments for

v’s children (of which there are  2), and check that the assignments are consistent,

then push the second child and its assignment onto the stack, along with information

about v and its assignment, and then search the tree rooted at the first child. When

that subtree has been searched, the NAuxPDA will pop the information for the second

child o↵ of the stack and search it. If both subtrees are successfully searched, then the

NAuxPDA pops the stack to continue searching the tree rooted at v’s parent.

It can be seen from the description that this machine requires O(logk |F |) space,

and polynomial time.

Hardness is more interesting. We do a reduction from an arbitrary language in

SACk
quasi. Similar “generic reductions” (i.e. reducing the computation of families of

SAC circuits) for tree-width-related problems have appeared before, e.g. [GLS01].

Lemma 3.5. SATtw(log
k |F |) is hard for SACk

quasi, under logspace many-to-one reduc-

tions.

Proof. Fix L 2 SACk
quasi and an input x. Let C be the associated SAC circuit, with

uniformity realized by a Turing Machine M (i.e. the machine that decides the direct

connection language). We construct a formula F that is satisfiable if and only if C(x) =
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1. Without loss of generality we assume the that the circuit C is of the type constructed

in the proof of the first part of Lemma 3.1. In particular, note that we may assume the

following normal form for C: (i) C is layered, (ii) C is strictly alternating : odd-layer

gates are OR, even-layer gates are AND, (iii) C has an odd number of layers, and (iv)

the AND gates in C have fan-in 2.

(a) A semi-unbounded circuit

together with a proof-tree. The

NOT gates are assumed to be

part of the input

(b) The skeleton of

the proof-trees

Figure 3.1: Proof-tree. In (b), a SATtw(log
k |F |) instance is constructed from the skele-

ton: each node corresponds to O(logk n) Boolean variables; clauses are constructed for

each oval with dashed border; and only those variables corresponding to a node shared by

di↵erent dashed circles must be put into a bag in the tree decomposition. This ensures

O(logk n) tree-width.

A proof-tree is a tree with the same layering as the circuit. Each node of the tree

is labelled by an index of a gate from the corresponding layer of the circuit. At odd

layers, each node has one child, while at even layers, each node has two children. Two

connected nodes must be labelled such that the corresponding gates are connected. At

the bottom layer, each node must be labelled by an input gate or a NOT gate which

outputs value 1. See Figure 3.1a for an illustration of an example.

A proof-tree witnesses that C(x) = 1. The main observation is that by the above

normal form every proof-tree must have the same shape. A skeleton is a proof-tree

without labels (see Figure 3.1b). Therefore, C(x) = 1 if and only if there exists a

labeling to the nodes of the skeleton which turns it into a valid proof-tree. It is im-

portant to note that, since C has the form given in the proof of Lemma 3.1, for any

node v in the skeleton, all valid labels for v will give v a label corresponding to a gate

that is checking the same phase with a given stack height; that is, all such labels will

correspond to a segment of the computation of a NAuxPDA with the same start and
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end times. We encode this labeling as a CNF formula as follows. Associate a node v in

the skeleton with bit vectors xv, dv, tv, where |xv| = |dv| = logk n, |tv| is constant. An

assignment to these Boolean vectors can be viewed as a labeling in the following sense:

xv indicates the index of the gate, tv indicates its type, while dv together with another

xu indicates which predecessor in the circuit it should choose in the proof-tree. More

specifically, for every node v at an even-numbered layer in the skeleton with children

ul, ur we have:

M(hn, xv, 0, 0,ANDi) = 1, M(hn, xv, dv, xul
,ORi) = 1, andM(hn, xv, dv, xur ,ORi) =

1. When v is at an odd-layer, and u is its child, we have M(hn, xv, 0, 0,ORi) = 1, and

either M(hn, xv, dv, xu,ANDi) = 1 or M(hn, xv, dv, xu, 1i) = 1.

A correct proof-tree exists if and only if, for each edge (v, u), in the skeleton,

the assignments to the variables in xv, dv and xu can be picked so that M accepts

the corresponding tuples. This condition can be formalized as 9s,M 0(s) = 1, where

|s| = O(logk n), corresponding to the input bits provided to a Turing machine M 0 (a

modification of M) having running time O(logk n) on s. We would like to encode this

à la Cook-Levin (see e.g. [AB09]) as a CNF of size O(logk n) – but there is a catch.

Using the tools provided in [AB09], this is only possible if M 0 is oblivious – and a näıve

approach to making M 0 oblivious would introduce an unwanted log log n factor; thus

we need to look more closely at the condition that M 0 is checking.

M 0 is taking s as input, and checking that s is giving information about adjacent

gates in C. Since all of the valid labels for a node in the skeleton are concerned with

the same segment of an oblivious NAuxPDA’s computation, we can use the standard

technique (e.g. [AB09]) to build a CNF of size O(logk n) verifying that the connectivity

information is correct. (For example, s could give the encodings for gates labeled

(A,B) and (C,D,E, �), and we need to verify that the NAuxPDA can move from A to

C pushing �, and move from E to B popping �.) . At the end we take the conjunction

of all the CNFs corresponding to the nodes and edges, which is also a CNF F , where F

is satisfiable if and only if C(x) = 1.

It remains to show that F has tree-width O(logk n). Notice that clauses in F are

defined for only one specific node, and variables appear in clauses corresponding to at

most two nodes. Therefore there is a natural tree decomposition associated with F , as

illustrated in Figure 3.1b, that is, clauses and variables corresponding to an edge in the

skeleton form a bag, and two bags are connected when they share variables. By the

argument above, this tree decomposition has tree-width O(logk n).
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Remark 3.2. In general, whenever the tree-width is larger than poly-logarithmic, the

previous reductions still hold. In particular, SATtw(w(|F |)) is SAC(log |F |, 2O(w(|F |)))-

complete.

3.2.4 Connecting Conjecture 1.1 to complexity theory assumptions

and the separation of SATpw(log
k |F |) from SATtw(log

k |F |)

We list corollaries of the completeness results obtained in the previous sub-section.

Corollary 3.1. SACk
quasi 6✓ TISP(2O(log

k n), no(1)) () Conjecture 1.1 for tree-width

O(logk |F |).

In particular, when k = 1, we have that Conjecture 1.1 for tree-width O(log |F |) is
equivalent to SAC1 6✓ TISP(nO(1), no(1)).

This corollary is just a resource-scaled form of our initial equivalence for logarithmic

tree-width. In fact, by padding1 we have:

Corollary 3.2. Conjecture 1.1 for tree-width polylog(|F |) =) SAC1 6✓ SC.

Thus, modulo these complexity assumptions this settles the lower bound of the

Alekhnovich-Razborov question. As another corollary, assuming that NL ( SAC1, we

separate the complexity of SATpw and SATtw.

Corollary 3.3. SATtw(log |F |) is not log-space reducible to SATpw(log |F |), unless

NL = SAC1.

In fact, the above holds up to NL-reductions. This corollary extends to every poly-

logarithmic width under the scaled assumption NSCk
( SACk

quasi. This is the first

separation result for width parameterizations of SAT for the same width parameter.

1 Philosophically, the assumption SACk
quasi 6✓ TISP(2O(logk n), no(1)) is not really di↵erent than

the widely-believed assumption SAC1 6✓ TISP(nO(1), no(1)). By analogy let us consider P 6= NP and

E 6= NE. It is true that E 6= NE is stronger in the sense that E 6= NE implies P 6= NP (via a

simple padding argument), and it is also the case that at the current state-of-the-art we have no

idea how to obtain the converse implication. (In fact, this is true for the vast majority of these

resource-scaled analogs of other complexity conjectures). Also, it is worth noting that the converse

fails relative to some oracles [BWX82]. However, in principle we see no real reason why one should

believe in one and not in the other (especially when the scaling in the resource bounds is moderate);

they are merely di↵erent manifestations of the same underlying question. Our conjecture is equivalent

to SAC1 6✓ TISP(nO(1), no(1)) for logarithmic tree-width, whereas for larger tree-width we have only

shown equivalence to the scaled analogs of SAC1 6✓ TISP(nO(1), no(1)).
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Prior to our work there were only results in the opposite direction [GP08], where

some width parameters (e.g. band-width and path-width) were shown to be log-space-

equivalent, although combinatorially they can be o↵ by an exponential.

3.3 Separating NC from SC and Propositional Proof Com-

plexity

We make progress towards validating Conjecture 1.1, which in turn separates NC from

SC in a restricted sense, that is, in the setting of propositional proof complexity. [BBI12]

has shown a family of formulas, which can be proved either time-e�cient or space-

e�cient, but cannot achieve both simultaneously in the resolution proof system. We

push forward this line of research by showing similar results for the stronger PCR proof

system. We modify the construction and simplify the technical analysis significantly,

which allows us to obtain our trade-o↵s for 8-CNF formulas, and not just for CNF

formulas of unbounded width as in [BBI12]. For more intuition and background, see

Section 1.2.3.

For a PC or PCR refutation ⇡, space Sp(⇡) is the maximum number of monomials

that have to be kept in memory at any time, size S(⇡) is the total number of monomials,

length L(⇡) is the total number of derived polynomials.

Theorem 3.3. Let F be a field of odd characteristic. There is an explicitly constructible

family of 8-CNF formulas {Fn,w}, with 1  w  n1/4, which are of size ⇥(n) and have

the following properties:

1. The formulas Fn have resolution refutations ⇡n in (short) length L (⇡n)  nO(1)2w

and clause space Sp (⇡n)  2w + nO(1).

2. They also have resolution refutations ⇡0n in (small) clause space Sp (⇡0n) = O (w log n)

and length L (⇡0n)  2O(w logn).

3. For any PCR refutation ⇡n of Fn over F, the proof size is bounded by S (⇡n) =
⇣

2

⌦(w)

Sp(⇡n)

⌘

⌦

⇣
log logn

log log logn

⌘

.

3.3.1 Tseitin Contradictions

We base our construction on Tseitin contradictions [Tse83], which encode the principle

that every undirected graph has even total degree.
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3. WIDTH-PARAMETERIZED SAT

Definition 3.3. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph and � : V ! {0, 1} a function

such that
L

v2V �(v) is odd. Identify each edge e 2 E with a variable xe, and for a

vertex v 2 V and value b 2 {0, 1} let

Parityv,b =
^

{
_

e3v
xa(e)e |

L

e(a(e)� 1) 6= b}

be the CNF representation of the constraint
L

e3v xe = b. Then the Tseitin contradic-

tion on (G,�) is

Ts(G,�) =
^

v2V
Parityv,�(v)

Since each edge is counted twice in Ts(G,�), the parity constraints cannot all be

satisfied if the overall parity of � is odd. We will frequently suppress the reference

to � above, since when G is connected any two odd-parity functions yield equivalent

formulas for all practical purposes.

When the degree of the graph is bounded by d, each local parity constraint for a

vertex can be written as a CNF formula with at most 2d�1 clauses of width d, and

hence Ts(G) has at most 2d�1|V | clauses in total.

Remark 3.3. In order to be consistent with the literature, we use the term width in

two senses: (1) the width of graph is the width-parameter of the graph, (2) width of a

clause is the number of literals contained in the clause.

In particular, we investigate the grid graph, with vertices indexed by integer co-

ordinates (i, j) and edges to adjacent vertices (i, j ± 1), (i ± 1, j). Note that, width

parameters of the underlying graph, can be inherited by the Tseitin contradiction de-

fined on it. Assume the dimension of the grid is w ⇥ l, where 4w2  l  2w. It

can be shown that the w is the tree-width (and path-width) of the grid graph, and

the tree-width (and path-width) of the corresponding Tseitin contradiction is ⇥(w).

The w in Theorem 3.3 is actually tree-width, the first two items has been shown in

[BBI12]. These correspond to the time-e�cient and space-e�cient algorithms, which

will be discussed in the next chapter.

Another important reason to choose grid graph to be the underlying graph is that

it has an extended isoperimetry property, and not only that, even the graph after

randomly removing a constant fraction of edges holds the property. Formally,
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Definition 3.4. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph and (W, t
0

, r) be associated

parameters. Call a vertex set S ✓ V of size t
0

 |S|  |V |/2 medium-sized. The

boundary of S is �(S) = {(u, v) 2 E | u 2 S, v 2 V \ S}, i.e. the set of edges with

exactly one endpoint in S.

We say that G has the extended isoperimetry property with parameters (W, t
0

, r) if

any sequence of medium-sized sets of vertices S
1

, . . . , Sk ✓ V such that |Si+1

| � r · |Si|
for all i satisfies the inequality |

S

i �(Si)| � k ·W .

Lemma 3.6. The w⇥l grid described above satisfies the extended isoperimetry property

with parameters (w, 4w3, 2 + ✏), for any ✏ > 0 and large enough w.

3.3.2 Trade-o↵s for Tseitin Contradictions

A useful tool when proving lower bounds in resolution are semantic measures of clause

complexity as introduced by Ben-Sasson and Wigderson [BSW01], i.e. measures of the

form

µA(C) = min
n

|S|
�

�

�

S ✓ A, S |= C
o

x where C is a clause and A is a collection of axioms (or sets of axioms). In the

context of Tseitin contradictions Ts(G), the semantic measure of a clause is defined to

be the size of a smallest subset of the vertices of G such that the parity constraints over

these vertices semantically imply the clause. Tseitin contradictions cannot be refuted

without using parity constraint clauses for all vertices, so in the course of the proof

information from all vertices must be aggregated. Namely, µA(?) = n.

Generalizing [BBI12], our strategy is also to look into a proof by dividing it into

epochs and then recursively into subepochs. The following lemma holds,

Lemma 3.7 ([BBI12]). Fix any unsatisfiable CNF formula F with associated semantic

measure µF and any sequential implicational proof system. Let µ⇤(·) = blog
2

µF (·)c
and let Klo, Khi be fixed integers. If a refutation of F is divided into consecutive sub-

derivations, or epochs, and further subdivided recursively into subepochs to a recursive

depth of h, then for any integer k at least one of the following cases apply:

1. There exists an epoch at a leaf in the recursive tree which contains formulas with

at least (Khi �Klo + 1) · k�h distinct values in [Klo,Khi] under µ⇤.

2. There exists an epoch such that the formulas in memory during the breakpoints

between the epochs in its immediate children contain formulas with at least k dis-

tinct values in [Klo,Khi] under µ⇤.
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3. WIDTH-PARAMETERIZED SAT

Let G be the grid graph, and G0 be the multigraph by adding to G a copy of

each edge. We consider random restrictions on any refutation of Ts(G0): uniform

randomly choose one copy of each edge, and then uniform randomly choose a value

for the variable corresponding to the edge. Observe that after the random restriction,

the induced refutation (replacing variables with the chosen value) is a refutation of

Ts(G). The next step in [BBI12] is to apply Lemma 3.7 and extended isoperimetry

to establish that in either case described above, the clauses with distinct complexities

will have collectively high width. But this means that, it is highly likely that at least

one of these clauses would have been killed by the random restriction. With this, and

by setting correct parameters in Lemma 3.7, one can derive time-space trade-o↵ lower

bounds.

However, this technique does not directly carry through to PCR. Medium complexity

clauses have large width in resolution, but the analog in PCR, that medium complexity

polynomials have large degree is not true. We get around this by utilizing the binomial

technique given in [BGIP01]. In particular, we need two simulations. The first is

a common technique in proving degree lower bounds, that is, to rewrite the Tseitin

parity contraints so that the variables take values in {+1,�1} instead of {0, 1}. The

degree needed to refute the {+1,�1} formula is the same as the original formula. The

second simulation is adapted from [BGIP01], which simulates a PCR refutation of a

Tseitin formula by binomial PC refutation of the {+1,�1} formula. It can be proved

that, the following property holds,

Lemma 3.8. The simulation of PCR on Ts(G) (in variables {xe}) by binomial PC on

the {±1}-Tseitin formula (in variables {ye}) is conservative with respect to monomials:

• If for some configuration of the simulated refutation no monomial appears which

contains the set of variables {xe | e 2 E0} for some E0 ✓ E, then the correspond-

ing configuration of the simulating refutation does not contain any monomials

containing all of {ye | e 2 E0}.

• If for some time period in the simulated refutation no monomial contains the set

of variables {xe | e 2 E0} for some E0 ✓ E, then the corresponding time period

of the simulating refutation does not contain any monomials containing all of

{ye | e 2 E0}.
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Since the simulation is not e�cient with respect to size and space, the images of

epochs under the simulation have wildly di↵ering sizes in general. However, for the

binomials we can recover a degree-analogue of the width lower bound in resolution

without losing much, as stated next.

Lemma 3.9. Suppose that G = (V,E) has the extended isoperimetry property with

parameters (w, t
0

, r), and as before let µ⇤(·) = blog
2

µ(·)c. Then for any binomials

b
1

, . . . , bk with distinct complexities between t
0

and µ⇤(?) it holds that
�

�

�

[

Vbl(bi)
�

�

�

� ⌦(k · w) (3.3)

Now we are ready to state the proof for Theorem 3.3, following [BBI12].

Proof of Theorem 3.3. The family of formulas we choose is the Tseitin contradiction

Ts(G0) on the multigraph G0 based on the w⇥ l grid graph G with each edge doubled.

Pick any PCR refutation ⇡0 of Ts(G0), by the two simulations mentioned above and

Lemma 3.8, we get a binomial PC refutation ⇡̃0 of the {+1,�1} version of Ts(G0), and

hit it with a random restriction, which will result in a binomial PC refutation ⇡̃ of the

{+1,�1} version of Ts(G).

Let T = S(⇡0), and S = Sp(⇡0). Divide ⇡0 into epochs of size m and recursively

divide the epochs up to recursive height h. Pick Khi = blog nc, Klo = blogw3c, and pick

k and h, such that k = h, and (Khi�Klo+1)k�h = k, therefore k = h = ⇥
⇣

log logn
log log logn

⌘

.

In order to apply Lemma 3.7, we need to identify formulas with di↵erent complexities

counted in either case. In case 1, the number of formulas is Tm�h = Tm�k by definition;

in case 2, the number of formulas is at most Sm. Pick m such that

Tm�k = Sm (3.4)

and let K denote this value, then K upper bounds the number of monomials that

either appear in a leaf epoch or appear at breakpoints between direct subepochs of

[Klo,Khi]. By Lemma 3.8, K also plays a similar role for ⇡̃0. Consider picking 2k from

these monomials to form k binomials with di↵erent complexities, there are at most

K2k such choices. By Lemma 3.9, the collective degree of these binomials is ⌦(kw),

therefore, the probability that such a k-tuple of binomials in ⇡̃ to have survived the

random restriction is exp(�⌦(kw)). By a union bound, the probability that such a

k-tuple exists in (1) any leaf epoch is upper bounded by mkK2k exp(�⌦(kw)), and (2)

among the formulas at the breakpoints is K2k exp(�⌦(kw)). But by Lemmas 3.7, 3.8,

with probability 1 either case holds. Thus,

mkK2k2�⌦(kw) � 1
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3. WIDTH-PARAMETERIZED SAT

Combining the inequality and the equality (3.4), one can derive that

T =

 

2⌦(w)

S

!

⌦(k)

Observing that the accurate bound of k above, this actually concludes the proof.

3.4 Some Remarks on Instance Incompressibility

Compressibility regards the reduction of the input length, or of some other parameter,

preserving the solution. In this section, we give a few remarks on incompressibility

of width-parameterized SAT instances. The results here are based on preliminary

observations and simple techniques. Nevertheless, we initiate the study of compress-

ibility or sparsification of width-parameterized SAT instances, and makes conceptual

contributions to better understanding its complexity.

3.4.1 Incompressibility of Width Parameters

We start with some preliminary observations stating that no non-trivial compression

can be done to reduce the width parameter. Suppose we have an SATtw instance F

together with an optimal tree decomposition of width tw(F ) = !(log n). A width-

compression algorithm A with compression ratio ↵: 0 < ↵ < 1, is an algorithm satis-

fying the following property (*):

A takes F and the tree decomposition as input, runs in polynomial time and

then outputs another instance F 0 along with a new tree decomposition, such

that F is satisfiable if and only if F 0 is satisfiable, and tw(F 0) = ↵tw(F ).

Theorem 3.4. No width-compression algorithm with ↵ = n� 1
nc (c > 1 is a constant)

for SATtw instances with tree-width !(log n), satisfying (*) can exist, under ETH.

Proof. By ETH, deciding satisfiability of the sub-formula by picking the clauses included

in a specific bag in the decomposition in general requires 2⌦(tw(F )) = 2!(logn) = n!(1)

time. This also lower bounds the running time for any algorithm deciding satisfiability

of F under ETH.

Suppose for the sake of contradiction, such an algorithm A exists. If we repeatedly

run A for log↵ tw(F ) = O(log n/ log(n� 1
nc )) = O(nc) times upon F , we will obtain an
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instance F , where tw(F ) is a constant and has the same satisfiability as F . Satisfiability

of F and the transformation from F to F can be computed in polynomial time, which

in turn implies that satisfiability of F can be decided in polynomial time. However,

this is impossible due to the super-polynomial lower bound for running time under ETH

given in the previous paragraph.

If we allow the tree-width of the instances be up to linear in n, namely general

SAT instances, the same incompressibility result holds, while P 6= NP is su�cient for

contradiction. Namely,

Proposition 3.1. No width-compression algorithm with ↵ = n� 1
nc (c > 1 is a constant)

for SATtw instances with tree-width ⌦(n), satisfying (*) can exist, assuming P 6= NP.

The compression ratio ↵ = n� 1
nc is a slowly increasing function as n increases with

upper bound 1. When n is large enough, we can actually replace ↵ with any constant,

and the following corollary holds.

Corollary 3.4. No width-compression algorithm with ↵ = ↵
0

(a constant, 0 < ↵
0

< 1),

for SATtw instances with tree-width !(log n), satisfying (*) exists, under ETH.

3.4.2 Incompressibility of Instance Length

Next we turn to the question of interactively “compressing” the instance length à la

[DvM10]. Let L be a language, denote OR(L) with k instances is the problem: given

a k-tuple (x
1

, x
2

, · · · , xk), deciding whether there is an xi, s.t. xi 2 L. The following

lemma is crucial for the proof.

Lemma 3.10 ([DvM10]). Let L be a language, with instance length n and t : Z+ ! Z

+

be polynomially bounded s.t. the problem of OR(L) with t(n) instances can be decided

by sending O(t(n) log t(n)) bits, then L 2 coNP/poly.

Similar to [DvM10], we consider 3-SATpw(w(n)), a variant of SATpw(w(n)) where

the input is restricted to 3-CNF formulas. The following lemma shows that there is no

essential di↵erence between 3-SATpw(w(n)) and SATpw(w(n)) in terms of complexity.

Lemma 3.11 ([Pap09]). SATpw(w(n)) is reducible to 3-SATpw(w(n)), under logspace

many-to-one reductions.
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Note that for 3-CNF formulas, input length n is O(N3), therefore log n = ⇥(logN).

Now we are ready to state the incompressibility result for 3-SATpw(w(n)) instances,

where w(n) = ⌦(log n).

Theorem 3.5. If satisfiability of every 3-CNF formula on N variables, with a path-

decomposition of width O(w(n)), where n is the input length, can be decided by the ver-

ifier through communicating O(N1�✏) bits with the oracle, then NL[w(n)
logn ] ✓ coNP/poly.

Proof. Consider an OR(3-SATpw(w(n))) instance, with t(n) 3-SATpw(w(n)) instances

each with N variables can be represented by a 3-SATpw(w(n)) instance with t(n)N

variables, and all the instances use di↵erent variables. We choose t(n) to be polynomi-

ally bounded.

Suppose the instances are Fi, 8i, and each has a corresponding path-decomposition

Pi, variables vi,j , clauses Ci,j . Merely joining all the path-decompositions sequentially

will impose an AND-relation. To impose an OR-relation, additional operations are

required after joining. Let a be a group of variables of length O(log n) acting as a

selector, namely, for a fixed i, (a = i) denotes the clause with semantic meaning “a

representing the binary expansion of i”. Since t(n) is a polynomial in n, O(log n) bits are

su�cient. For each Pi, replace each clause Ci,j by a clause representing (a = i)! Ci,j ,

or equivalently (a = i) _ Ci,j . To preserve the connectivity requirement of a path-

decomposition, the variables of a need to be added to each bag of the joined path.

One last problem is that each newly created clause is of O(log n) variables. To obtain

a 3-SATpw(w(n)) instance, we apply the reduction by Lemma 3.11, blowing up the

number of variables by a factor of O(log n).

In the end, a 3-SAT instance of O(t(n)N log n) variables with path-width O(w(n))

is constructed. Now by hypothesis, when t(n) is a large enough polynomial this in-

stance can be decided by the verifier through communicating O((t(n)N log n)1�✏) =

O(t(n) log t(n)) bits with the oracle. By Lemma 3.10, this means 3-SATpw(w(n)) is

in coNP/poly. Combining this and the characterization in Lemma 3.3 concludes the

proof.

The incompressibility result for width-parameterized SAT seems much weaker than

that for general SAT as in [DvM10]. There is a crucial step called packing lemma, failed

to be applied in width-parameterized setting. The lemma describes a procedure which

combines OR of t(n) SAT instances (each of length n) into a semantically equivalent

SAT instance, without requiring large number of variables (only (t(n)n)
1
3 ) by allowing

the clauses corresponding to di↵erent original instances to share variables. However,
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the same technique does not work in the width-parameterized setting since the same

procedure did not take width into consideration and actually will blow up the width

of resulting instance to n. Therefore, a straightforward way of combining was used

in the proof of Theorem 3.5 which in turn requires t(n)n variables. One direction of

improving the result will be finding a new packing technique for width-parameterized

settings.
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4

Algorithms for SAT of Bounded

Width

This chapter is devoted to the algorithmic aspect of width parameterized SAT. We

consider two basic algorithms. One works in time-space
�

22tw(F )|F |O(1), 2tw(F )|F |O(1)

�

,

and the other works in time-space
�

3tw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1), |F |O(1)

�

. The first one [SS10]

is the most time-e�cient (with respect to the constant in the exponent) algorithm

known. The second is our contribution, and it is the first space-e�cient algorithm for

arbitrary CNFs for tree decompositions on the incidence graph. Our main contribution

is combining these two algorithms in a non-trivial way to obtain a trade-o↵. Note that

in light of our complexity study this trade-o↵ can only a↵ect multiplicative constants in

the exponents. Later on, in Section 4.1.1, we provide a primer to algorithms for SAT

instances with given tree decompositions.

4.1 Overview and Preliminaries

The time-e�cient algorithm does dynamic programming using the tree decomposition

in a typical way [Bod93]: root the tree to make it a binary tree, then for each bag define

a 2tw(F ) size Boolean array; entry j in the array will be 1 if the subformula rooted at

the bag is satisfied, when the variables are given assignment j, and will be 0 otherwise.

Clearly, computing the array for the root will solve the satisfiability of the formula, and

indeed by the property of a tree decomposition, the array values can be computed in a

leaves-to-root fashion.
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To simplify the overview of the space-e�cient algorithm we shall temporarily assume

that each clause appears in a bag together with all of its variables.1 Observe that if

we fix a truth assignment on a bag, then solving SAT on the given tree decomposition

reduces to solving e.g. 3 independent subproblems – think of splitting the degree-3 tree

into three subtrees by cutting the original one at this bag. The algorithm works by

recursively enumerating and checking truth assignments on the bags. Its performance

is determined by the size of the subproblems (ideally all the subtrees have the same

size). In Section 4.1.2 (Lemma 4.1 below) we show that there always exists a good

choice for a bag, reminiscent to the well-known “1

3

- 2

3

lemma” for binary trees. The

lemmas in Section 4.1.2 are a bit of an overkill for the analysis of this simple algorithm,

but they are also applied in the analysis of the trade-o↵.

The trade-o↵ algorithm: where is the complication? Let us consider for a

moment an execution of the space-bounded algorithm. We can visualize each step of

the recursion as splitting the tree decomposition at a node (bag) – this bag is replicated

at each of the subproblems with the fixed truth assignment. Let the process evolve for

a while, and when the forest has enough trees let us single out one such tree. At the

boundary (the leaves) of this tree there can be as many as log |F | nodes to which we

previously fixed an assignment, i.e. by splitting. The logarithmically large number of

nodes does not a↵ect the performance of the space-e�cient algorithm (at each point of

the recursion each bag/node is associated with a single assignment). Now, we switch

gears to devise a trade-o↵ algorithm. A natural thing to do is first to discretize the

truth assignment space associated with each bag, say in 2(1�✏)tw(F ) many chunks each

of size 2✏tw(F ), and we perform the recursion as in the space-e�cient algorithm but now

instead of one assignment we assign the whole chunk. This brings the enumeration,

at each recursive step, from 2tw(F ) down to 2(1�✏)tw(F ). On the other hand combining

the chunks of the truth assignments into one consistent chunk associated with this

tree may increase the space as much as 2✏ log |F |tw(F ). Overall this is a time-space
�

2(1�✏) log |F |tw(F ), 2✏ log |F |tw(F )

�

algorithm, worse both than the time- and space-e�cient

ones! To devise our trade-o↵ algorithm we show that it is possible to simultaneously (i)

perform the splitting in a way that at each step of the execution the forest consists of

trees each with at most a constant number of split-nodes and (ii) this splitting results

1We remove this assumption later; see Section 4.1.1.
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in subproblems of somewhat balanced sizes. Furthermore, we show that it is possible

to control the number of splitting nodes per tree in the forest in a way that yields a

trade-o↵ on this parameter (Section 4.4). This is a di↵erent (and competing) trade-o↵

from the one by the discretization factor ✏; i.e. our most general trade-o↵ algorithm is

controlled by two parameters.

4.1.1 A primer to algorithms for width-parameterized SAT

The structure of a tree decomposition is associated with the concept of separability (see

e.g. [Bod98]). Intuitively, the smaller the tree-width is, the easier the graph can be

broken into separate components by removing nodes. Separability allows us to devise

more e�cient algorithms for small tree-width SAT than for general SAT. In some

sense, the given tree decomposition allows us to “localize” an exhaustive search. The

following example sheds some light on how this can be done towards devising a space-

bounded algorithm. Recall that, for this initial overview, we are assuming that all the

variables of a clause appear in the same bag with the clauses. We will see later that

removing this assumption in a time-e�cient manner is non-trivial (in fact, removing it

without increasing the base of the exponential running time is an interesting puzzle).

(a) Input tree decomposition.

+

(b) Fixing an assignment to the

variables in the middle bag results

in two independent instances.

Figure 4.1: An example showing bounded tree-width SAT can be solved e�ciently

Suppose xi’s, x0i’s and x00i ’s are di↵erent sets of variables and the tree decomposition

is as in Figure 4.1a. Let us fix a truth assignment to the variables in the bag in the

middle, e.g. x
1

= x
2

= x
3

= x
4

= 1. Conditioned on this truth assignment we
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can simplify the instance by removing clauses that are already satisfied, and removing

literals in a clause that are set to false. This will result in multiple sub-instances

as shown in Figure 4.1b. The properties of a tree decomposition assure that the sub-

instances depend on di↵erent sets of variables, i.e. they are independent. Since if instead

they shared a common variable, this variable would have appeared in the middle bag,

e.g. x
2

. But this variable is already fixed by the truth assignment.

The satisfiability of the input instance, conditioned on the truth assignment given

to the middle bag, is determined by the satisfiability of the two separate sub-instances.

Therefore, it su�ces to enumerate all truth assignments satisfying all the clauses in

the middle bag without causing empty clauses in the simplification phase. Then, re-

curse into the two independent sub-instances to decide the satisfiability of the original

instance. Furthermore, by choosing the middle bag carefully we can invoke this “split-

ting” on subtrees of somewhat balanced size.

In each recursive step, the most time-consuming part is to enumerate all the assign-

ments satisfying all the clauses in the chosen bag, which costs O(2tw(F )|F |O(1)) time,

and the total running time is O(2tw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1)), which is much better than the

current best algorithms for general SAT, which run in time exponential in |F |.

The subtle additional assumption. The assumption that all variables of a clause

appear in the same bag with the clause is not a mild one (especially for CNFs of large

cardinality). Of course, in the actual algorithms we make no such assumption. In

general, we may have to delay the decision to satisfy a clause. In the above algorithm,

we only store the truth assignments to the variables. The following example shows that

only storing this information is not enough when aiming at removing the assumption.

(a) F1 (b) F2 (c) F3

Figure 4.2: Three instances used in the example. Figures on the top are the input tree

decompositions, the bottom figures are the two components after fixing assignment to the

variables in the middle bag.
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Suppose C
1

= x
1

_x
2

_x
4

_x
6

, C
2

= x
1

_x
3

_x
5

, C
3

= x
2

, C
4

= x
3

, C
5

= x
4

, C
6

= x
5

and C
7

= x
6

. Three instances F
1

, F
2

and F
3

along with their tree decompositions are

given in Figure 4.2, where F
1

= C
1

^ · · ·^C
7

, F
2

= C
1

^ · · ·^C
5

^C
7

(i.e. C
6

is missing),

and F
3

= C
1

^ · · · ^ C
4

^ C
6

^ C
7

(i.e. C
5

is missing). We say that a clause is satisfied

by a literal under a truth assignment if the literal appears in the clause and is set to

1. If an instance is satisfiable, then there is a truth assignment where every clause is

satisfied by one of its literals.

Now, consider the splitting operation on the middle bag by fixing a truth assignment

to it as above. For all three instances, the only possible assignment for x
6

is 0, since

C
7

must be satisfied by x
6

= 0. Similarly, in the left bag, we must assign x
2

= 0 and

x
3

= 0 to satisfy C
3

and C
4

. In the left bag, the only variable left is x
1

, which can

satisfy either C
1

or C
2

but not both. The three instances di↵er in the right part where

two variables x
4

and x
5

are left.

Satisfying C
5

requires x
4

= 0, which implies that C
1

can not be satisfied by x
4

.

Similarly, satisfying C
6

requires x
5

= 0, so that C
2

can not be satisfied by x
5

. In

order to find a satisfying truth assignment, when processing the right part, we need

information about which of C
1

, C
2

is already satisfied in the left part. (Since F
1

is not

satisfiable, the final outcome will be the same in either case.) F
2

is satisfied only when

C
1

is already satisfied, while F
3

is satisfied only when C
2

is already satisfied. This

piece of information is not carried through the middle bag by just the truth assignment

to the variables. To overcome this issue we are going to use “clause-bits”, which we

mentioned briefly in Section 3.1.3.

4.1.2 Splitting, Consistency, Assignment Groups

In this section we give some additional notation and technical lemmas which we apply

in the analysis of the space-e�cient (Section 4.2) and trade-o↵ algorithms (Sections

4.3 and 4.4). First we define an operation which allows a natural divide-and-conquer

strategy, and a lemma follows the definition for choosing where the operation should

occur. Then we define consistency with respect to our definition of assignments, which

is somehow subtle and di↵erent from consistency of truth assignments. And in the last

part of this section, we define a type of discretized assignment which is crucial in the

trade-o↵ algorithms.
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Definition 4.1 (Splitting operation). Let T = (V,E) be a tree, and v 2 V . Splitting

T at v is the following operation. Let T
1

, . . . , Tk be the trees after removing v from T .

The splitting operation results in a forest {v} [ T
1

, . . . , {v} [ Tk, where {v} [ Ti is the

subtree induced by the nodes in Ti together with v. v is called the splitting node of this

operation.

Given a tree T together with a sequence of splitting operations results in a forest

where each subtree in the forest in general has many nodes marked as splitting nodes.

Splitting nodes before a specific splitting operation are called previous splitting nodes.

A splitting operation also splits the set of previous splitting nodes S into Si’s, where

Si is the set of splitting nodes contained in tree Ti, 1  i  k.

Note that a splitting operation on a tree will result in a forest with more nodes

than before, since we duplicate the splitting node and let it appear in each resulting

tree. This fact will complicate the analysis of a recursive procedure. To overcome this,

consider for each node, we create d � 1 replicas. When a splitting operation occurs,

each replica of the splitting node goes to one of the branches (and redundant ones

get removed if there are). Each node can be treated as splitting node only once, so

the replicas of a node will be distributed only once. These slightly modified splitting

operations will never increase the number of nodes. When analyzing running time on

a tree originally with N nodes, one needs to use d ·N as a upper bound of the number

of nodes. We will see that this is negligible since the number of nodes only appears

as a polynomial factor or an argument logarithmically in the exponent of the running

time. For ease of exposure, we will stick to the notation N as the number of nodes,

while this should be the number after replicating.

A splitting algorithm A computes a function that, given a tree T together with

previous splitting nodes S, returns a node where the next splitting operation is going

to be performed. A splitting algorithm formalizes the way of breaking an instance into

sub-instances in the space-e�cient algorithm. In particular, choosing the balancing

splitting node is done according to the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Consider a tree of size N , a leaf s and 0 < ↵ < 1, and satisfying

N > 1/↵. Then, there is a node p where after we split at p, the tree which contains s

is of size  d↵Ne and every other tree is of size  d(1 � ↵)Ne. The node p is called

an ↵-splitting node. Furthermore, such a p can be found in time polynomial in N .
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Proof. We prove this lemma by giving an algorithm for finding p. First root the given

tree at s, and then we iteratively construct a path hs ⌘ v
1

, v
2

, . . . , vli as follows. After
constructing the path from v

1

through vi�1

, vi is chosen to be child of vi�1

which roots

the largest subtree. We claim that there exists an ↵-splitting node in this path.

Denote by ai the size of the subtree containing s after splitting at vi, 1  i  l. It is

not hard to see that a
1

= 1, al = N , and ai strictly increases as i increases. Therefore,

there must be a j, such that aj  ↵N and aj+1

> ↵N . We claim that vj is the node

we need. If aj+1

� aj = 1, then splitting at vj results in two components, where the

size of the component containing s is d↵Ne, while the other one is of size d(1� ↵)Ne.
If aj+1

� aj > 1, then there must be a branch at vj , meaning that vj has at least two

children. Splitting at vj results in at least three components. One which contains s

and is of size smaller than ↵N . The largest one among the rest is of size smaller than

(1� ↵)N .

Corollary 4.1. On a bounded-degree tree of size N , there exists a node p, such that

after splitting at p each subtree is of size at most dN/2e.

Consistent assignments In what follows we assume that there is an initial tree

decomposition(recall that the bags are denoted by Xi) together with a sequence of

splitting operations S that results in the subtrees along with their splitting nodes.

We refer to an assignment on a subtree as the assignment that corresponds only to

its splitting nodes. Formally, let X⇤ = [vi2SXi, and let V be the variables and C the

clauses which have corresponding nodes in X⇤. X⇤ is the set of variables and clauses

on which we define assignments. Suppose in one single splitting operation, T splits into

subtrees Ti’s. In every splitting operation, the bag being split is given some assignment.

Further suppose RT is an assignment to T, and RTi is an assignment to the subtree Ti.

RT and RTi ’s are called consistent if

(1) for every i, the bits corresponding to a variable x in RTi is the same as in RT

(2) for a clause C:

a) if C appears in X⇤ and its bit is 0, then 8i every bit for C in RTi is 0

b) otherwise, 9 unique i, such that in RTi the bit corresponding to C is 1.
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Figure 4.3: Consistent assignments. C1 = x1_x2_x3, C2 = x3_x4. Consider splitting at

the gray bag, while fixing the value of the bits, 1 for C1, 0 for x3. Any possible consistent

assignments for T1, T2, T3 will have 0 for x3; in this consistent assignment C1 has value 1

in T1, and has value 0 in T2 and T3.

Remark 4.1. The latter point in the definition, where in exactly one of the subtrees we

require that the corresponding bit equals to 1, is somewhat subtle. The following lemma

crucially depends on this property.

Lemma 4.2. For every assignment RT to the tree T, the number of assignments RTi

to subtrees Ti’s consistent with RT is at most dtw(F ). (Recall d 2 {2, 3}.)

Proof. Let Xp be the bag corresponding to the splitting node p. For each variable x in

the bag Xp, there are 2 possible assignments of the bit for x in the Ti’s. For each clause

C in Xp, if C appears in RT and is assigned to 0, by the definition of consistency, all

the bits for C in the Ti’s are assigned to 0. Otherwise, in exactly one Ti, the bit for C

is assigned to 1; in this case there are at most d valid assignments. Recall that d is the

maximum degree of the tree decomposition.

We define a satisfying assignment in a way consistent with the role of clause bits in

the assignments.

Definition 4.2. For a tree T with splitting nodes S, an assignment RT is satisfying if

there exists a truth assignment A to every variable in T, such that

(1) every truth value for a variable in RT agrees with the corresponding value in A

(2) every clause C that appears in T where C does not appear in S, is satisfied by A
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(3) every clause C that appears in S and the corresponding bit is assigned to 1 by RT

is satisfied by A

A satisfying assignment of the input tree decomposition with empty splitting node-

set implies that the input formula is satisfiable. The following lemma shows that the

task of finding a satisfying assignment can be done recursively.

Lemma 4.3. An assignment RT is satisfying if and only if there exist a satisfying

assignment RTi to each subtree Ti, such that all of the assignments RTi are consistent

with RT.

Proof. For a tree T with splitting nodes S, suppose that splitting at node p results in

the subtrees {Ti}. Suppose that the assignment RT is satisfying. By Definition 4.2,

there exists a truth assignment on variables within T that makes all of the clauses true.

This truth assignment induces assignments RTi consistent with RT, such that for these

truth assignments the conditions in Definition 4.2 are met. (Some of the clause bits in

the RTi may need to be set to zero, to ensure consistency.)

For the other direction suppose that there exist assignments RTi of the subtrees

Ti, such that the assignments RTi ’s are consistent with RT and all RTi ’s are satisfying.

For each subtree Ti, there exists a truth assignment complying to Definition 4.2. Since

all these truth assignments agree on their common variables (because the common

variables appear in splitting nodes in S), we can get a truth assignment from their

union, which also meets the axioms in Definition 4.2. Therefore, the assignment RT is

satisfying.

An ✏-assignment group ✏-GRT is a set of all possible assignments to S, where at most

(1 � ✏)|S|tw(F ) entries are fixed. By definition, ✏-assignment groups can be identified

by the fixed entries. Consider a tree T, ✏-assignment group ✏-GRT, and subtrees Ti

resulting from a split at some node p. Consider one such subtree Ti; let Si be the set

of splitting nodes for Ti, and note that Si ✓ S [ {p} (and very likely it is a proper

subset). By fixing the “first” (1� ✏)tw(F ) entries corresponding to variables or clauses

contained in the node p 2 Si (using some fixed ordering), one obtains an ✏-assignment

group ✏-GRTi for Ti.

Given a tree T and subtrees Ti resulting from a split, the ✏-assignment groups ✏-GRT

and ✏-GRTi ’s are called consistent if there exist RT 2 ✏-GRT and RTi 2 ✏-GRTi for each

i, such that RT and the RTi ’s are consistent.
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Note that the fixed entries for the splitting node p may be di↵erent among subtrees

(because of the rules regarding clause bits), and note also that some of the unfixed

entries in T may fixed in subtrees (because they appear in p). The following important

lemma holds, which basically generalizes Lemma 4.2.

1 0 1 0 1 1 1
| {z }

(1�✏)|S|tw(F )

⇤ ⇤ ⇤
| {z }

✏|S|tw(F )

(a) An ✏-assignment group

where (1 � ✏) fraction of

values are fixed

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
...

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
(b) Assignments in the

group

Figure 4.4: ✏-assignment group

Lemma 4.4. The number of distinct ✏-GRTi’s consistent with ✏-GRT is at most d(1�✏)tw(F ).

Proof. Here we only consider the first (1� ✏) fraction of entries, which are going to be

fixed, since as pointed out in previous discussion, an ✏-assignment group is identified

by the values of the fixed entries. For each variable x, there are 2( d) possible values.

For each clause C, let d
0

( d) be the number of subtrees created by splitting at p.

There are two di↵erent cases,

(1) C is not in any previous splitting nodes, or C is in some previous splitting node

but its value is unfixed. There are d
0

possible ways of assigning values to the bit

for C, such that there is exactly one of Ti’s, whose bit for C is set to 1 to ensure C

is satisfied.

(2) C is in some previous splitting node, and its value is fixed in ✏-GRT. If the bit

for C is assigned 1, then there are d
0

possible assignments to C similar as above,

otherwise the only possible way is to set all bits for C to 0.

Since there are at most (1� ✏)tw(F ) entries that need to be fixed, in order to form

the ✏-GRTi ’s, the number of di↵erent combinations of ✏-GRTi ’s consistent with ✏-GRT is

at most d(1�✏)tw(F )
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4.2 The space-e�cient algorithm

The space-e�cient algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. T is a tree with previous

splitting nodes S, and RT is the assignment fixed on the tree. A subtle point that

a↵ects the running time of this algorithm is addressed in Remark 4.1. The correctness

of the algorithm directly follows by Lemma 4.3.

Algorithm 3: SAT(T, RT)

1 if all nodes in T are previous splitting nodes then

2 if every clause in RT assigned value 1 is satisfied by some variable in T then

3 return True;

4 else

5 return False;

6 end

7 else

8 Split at the 1/2-splitting node, and denote the subtrees as Ti’s;

9 forall the RTi’s consistent with RT do

10 if 8Ti,SAT(Ti, RTi) = True then

11 return True

12 end

13 end

14 return False

15 end

This algorithm requires only |F |O(1) space, because there are only O(log |F |) as-

signments to be stored during the process. Suppose T (N) is the running time on a

decomposition with N nodes. By Lemma 4.2

T (N)  O
⇣

dtw(F )

⌘

T

✓

1

2
N

◆

+ |F |O(1)

that is, T (|F |) = O
�

dtw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1)

�

, where by the normal form assumption d = 3,

i.e. T (|F |) = 3tw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1).
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4.3 Trade-o↵ algorithms on a single parameter

4.3.1 Trade-o↵ algorithms

We present a family of algorithms for bounded tree-width SAT described in Algo-

rithm 4. Di↵erent implementations of Splitting Alg (line 10) result in di↵erent

algorithms. SAT-trade-off is a procedure that takes a tree decomposition T, a

previous splitting node set S, and an ✏-assignment group ✏-GRT, and returns an ar-

ray M(T, ✏-GRT) of 2✏|S|tw(F ) entries, where the ith entry indicates whether the i-th

assignment of ✏-GRT can be extended to a satisfying truth assignment.

A type` tree is a tree with ` previous splitting nodes. Let ↵ be a parameter satisfying

0 < ↵ < 1/2. The splitting algorithm H
2

described in Algorithm 5 has the property

that it never creates a type` tree, for any ` � 3.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.5: Choosing splitting node in three di↵erent cases. Rounding errors are ignored

for simplicity.

The performance of the trade-o↵ algorithms is not hard to analyze tightly (unlike

the rather involved analysis of the two-parameter generalized trade-o↵ in Section 4.4),

and it is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. SAT instances of tree-width tw(F ) can be solved simultaneously in time

O(d1.441(1�✏)tw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1)) and space O(22✏tw(F )|F |O(1)) where ✏ is a free parameter,

0 < ✏ < 1.

Proof. Denote by T
1

(N), T
2

(N) the running time of Algorithm 5 using splitting rule

H
2

on type
1

or type
2

trees each of N nodes respectively. Splitting a type
1

tree results
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Algorithm 4: SAT-trade-off(T, S, ✏-GRT)

1 M(T, ✏-GRT) all-zero array;

2 if all nodes in T are in S then

3 forall the j : 1  j  |✏-GRT| do
4 RT  jth assignment in ✏-GRT;

5 if every clause whose bit in RT assigned 1 is satisfied by some variable in

T then

6 M(T, ✏-GRT)j  1;

7 end

8 end

9 else

// Replaceable

10 Split at Splitting Alg(T, S), and denote the subtrees Ti’s;

11 forall the ✏-GRTi’s consistent with ✏-GRT by fixing (1� ✏)tw(F ) entries do

12 8i, M(Ti, ✏-GRTi) SAT-trade-off(T,Ti, ✏-GRTi);

13 forall the j : 1  j  |✏-GRT| do
14 RT  jth assignment in ✏-GRT;

15 forall the RTi’s chosen ✏-GRTi’s correspondingly do

16 if 8i, M(Ti, RTi) = 1 and 8Ti, RTi’s are consistent with RT then

17 M(T, ✏-GRT)j  1;

18 end

19 end

20 end

21 end

22 end

23 return M(T, ✏-GRT);

in multiple type
1

trees with size at most (1�↵)N and one type
2

tree with size at most

↵N , so we have

T
1

(N)  O(d(1�✏)tw(F )) (T
1

((1� ↵)N) + T
2

(↵N)) + 2O(tw(F ))

Splitting a type
2

tree, when the 1/2-splitting is on the path between p
1

and p
2

results

in two type
2

trees with size at most N/2 and multiple type
1

trees. Otherwise, the

splitting operation results in two type
2

trees with size at most N/2 and several type
1
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Algorithm 5: H
2

(T, S)

1 if T with S is a type
0

tree then

2 return the 1/2-splitting node;

3 else

4 if T with S is a type
1

tree then

5 Regard the previous splitting node as root;

// Figure 4.5a

6 return the ↵-splitting node;

7 else

8 if T with S is a type
2

tree then

9 Suppose S = {p
1

, p
2

};
10 Regard p

1

as root and compute the 1/2-splitting node q;

11 if q is on the path between p
1

and p
2

then

// Figure 4.5b

12 return q;

13 else

// Figure 4.5c

14 return the least common ancestor of q and p
2

;

15 end

16 end

17 end

18 end

trees. Hence:

T
2

(N)  O(d(1�✏)tw(F )) (T
1

(N) + T
2

(N/2)) + 2O(tw(F ))

Set ↵ = 3�
p
5

2

to minimize the values of T
1

(N) and T
2

(N), we have

T
1

(N)  O(d(1�✏)tw(F )) (T
1

((1� ↵)N) + T
2

(↵N)) + 2O(tw(F ))

 O(d(1�✏)tw(F ))T
1

((1� ↵)N) +O(d2(1�✏)tw(F ))T
1

(↵N) + 2O(tw(F ))

Therefore:

T
1

(N)  d
1

� log (1�↵) (1�✏)tw(F ) logN |F |O(1)

Since typei, i � 3 trees are not allowed, the space requirement is 22✏tw(F )|F |O(1)
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4.3.2 Optimality

The splitting algorithm presented above is a specific one, with the property that it does

not create typei trees for any i � 3. Interestingly, it can be shown that this specific

splitting algorithm is optimal over all splitting strategies which enjoy this property.

Definition 4.3. Denote by Ac (8c � 2) the family of algorithms for SAT of bounded

tree-width following the framework in Algorithm 4 which use a splitting algorithm with-

out creating typei trees 8i > c.

We lower bound the running time of all algorithms in A
2

by showing hard instances

based on generalizations of Fibonacci trees.

Definition 4.4. For any positive integer h, a h-Fibonacci tree(denoted as Fh) is a

rooted tree recursively defined as following,

(1) if h = 1, Fibh contains only 1 node;

(2) if h = 2, Fibh contains 2 nodes and one edge between them;

(3) if h > 2, Fibh is constructed by a root connecting roots of two subtrees Fibh�2

and

Fibh�1

.

An extended (h, r)-Fibonacci tree (denote as Fib⇤
h,r) is constructed by adding one edge

between a root node r and the root of subtree Fibh.

(a) Fibh
(b)

Fib⇤
h,r

Figure 4.6: Fibonacci tree and extended Fibonacci tree

In what follows, we focus on the structure of the trees and inspect the running

time of an algorithm in A
2

on a formula with a tree decomposition with the specific

structure, and omit the details of constructing a formula having tree decomposition of

a certain structure here. Consider an extended (h+ 2, r)-Fibonacci tree Fib⇤
h+2,r with
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N nodes, h = dlog
(1+

p
5)/2Ne� 2. We prove that this is hard for any algorithms in A

2

,

namely,

Theorem 4.2. Every algorithm in A
2

runs in ⌦(31.441(1�✏)tw(F ) logN |F |⇥(1)) time on

Fib⇤
h+2,r.

Before giving the proof of the theorem, we define two types of trees which appear

in intermediate phases of the splitting algorithm and lower bound the running time on

these trees: T
1,h (a special type

1

tree) is constructed by a splitting node connected to

the root of a subtree Fibh (same shape as Fib⇤
h,r, the node at the position of r is a

splitting node); and T
2,h (a special type

2

tree) is constructed by two separate splitting

nodes connected to a node r which roots a subtree Fib⇤
h,r.

Lemma 4.5. Every algorithm in A
2

runs in ⌦(3(1�✏)tw(F )h|F |⇥(1)) time on T
1,h, and

runs in ⌦(3(1�✏)tw(F )(h+1)|F |⇥(1)) on T
2,h.

Proof. The proof is by induction on h. Base cases are vacuous where h  2. Suppose

the statement is true for any h
0

< h, consider the induction steps:

(1) For T
1,h, if we split at the root of Fibh, a T

1,h�1

will be derived, the running time

on which is ⌦(3(1�✏)tw(F )(h�1)|F |⇥(1)); otherwise if we split at some node inside

the subtrees Fibh�1

or Fibh�2

, the running time on the subtree containing two

splitting nodes (a new one and a previous one) is lower bounded by the running

time of a T
2,h�2

, which is ⌦(3(1�✏)tw(F )((h�2)+1)|F |⇥(1)). To see this, assume for

example that the splitting node p is inside the Fibh�1

. Imagine that all the nodes

in Fibh�1

except those on the path between p and the node v which connects to the

root of Fibh�2

are pruned for free, and then replace the path between p and v by

an edge between them. A T
2,h�2

is derived this way, and note that the running time

will not increase after the procedure. Observe that enumerating all assignments for

a newly created splitting node requires time ⌦(3(1�✏)tw(F )|F |⇥(1)), so the running

time for T
1,h is ⌦(3(1�✏)tw(F )h|F |⇥(1)).

(2) For T
2,h, the splitting must occur at the node connecting the two splitting nodes,

which creates a T
1,h, the running time on which as shown above is ⌦(3(1�✏)tw(F )h|F |⇥(1)).

Taking the time required for enumerating all assignments for the new splitting node

into consideration, the total running time for T
2,h is therefore lower bounded by

⌦(3(1�✏)tw(F )(h+1)|F |⇥(1)).
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. The very first step of splitting at any node of Fib⇤
h+2,r will result

in a type
1

tree, the running time on which is lower bounded by the running time on T
1,h.

By Lemma 4.5, that is ⌦(3
1

� log (1�↵) (1�✏)tw(F ) logN |F |⇥(1)), where N = ⇥((1+
p
5

2

)h),

and ↵ = 3�
p
5

2

(which matches the parameter chosen in the trade-o↵ algorithm). By

simplifying this expression we obtain the theorem.

4.4 Generalized two-parameter trade-o↵ algorithms

In this section we establish Theorem 1.3, by exhibiting a family of algorithms that

achieve time-space trade-o↵s generalizing the algorithms in the previous section. Each

algorithm in this family is identified by the parameters (✏, c). Moreover, we show

that both of these parameters are necessary to achieve di↵erent time-space trade-o↵s.

Intuitively, parameter 0 < ✏ < 1 corresponds to the granularity of the discretization

of the assignment space, whereas the integer parameter c � 2 has to do with the

“complexity” of the rule applied recursively during the truth assignment search.

4.4.1 Generalized trade-o↵ algorithms

We have already seen a trade-o↵ algorithm which avoids typei trees for i � 3. It is

natural to ask if the algorithm can be generalized to allow up to typec trees for any

fixed c � 2, and more importantly if by doing so there is any gain in the running time

(clearly, there will be a loss in the space). Indeed, this is possible and as c increases

the running time decreases while the space requirement increases.

First, we generalize the splitting algorithm to allow typei trees for i up to c. For

arbitrary 1  i  c, consider splitting a typei tree: suppose the splitting node is p. If

p is on the path between some pair of previous splitting nodes, splitting at this node

results in several typej (j  i) trees; otherwise, splitting results in several type
1

trees

and one typei+1

tree. Formally, we devise an algorithm Hc, such that when splitting a

typei tree, we invoke Hc to determine the splitting node. This is an implementation of

Splitting Alg in Algorithm 4.

Each ↵c,i for any 1  i < c is a parameter satisfying 0  ↵c,i  1/2. To prevent

typec+1

trees, splitting node of a typec tree must be on the path between some pair

of previous splitting nodes, this is assured by setting ↵c,c = 0. For a fixed c, the
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Algorithm 6: Hc(T, S)

1 if T with S is a type
0

tree then

2 return the 1/2-splitting node;

3 else

4 Suppose T with S is a typei tree;

5 if |T|  2c�i then

6 return the 1/2-splitting node;

7 else

8 Pick an arbitrary node from S as root and compute the ↵c,i-splitting

node q
1

;

9 if q
1

is not on the path between any pair in S then

// Figure 4.7a

10 return q
1

;

11 end

12 Compute a 1/2-splitting node q
2

;

13 if q
2

is on the path between any pair in S then

// Figure 4.7b

14 return q
2

;

15 else

// Figure 4.7c

16 return the least common ancestor of q
2

and all nodes in S;

17 end

18 end

19 end

running time and space of the algorithm solving SAT of bounded tree-width utilizing

the splitting algorithm A are summarized in Theorem 1.3 (see page 10).

We introduce the following notation in order to discuss the splitting depth.

Definition 4.5. The c-splitting depth SDc(A,T, S) of a splitting algorithm A on tree

T with previous splitting nodes S is inductively defined as follows (where the case for

|S| > c is arbitrary):

SDc(A,T, S) =

8

>

<

>

:

max
(T0,S0)2CT,S,p

SDc(A,T
0

, S
0

) + 1 |S|  c, |S| < |T|
0 |S|  c, |S| = |T|
1 |S| > c
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.7: Choosing splitting node for a typei tree (i = 2 here) in three di↵erent cases.

Rounding errors are ignored for simplicity.

where p is the output of A on T and S, CT,S,p is the set of subtrees by splitting at p in

tree T with previous splitting nodes S.

We define the c-minimum splitting depth minSDc(T, S) to be the minimum value of

SDc(A,T, S), over all splitting algorithms.

Under this notation, given a tree T, any algorithm A avoiding typec+1

trees requires

time d(1�✏)SDc(A,T,;)tw(F )|F |O(1) and space 2c✏tw(F )|F |O(1). In fact, bounding the running

time is a non-trivial issue (the derived recurrences are in a “perplexed” form). The proof

of Theorem 1.3 follows by two technical lemmas: Lemma 4.6 establishes the recurrences

according to the recursive algorithm, and Lemma 4.7 deals with choice of parameters.

For simplicity of presentation we ignore issues regarding the divisibility of N by 2.

Lemma 4.6. For every c � 2, any tree T with N nodes and splitting node set S of size

i, let Dc,i(N) = maxT,S SDc(Hc,T, S). Then,

8

>

<

>

:

Dc,i(N)  max{Dc,1 ((1� ↵c,i)N) , Dc,i+1

(↵c,iN) , Dc,i (N/2)}+ 1 8i : 1  i < c

Dc,c(N)  max{Dc,1(N), Dc,c(N/2)}+ 1

Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose N � 2c. Consider splitting a typei tree with

splitting nodes S, 1  i < c. If the ↵c,i-splitting-node m is not on the path between

any pair of previous splitting nodes, splitting at m will result in multiple type
1

trees

of size at most d(1� ↵c,i)Ne and one typei+1

tree of size at most d↵c,iNe. Otherwise,

since 1� ↵c,i � 1/2, the maximal possible size of a type
1

tree created by any splitting

node will not exceed d(1� ↵c,i)Ne. Splitting at the 1/2-splitting-node c will result
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in multiple typej(j  i) trees of size at most dN/2e, otherwise, splitting at the least

common ancestor of c and all previous splitting nodes as p, will result in multiple type
1

tree of size at most d(1� ↵c,i)Ne and many typej(j  i) trees with size at most dN/2e.
In summary,

Dc,i(N)  max{Dc,1 ((1� ↵c,i)N) , Dc,i+1

(↵c,iN) , Dc,i (N/2)}+ 1

Now, consider splitting a typec tree with splitting nodes S. Since ↵c,c = 0, we always

ignore the (1 � ↵c,i)-splitting-node m. Splitting at the 1/2-splitting-node c will result

in multiple typej(j  i) trees of size at most dN/2e. Splitting at the least common

ancestor of c and all previous splitting nodes will result in multiple type
1

tree with size

at most N and multiple typej(j  i) trees with size at most dN/2e, namely:

Dc,c(N)  max{Dc,1(N), Dc,c(N/2)}+ 1

Lemma 4.7. SDc(H2

,T, ;) for a tree T of N nodes is at most �c(logN � c)+ c+O(1),

with properly chosen parameters ↵c,i’s.

Proof. For ease of computation, we define a function D0 independent of D, as a recur-

rence that satisfies the recursion that, by Lemma 4.6, holds for the running time.
8

>

<

>

:

D0
c,i(N) = D0

c,1((1� ↵c,i)N) + 1 = D0
c,i+1

(↵c,iN) + 1 8i : 1  i < c

D0
c,c(N) = D0

c,1(N) + 1

By manipulating the first equation, we can derive that

D0
c,1((1� ↵c,i)N) = D0

c,i+1

(↵c,iN) 8i : 1  i < c

) D0
c,1((1� ↵c,i)/↵c,iN) = D0

c,i+1

(N) 8i : 1  i < c

) D0
c,1((1� ↵c,i�1

/↵c,i�1

N) = D0
c,i(N) 8i : 1 < i  c

Again, by the first equation, for each 1  i < c, D0
c,i(N) = D0

c,i+1

(↵c,iN) + 1 =

D0
c,1(↵c,i(1� ↵c,i+1

)N) + 2, thus,

D0
c,1(N) = D0

c,1(↵c,i(1� ↵c,i+1

)/(1� ↵c,i)N) + 2 8i : 1  i < c

Consider minimizing the values of D0
c,1. Since D0

c,1(N) = D0
c,1((1� ↵c,1)N) + 1, we let

1�↵c,1 = ↵c,i(1�↵c,i+1

)/(1�↵c,i). By rearranging, ↵c,i+1

= 1�(1�↵c,1)(1�↵c,i)/↵c,i

holds. Inductively, the following can be proved

↵c,i = 1� ↵c,1(1�↵c,1)
i

2↵c,1�1+(1�↵c,1)
i 8i : 1  i  c
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Now look at the boundary conditions, since D0
c,c(N) = D0

c,1(N) + 1 = D0
c,1((1 �

↵c,c�1

)N/↵c,c�1

). Again, to minimize the values of D0
c,1, let ↵c,c�1

/(1�↵c,c) = 1�↵c,1,

and therefore ↵c,c�1

= (1 � ↵c,1)/(2 � ↵c,1). By what is shown above, (1 � ↵c,1)/(2 �
↵c,1) = 1� ↵c,1(1�↵c,1)

c�1

2↵c,1�1+(1�↵c,1)
c�1 , which implies

c
X

i=1

(1� ↵c,1)
i = 1

We choose ↵c,1 = ↵⇤
c,1 to be a solution of the equation above, and then all the other ↵c,i’s

can be fixed. By setting �c =
1

log(1�↵⇤
c,1)

, for each 1  i  c, D0
c,i(N) � D0

c,i(N/2) + 1.

We get
8

>

<

>

:

D0
c,i(N) = max{D0

c,1((1� ↵c,i)N), D0
c,i+1

(↵c,iN), D0
c,i(N/2)}+ 1 8i : 1  i < c

D0
c,c(N) = max{D0

c,1(N), D0
c,c(N/2)}+ 1

Note that D0 is defined in a way that it satisfies the recursion in Lemma 4.6, and it can

be proved by induction that D0
c,i(N) upper bounds Dc,i(N) for all c, i. By the choice

of the parameters, the recurrence can be solved using standard tools. Specifically,

Dc,1(N)  D0
c,1(N)  �c(logN � c) +Dc,1(2

c) +O(1)

Since Dc,1(2c) = c, SDc(Hc,T, S) is upper bounded by �c(logN � c) + c+O(1), where

�c satisfies
Pc

l=1

2�
l
�c = 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. For every c � 2, we solve the above recurrences: when N <

2c, the running time is dlogN(1�✏)tw(F )|F |O(1); when N � 2c, the running time is

d(�c(logN�c)+c)(1�✏)tw(F )|F |O(1). Space required by the algorithm is upper bounded by

2c✏tw(F )|F |O(1) since only typei trees are allowed, for i  c.

The value �c depending on the choice of parameter c seems quite artificial in the

analysis of our algorithms, but later we will see that this constant is actually tight.

Here is a upper bound on �c.

Lemma 4.8. �c < 1 + 2

2

c/2

Proof. Let f(X) = Xc �
Pc�1

i=0

Xi, and let �c be the root of f(X) = 0 with largest

absolute value. We know f(2) = 1 > 0, so if we can prove f(2 � 1

2

c/2 ) < 0 then there

must be a root between 2 and 2� 1

2

c/2 . Denote y = 2� 1

2

c/2 ,

f(y) < 0 () yc <
c�1

X

i=0

yi =
yc � 1

y � 1
() y < 2� 1

yc
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The last inequality is true because y = 2� 1

2

c/2 >
p
2 when c � 2 and 2� 1

yc > 2� 1p
2

c =

y. By definition of �c =
1

log2 �c
, it follows that �c < 1 + 2

2

c/2 .

Given the above upper bound, we can furthermore prove an interesting feature of

our family of algorithms. Namely, the space resource can be fully exploited to minimize

the running time, which potentially is of practical importance.

Corollary 4.2 (of Theorem 1.3). For any ✏0 > 0 there exists an algorithm which runs

in space 2✏
0tw(F )|F |O(1) and time d�tw(F ) log2 |F ||F |O(1) for a constant � < 1.

Proof. For any fixed ✏ and c, by Theorem 1.3, there is an algorithm with running

time O(d�c(1�✏)tw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1)) and space O(2c✏tw(F )|F |O(1)) . Set ✏ = ✏0

c , then the

space is O(2✏
0tw(F )|F |O(1)) and the running time is O(d�c(1�

✏0
c
)tw(F ) log |F ||F |O(1)). By

Lemma 4.8, �c(1� ✏0

c ) < (1 + 2

2

c/2 )(1� ✏0

c ) < 1 for su�ciently large c.

4.4.2 Optimality

Similarly to the last part of Section 4.3, we also prove the optimality of the generalized

trade-o↵ algorithm. However, in this case the matching lower bound is more involved

(since the upper bound involved a lot of guessing). We construct the hard instance

using extended generalized Fibonacci trees.

Definition 4.6. For any integer c � 2, and positive integer h, a (c, h)-Fibonacci

tree(denoted as Fibc,h) is a rooted tree defined by one of the rules,

(1) if h  c, Fibc,h is a chain of 2c nodes;

(2) if h > c, Fibc,h is constructed by starting from a chain of c nodes (one end as the

root), then replacing the ith node (starting from the root) by a subtree Fibc,h�i.

An extended (c, h, r)-Fibonacci tree (denote as Fib⇤
c,h,r) is constructed by connecting

one root node r to a subtree Fibc,h.

See Figure 4.8a for an illustration of a (c, h)-Fibonacci tree. Fibc,h+c is indeed the

hard instance for splitting algorithms in Ac for c � 2. As discussed previously, it su�ces

to lower bound minSD on this tree.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2, we need a definition of trees which may appear

in intermediate phases and contain previous splitting nodes. 8c � 2, 8h > c and

8w : 1  w  c, Fib+

c,h,w is such a tree: first construct a chain of length w, then connect
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(a) Fibc,h
(b)

Fib⇤
c,h,r

(c) Fib+
c,h,w

Figure 4.8: Fibonacci tree in a more general form and the hard instance based on it

c � w + 1 previous splitting nodes to the first node of the chain, and 8i : 1  i  w,

connect a subtree Fibc,h�c+w�i to the i-th node of the chain. Denote S` as the set of

the ` previous splitting nodes connected to the first node of the chain. The following

bound holds for these intermediate trees,

Lemma 4.9. 8h � 1, 8w : 1  w  c, minSD(Fib+

c,h,w, Sc�w+1

) � h� c+ w

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on h. The base case is trivial. Suppose

8h : h < h
0

, minSDc(Fib
+

c,h,w, Sc�w+1

) � h � c + w holds for any proper w. For the

induction step, we prove

minSDc(Fib
+

c,h0,w
, Sc�w+1

) � h
0

� c+ w (4.1)

holds for any w by induction on w. When w = 1, to prevent typei trees for i >

c, we must split at the first node of the chain. By induction hypothesis (on h),

minSDc(Fib
+

c,h0,1
, Sc) � 1 + minSDc(Fib

+

c,h0�c,c, S1

) � h
0

� c + 1. Suppose (4.1) holds

8w : w < w
0

, for the induction step, consider lower boundingminSDc(Fib
+

c,h0,w0
, Sc�w0+1

).

As in the proof of Lemma 4.5, in order to apply the induction hypothesis, some

size-reducing procedure which will not increase the running time will be applied to

the tree after splitting. If the splitting node is inside the subtree Fibc,h0�c+w0�1

,

prune the nodes in the subtree Fibc,h0�c+w0�1

outside the path between the first node

on the chain and the splitting node, then shrink the path to an edge, and finally

shrink the first edge on the chain to obtain a Fib+

c,h0,w0�1

, by induction hypothesis,

minSDc(Fib
+

c,h0,w0�1

, Sc�(w0�1)+1

) � h
0

� c+ w
0

� 1; otherwise consider an additional

free splitting at the first node on the chain, this produces a Fib+

c,h0�c+w0�1,c, again by

induction hypothesis (h
0

�c+w
0

�1 < h
0

), minSDc(Fib
+

c,h0�c+w0�1,c, S1

) = h
0

�c+w
0

�
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1�c+c = h
0

�c+w
0

�1. Therefore, minSDc(Fib
+

c,h0,w0
, Sc�w0+1

) � 1+h
0

�c+w
0

�1 =

h
0

� c+ w
0

. This completes both inductions and also the proof.

Corollary 4.3. For each h � 1, minSD(Fib⇤
c,h,r, {r}) � h.

Proof. By Lemma 4.9, minSDc(Fib
⇤
c,h,r, {r}) = minSDc(Fib

+

c,h,c, S1

) � h�c+c � h.

Now we are ready to state the theorem of optimality,

Theorem 4.3. For every c � 2 and N > 2c, there exists a tree T with N nodes, such

that minSDc(T, ;) � �c(logN � c) + c�O(1).

Proof. Let |Fibc,h| be the number of nodes in the tree Fibc,h. For any h  c, we have

|Fibc,h|  2c, when h > c, we have |Fibc,h| =
Pc

i=1

|Fibc,h�i| + c. By the recursion,

the generating function of |Fibc,h| can be written as f(X) = Xc�
Pc

i=0

Xi. Therefore

|Fibc,h| =
Pc

i=1

�c,i�
h�c
c,i , where �c,i is upper bounded by a constant times 2c and �c,i is

the i-th root of the equation f(X) = 0.

Let �c = argmaxi{|�c,i|}. When h tends to infinity, |Fibc,h| = ⇥(2c�h�c
c ). So,

h � log�c (|Fibc,h|/2c) + c�O(1) = �c(log |Fibc,h|� c) + c�O(1). Therefore, for any

c � 2 and large enough N , consider the tree T = Fibc,h+c with � N nodes. Splitting

it at any node will result in a tree, whose minimum splitting depth is lower bounded

by minSD(Fib⇤
c,h,r, {r}): if the splitting node is on the chain, then let r be the splitting

node; otherwise let r be any node on the chain other than the one which is connected

to the root of the subtree where the splitting node lay. (One can think of as splitting

at r for free.) This, when combining with Corollary 4.3, completes the proof.

Similarly to Theorem 4.2, here we conclude the optimality of our trade-o↵ algorithm.

That is, for fixed c � 2, 8✏ : 0 < ✏ < 1, any algorithm in Ac there is an instance F , for

which the running time is ⌦(3�c(log |F |�c)+c�O(1)|F |⇥(1)).
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5

Prerequisites for GroupISO

In this chapter, we introduce some preliminary concepts and notation that we will be

using in the next two chapters. We will not try to establish everything from scratch,

but focus on the necessary basics and tools relavant to our machinery and refer the

reader to a standard textbook [Rot94] for basic concepts in Group theory.

5.1 Group Theory Basics

5.1.1 Notation

For a subset S of a group G, denote hSi as the subgroup H of G where each element

can be expressed as the combination under group action of finitely many elements in

S, and we say S generates H. If hSi = G, S is called a generating set. When for each

x 2 S, x�1 2 S, then we say S is symmetric. It can be shown that every group G of n

elements has a generating set of size at most log n. Given a group G and a generating

set S, the structure of G can be encoded by the Cayley graph: nodes labeled by group

elements, and for each a 2 G, s 2 S, there is a directed edge (a, a · s) with label s.

One can observe that when S is symmetric, the constructed Cayley graph is actually

undirected.

An abelian group is a group with commutative group operation. Given a prime p,

a p-group is a group of order pk, and an abelian p-group is an abelian group of order

pk, k 2 Z

+, and an elementary abelian p-group is of the form Z

k
p. Every abelian group

can be decomposed as direct product of cyclic groups by the fundamental theorem of
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abelian groups. For most groups we will use multiplication as the group action, but

specially for abelian groups, we will use addition.

5.1.2 Semidirect Products

Recall that the notion of semidirect product was briefly mentioned in Section 1.3,

and the concrete Example 1.2 was given there as well. Here we give a more detailed

description. Let G be a group and N be a normal subgroup of G (denoted by N CG).

We say that G is the semidirect product of N by H, H  G, written as G = N oH, if

G = NH and N \H = {id}. For a given decomposition of G = N oH, we call N the

normal subgroup of this decomposition, and H the complement subgroup. For a given

N CG, from the definition of semidirect product it can be seen that G = N oH if and

only if there is a set of coset representatives of G/N closed under group operation. We

use CN
h to denote the automorphism ofN induced by h by conjugating action. Formally,

CN
h : N ! N by n ! hnh�1. This gives an homomorphism of ⌧ : H ! Aut(N), by

sending h to CN
h . When we write G = N o⌧ H, ⌧ is the associated homomorphism

from H to Aut(N) acting by conjugation. Conversely, given two groups N and H, and

a homomorphism ⌧ : H ! Aut(N) (we will use ⌧h to denote the image of h under

⌧), a group G can be formed as follows: elements in G are from N ⇥ H, and we let

(n, h) · (n0, h0) = (n⌧h(n0), hh0). This gives a construction of (outer) semidirect product

G = N o⌧ H. 1

5.2 Groups with normal Hall subgroups

A Hall divisor m of an integer n is a divisor of n such that (m,n/m) = 1. A normal Hall

subgroup is a normal subgroup whose order is a Hall divisor of the order of the group.

We consider the special class of groups with at least one normal Hall subgroup, and

use H to denote this group class. It turns out this condition suggests some interesting

properties of the group structure. For a given Hall divisor of the size of the group, if

the normal Hall subgroup of this size exists then it is a characteristic subgroup. Schur-

Zassenhaus theorem states that a normal Hall subgroup always has a complement, that

is a set of representatives forming a subgroup.

1Note that actually G = N 0
o⌧ H 0, where N 0 = {(n, 1) | n 2 N} and H 0 = {(1, h) | h 2 H}. ⌧ also

maps H 0 to Aut(N 0) naturally. As this is a simple embedding, for convenience we write G = N o⌧ H.
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5.2 Groups with normal Hall subgroups

Theorem 5.1 (Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, [Rot94]). Let G be a finite group of order

n, and m is a Hall divisor of n. If there exists N CG, |N | = m, then we have H  G

such that G = N o H. If H and H 0 are two complements of N , then H and H 0 are

conjugate.

Thus the semidirect product arises naturally for groups in H. Note that H contains

all groups of order 2 · pk, p a prime other than 2, and all nilpotent groups that are

not p-groups. To see the first point, note that a Sylow p-subgroup is normal as it is of

index 2, and the second point follows due to that a nilpotent group is direct product

of its Sylow subgroups.

Example 5.1. Consider the group G = ha, b, ci, with the set of defining relations:

a2 = b2 = c3 = id, ab = ba, cac�1 = a and cbc�1 = b2. It can be shown that G is

non-abelian and isomorphic to (Z
2

⇥ Z

2

)o Z

3

associated with a certain action. 4 is a

Hall divisor of 12 and the subgroup N of G isomorphic to Z

2

⇥ Z

2

is a normal Hall

subgroup of G.

The following notations will help us talk about the group classes of the factors in the

semidirect product. Given two groups X and Y whose orders are coprime, H(X,Y ) is

the class of groups with a normal Hall subgroup isomorphic with X, and a complement

isomorphic with Y . For two group classes X and Y, H(X,Y) is the class of groups

with a normal Hall subgroup X from X and the complement Y from Y. Note that

X being a Hall subgroup implies that the orders of X and Y are coprime. That is

H(X,Y) =
S

X2X,Y 2Y,(|X|,|Y |)=1

H(X,Y ).

We set notation for some group classes with known isomorphism testing/computing

procedure. Let A be the class of abelian groups. As subclasses of A, Ap is the class of

abelian p-groups, and E is the class of elementary abelian groups.
Q

E is the class of

direct products of elementary abelian groups. Bb is the class of groups with the number

of generators bounded by b. Note that B
2

includes all finite simple groups1, symmetric

groups and cyclic groups. When it is clear from the context we omit the subscript

and will simply write B. For example, C = B
1

is the class of cyclic groups. Finally,

let K denote any group from the class of groups for which an e�cient isomorphism

testing/computing procedure is known. We mainly consider the case when K is A or B,

1For readers unfamiliar with this fact, see the first theorem in [Men03], and note that a simple

abelian group must be a cyclic group with prime order.
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5. PREREQUISITES FOR GROUPISO

or subclasses of A or B. To give an example of the use of the notations, the main result

of [LG09] is an e�cient isomorphism testing/computing algorithm of H(A,C), over

which we improve by showing e�cient algorithms in Chapter 7 for H(A,B) (when the

complement has bounded number of generators), and H(A,E) (when the complement is

elementary abelian). It is clear from definition that H(A,B) contains the class H(A,C)

studied in [LG09].

5.2.1 Condition for isomorphism of groups with normal Hall subgroup

The next theorem shows how isomorphism of big groups reduces to that of components

for groups with normal Hall subgroups. This has been discovered by Taunt [Tau55]

in the context of construction of finite groups, though he did not apply it to normal

Hall subgroups explicitly (because the fact that complement subgroups are conjugate

was not proved then). We present the proof here as this theorem is crucial to further

development of this work.

Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 3.3, [Tau55]). Given G
1

= N
1

o⌧ H1

, G
2

= N
2

o� H2

, with

|N
1

| = |N
2

|, |H
1

| = |H
2

|. N
1

and N
2

are normal Hall. Then G
1

⇠= G
2

if and only if

there exist an isomorphism  : N
1

! N
2

, and an isomorphism � : H
1

! H
2

, such that,

8h 2 H
1

,

⌧(h) =  �1 � �(�(h)) �  . (5.1)

Proof. ()): Since G
1

⇠= G
2

, let f : G
1

! G
2

be an isomorphism. As f preserves normal

groups, and N
2

is the unique normal subgroup of G
2

with order |N
2

|, f(N
1

) = N
2

. Thus

f(H
1

) is another complement of N
2

. By Theorem 5.1, two di↵erent complements of a

normal Hall subgroup are conjugate, so there exists a 2 G
2

so that af(H
1

)a�1 = H
2

.

Denote Ia by the inner automorphism of G
2

induced by a, and f̂ = Ia �f . f̂ : G
1

! G
2

is an isomorphism, and f̂(N
1

) = N
2

, f̂(H
1

) = H
2

. Let  = f̂ |N1 , and � = f̂ |H1 .

It remains to verify the third condition. For any n 2 N
1

, ( �1 � �(�(h)) �  )(n) =

(f̂�1 � �(f̂(h)) � f̂)(n) = f̂�1(f̂(h)f̂(n)f̂�1(h)) = hnh�1 = ⌧(h)(n).

((): Given g 2 G
1

, since it can be written as nh, for n 2 N
1

and h 2 H
1

, we define

f : G
1

! G
2

by nh !  (n)�(h). f is bijection, as f(nh) = f(n0h0) )  (n)�(h) =

 (n0)�(h0) )  (n) =  (n0) and �(h) = �(h0), which yields n = n0 and h = h0. f is a
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5.3 Representation theory of finite groups

homomorphism since f(nhn0h0).

=  (n⌧h(n
0))�(hh0)

=  (n) (⌧h(n
0))�(h)�(h0)

=  (n)�(h)(�(h)�1 (⌧h(n
0))�(h))�(h0)

=  (n)�(h)((�(�(h�1)) �  � ⌧h)(n0))�(h0)

=  (n)�(h) (n0)�(h0) (By Equation (5.1).)

= f(nh)f(n0h0)

Remark 5.1. From the algorithmic point of view, a first observation about Theorem 5.2

is that we only need to test Equation 5.1 for a generating set of H
1

, rather than all of

H
1

, as ⌧ , �, � and  are all homomorphisms.

5.3 Representation theory of finite groups

For a finite group G and a vector space V , a representation of G over V is a group

homomorphism � : G ! GL(V ). There is always a trivial representation by mapping

every element in G to the identity mapping of GL(V ). If the underlying field of V

is F, and V is of finite dimension d, a homomorphism � : G ! GL(d,F) is called a

representation of G over F of dimension d. For a given representation � : G! GL(d,F),

a subspace of V , L is an invariant subspace, or a sub-representation if 8g 2 G, �g(L) =

L. 0 and V are called trivial invariant subspaces. A representation without non-trivial

invariant subspaces is called an irreducible representation. If � and ⇢ are representations

of a group G over spaces V and W (over a field F), then the direct sum � � ⇢ is the

representation of G over V �W defined as: (��⇢)g(u+v) := �g(u)+⇢g(v) for g 2 G. A

representation is completely reducible if it is a direct sum of irreducible representations.

Maschke’s theorem states that if characteristic of F is 0 or coprime with |G|, then the

representation over F is completely reducible.

Two representations � : G ! GL(V ) and  : G ! GL(V ) are equivalent if there

exists a general linear map T : V ! V such that �(g) = T (g)T�1 for every g 2 G. A

fact about completely reducible representations is that two representations are equiv-

alent if and only if irreducible representations (up to equivalence) that appear in their

decompositions are the same. Specifically, decomposing a representation gives for ev-

ery irreducible representation (up to equivalence) its multiplicity in that representation,
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and two representations are equivalent if and only if for every irreducible representation

the multiplicities are the same. For a representation � : G! GL(F, d), and i 2 [d], let

L�(i) be the set of irreducible representations with multiplicity i in the decomposition

�, and L� = (L�(i))i2[d]. We say L� = L if and only if L�(i) = L (i) for every i 2 [d].

We use this straightforward criterion to test whether a representation is irreducible.

For v 2 V , let gv denote the action of the representation of g on v.

Proposition 5.1. Let � : G! GL(V ) be a representation. � is irreducible if and only

if 8v 2 V , v 6= 0, hgv | g 2 Gi = V .

Theorem 5.3 (Maschke’s Theorem. [SS77]). Let � : G! GL(F, d) be a representation,

(|G|, char(F)) = 1. W  V is a sub-representation of V . Let p : V !W be a projection

of V onto W , and the image of p0 = 1

|G|
P

g2G �(g) � p � �(g�1) be W 0. Then W 0 is a

sub-representation and V = W �W 0.

Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.3 suggest the following procedure to decompose a

representation into its irreducible components. Let � : G ! GL(V ) be a representa-

tion. For every v 2 V , test if hgv | g 2 Gi generates V . If so, it is an irreducible

representation. Otherwise, for a specific v, hgv | g 2 Gi is a sub-representation W .

Then, Theorem 5.3 helps to identify a sub-representation W 0 such that V = W �W 0.

Recursively using the above procedure on W and W 0 decomposes V into its irreducible

components. This gives:

Proposition 5.2. Given a representation � : G ! GL(V ), where V is a vector space

over a finite field, the irreducible components of � can be listed in time O(dim(V )2 ·
|V | · |G|).

Proposition 5.2 is su�cient for our purpose, but in general, the decomposition of

modular representation (representations over fields of finite characteristic) can be done

much more e�ciently (see [Rón90] and [HEO05, Chapter 7.4]). Given two irreducible

representations, there is an e�cient algorithm to determine whether they are equivalent

(see [HEO05, Chapter 7.5.3]). For factoring polynomials of degree n over Zp, we use

the O(p1/2(log p)2n2+") algorithm in [Sho90]. For computing canonical normal form of

a linear transformation, Steel’s algorithm [Ste97] in time O(n4) su�ces.
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5.3 Representation theory of finite groups

5.3.1 Explicit Constructions

For completeness, we give an explicit construction of representation of Z`q over Zp here,

which will be crucially used later.

Factor the cyclotomic polynomial �q as g
1

· g
2

· · · · · gr over Zp, and let Mi be the

companion matrix of gi, for i 2 [r]. Let d = (q � 1)/r, then Mi 2 GL(Zp, d). Choose

an (` � 1)-dimension subspace L of Z

`
q, and let Q = Z

`
q/L. Fix a generator of Q,

then by mapping this generator to any of Mi’s, we get an irreducible representation.

By going over all (` � 1)-dimension subspaces and all Mi’s (fixing the generator for

each linear subspace), we get all di↵erent irreducible representations, except the trivial

representation.

To see that this representation is irreducible, we prove that for a non-trivial rep-

resentation � : Z`q ! GL(Zp, d0), if d - d0, � can not be irreducible. If this is true,

the above construction is irreducible as follows. Fix the linear subspace L and the

chosen companion matrix to be M. Firstly, if d = 1, there is nothing to prove. If

d > 1, and the above construction contains a sub-representation of dimension < d, this

sub-representation is reducible itself. Continuing the argument gives rise to a repre-

sentation of dimension 1, that is a vector v 2 Z

d
p satisfying Mv = �v, � 2 Zp. This

is a contradiction, since the eigenvalues of M are qth roots of unity over the algebraic

closure of Zp, which do not lie in Zp, as dim(M) > 1. Now we prove that � can not

be irreducible unless d | d0. Since it is non-trivial, 9u 2 Z

`
q, �(u) 2 GL(Zp, d0) is not

identity. Since ord(u) = q, ord(�(u)) = q too, which implies that the minimal poly-

nomial of �(u) is one of the gi’s, i 2 [r]. Note that the minimal polynomial divides

characteristic polynomial. Since the minimal polynomial is irreducible here, it follows

that the characteristic polynomial is a power of minimal polynomial. So the degree of

the characteristic polynomial of �(u) is a multiple of d, finishing the proof.

Now we give a justification that this construction gives every non-equivalent irre-

ducible representation exactly once. To see this we go to the algebraic closure of Zp,

and let it be Zp. Over Zp, it can be shown that the irreducible representations of Z`q

are similar to the case over C. That is, the irreducible representations of Z`q are of

dimension 1, and there are q` irreducible representations in all. Over Zp, the above

construction “breaks up” into d · ( q
`�1

q�1

· r) = q`�1 non-trivial di↵erent representations.
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Furthermore, over Zp it can be seen that the above construction gives nonequivalent

representations, which implies that they are not equivalent over Zp either.

Claim 5.1. Let f
v

and f
u

be two irreducible representations of Z`q over Zp induced by

v,u 2 Z

`
q, v,u 6= 0 as above. f

v

and f
u

are equivalent if and only if u = sv for s 2 Zq,

and M s and M are conjugate.

Corollary 5.1. Let Sp,q be the set of s satisfying the condition in Claim 5.1, and d be

the order of p in the multiplicative group (Z/qZ)⇥. Then |Sp,q| = d.

Note that as xq�1 and its derivative qxq�1 have no common roots over Zp, it follows

that �q have q � 1 distinct roots. Fix M = M
1

and consider hMi. For any N 2 hMi,
since its characteristic polynomial (and minimal polynomial) can only be one of gi’s,

N must be conjugate to one of Mi’s. (As the roots of the characteristic polynomial

of Mi’s are distinct over Zp, it is enough to compare the characteristic polynomials.)

Then consider hMi and Mi’s over Zp. First, eigenvalues of Mi’s form a partition of

qth roots of unity in Zp. Fix an eigenvalue ⇠ of M = M
1

, then ⇠j is an eigenvalue

of Mj . As extension of fields does not change equivalence relation of matrices, Mj is

conjugate with some Mi. Then Mj must be conjugate to the one with eigenvalue ⇠j .

Thus when ⇠j goes over all qth roots of unity over Zp, Mj goes over all of Mi’s (up to

equivalence), with each Mi d times. Combining with the fact that when subspaces are

di↵erent, the irreducible representations constructed can not be equivalent, we prove

Claim 5.1 and Corollary 5.1, as above.

Finally, we give another view of the dimension of the irreducible representations of

Z

`
q over Zp. First the trivial representation has dimension 1. Then from the construction

it can be seen that for other representations, their dimensions are equal to the degree

of the irreducible factors of �q over Zp. We prove that the degree d is equal to the

order of p in multiplicative group (Z/qZ)⇥, namely, d is the smallest integer satisfying

pd = 1(mod q), and �q can be factorized into distinct irreducibles of degree d. To see

this, first note that �q is square free (for any q), this can be proved by showing Xn�1,

which is a product of cyclotomic polynomials satisfying p - n, is square free. Suppose

Xn � 1 = A(X)2B(X), with substitution, its derivative can be represented as

nXn�1 = 2A(X)A0(X)B(X) +A(X)2B0(X)

= A(X)C(X)
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By rewriting n as

n = X · nXn�1 � n(Xn � 1)

= A(X)(XC(X)� nA(X)B(X))

comparing the two sides of the equality, one can derive that A(X) must be constant.

Then what remains is to prove that every irreducible of �q is of degree d. Let f be an

irreducible factor of �q, and s = deg(f). Consider the field K = Zp[X]/f with size ps,

and kp
s�1 = 1, 8k 2 K. K must contain a qth primitive root of unity !. By !ps�1 = 1

and !q = 1, we know that q|ps � 1, thus, ps = 1(mod q), and s � d. Conversely, since

q|pd � 1, !pd = !, or equivalently, ! is a root of Xpd � X. So the splitting field S of

Xpd �X is a subfield of K containing !, but primitivity of ! in K implies that S must

contain all elements of K. Therefore, pd = ps, and d = s.

We finish this section with examples showing that the irreducible factors of �q over

Zp are not necessarily of degree 1.

Example 5.2. • �
3

(x) = (x2 + x+ 1) over Z

2

;

• �
3

(x) = (x+ 3)(x+ 5) over Z

7

;

• �
11

(x) = (x5 + 2x3 + x2 + 2x+ 2)(x5 + x4 + 2x3 + x2 + 2) over Z

3

.

5.3.2 Generality of Groups with Normal Hall Subgroups

As a side remark, with Theorem 5.2 and the machinery from representation theory, it

can be shown that groups with normal Hall subgroups is to some extent general, in the

sense that the number of groups in this class is lower bounded by n⌦(logn), for certain

infinite sequence of group size. Namely,

Proposition 5.3. The number of non-isomorphic groups in the class H(E,E) is n⌦(logn),

for large enough n.

Proof. Consider Z

k
p o Z

`
q. Let k = 2`. The primes p and q are fixed, and chosen so

that �q factors into linear terms over Zp. So k and ` are of order ⇥(log n), where

n = pk · q`. The groups of the form Z

k
p o Z

`
q are associated with homomorphisms from

Z

`
q to GL(Zp, k), and two groups Z

k
p o⇢ Z

`
q and Z

k
p o� Z

`
q are isomorphic if and only

if ⇢ and � are isomorphic up to automorphism, by Theorem 5.2. Break ⇢ into the

irreducibles. Note that an irreducible representation is indexed by a unique vector in
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Z

`
q due to the choice of p and q. Furthermore assume the irreducibles of ⇢ and � are all

of multiplicity 1. Suppose ⇢ breaks into f
v1� · · ·�fvk

, and � breaks into f
u1� · · ·�fuk

,

where vi, uj 2 Z

`
q. Let V = (v

1

, . . . ,vk), and U = (u
1

, . . . ,uk). V and U are two

`⇥ k matrices over Zq. Thus Zk
p o⇢ Z

`
q and Z

k
p o� Z

`
q are isomorphic if and only if the

row vectors of V and U generate the same subspace of Zk
q . First note that the number

of `-dimension subspaces of Z

k
q is lower bounded by q`

2/4, while ` = ⇥(log n). By

permuting the coordinates, at most k! = nlog logn di↵erent subspaces can be generated.

So the number of groups in Z

k
p o Z

`
q is lower bounded by n⌦(logn), as claimed.

5.4 Permutation group algorithm and coset intersection

problem

The most studied model in Computational Group theory [Ser03] is permutation groups

given as generators. It subsumes the Cayley table representation since every group can

be viewed as a permutation group acting on the group itself. Let Sn be the symmetric

group of order n. A coset of a permutation group H, Hx is represented as a set

of generators of H and a coset representative. When we apply permutation group

algorithms, or when the input or output is clearly a permutation group or a coset of

permutation group, we assume they are given as above. In particular, the output of

the singly exponential algorithm for code isomorphism problem in [Bab10b] is given as

such. Given two cosets Hx and H 0y, where H and H 0 are permutation groups given as

generators acting on a domain of size n, to compute their intersection (another coset)

is called the coset intersection problem. The best known algorithm computing coset

intersection is an exp(n1/2+o(1)) presented in [Bab10a]. We refer the reader to [Luk99]

for a relatively simple exp(O(n)) algorithm.

5.5 Isomorphism Theorems

At the end of this chapter, we state without proof the following basic results on groups

and isomorphisms which will be used in the algorithmic results in Chapter 7, and refer

the reader to a standard group theory text for more details.

Theorem 5.4 (2nd Isomorphism Theorem). Let G be a group, H  G, N CG, then

1. HN  G,
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2. H \N CG,

3. (HN)/N and H/(H \N) are isomorphic

Theorem 5.5 (3rd Isomorphism Theorem). Let G be a group, K CN CG, then

1. N/K CG/K,

2. (G/K)/(N/K) and G/N are isomorphic.
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6

GroupISO in Small Space

This chapter is devoted to a unexpected connection between GroupISO and SAT of

bounded width parameters (see Chapters 3 and 4). With exception of the last section

(which involves some technical work), most of the content of this chapter is conceptual.

The technical contribution is identifying relations among seemingly very di↵erent areas.

It comes as a coincidence, but indeed a very useful one, that the parameters happen

to work. At the end of this chapter, we discuss a new direction regarding heuristics for

GroupISO, which can be implemented in small space and polynomial time.

6.1 GroupISO 2 NSC2

Like randomness, nondeterminism is also considered as “rare” resource in computa-

tional complexity and complexity classes with restricted access to nondeterminism

have been considered in previous works, e.g. [PY96]. For a complexity class C, de-

note C(d(n)) as the variant that the usage of nondeterminism is restricted to O(d(n))

bits. For example, NP(log2 n), NSC2(log2 n) are the variants of NP and NSC2 accord-

ingly, where only O(log2 n) bits of nondeterminism can be accessed. Recall that the

complexity class NSC has been extensively discussed in Section 3.2.

We present two nondeterministic algorithms to show that GroupISO is in NSC2,

and in fact, these algorithms use O(log2 n) nondeterministic bits, which further puts

GroupISO in NSC2(log2 n). The first algorithm is based on Reingold’s algorithm, the

second on the concept of cube generating sequences. These are the first to show that
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GroupISO can be done simultaneously in nondeterministic polynomial time and any

poly-logarithmic space bound.

6.1.1 First Proof - application of Reingold’s algorithm

Our first algorithm makes use of Reingold’s reachability algorithm. We use UReach

to denote the undirected st-connectivity problem, and the following observation shows

how it relates to computational problems in group theory.

Observation 6.1 ([BKLM00]). Given a subset S of a group G, and an element g 2 G,

testing if g 2 hSi reduces in logarithmic space to UReach.

To see why this is true it is su�cient to observe that in logarithmic space we can

construct the Cayley graph with respect to a given generating set S, which if it is a

symmetric one then the Cayley graph is undirected. In fact, we can assume without

loss of generality that S is symmetric, since also in logarithmic space we can compute

Ŝ, the closure of S under inverses which is of size at most 2|S|, and it is easy to see that

hŜi = hSi. It is crucial that we work on undirected graphs, since for reachability on

directed graphs, we cannot achieve simultaneous polynomial time and poly-logarithmic

space, as discussed in Section 1.2.3.

One important feature of Reingold’s algorithm is that it does not only decides reach-

ability but also gives a witness: a walk from s to t [Rei08, Section 5]. Interestingly, we

will use Reingold’s algorithm inside a nondeterministic algorithm. With nondetermin-

ism, one can guess two generating sets (one for each input groups), and an isomorphism

between them. Reingold’s algorithm allows us to extend the isomorphism to a function

between the two input groups, in an unambiguous way.

Proposition 6.1. Suppose we are given two groups G
1

and G
2

, two symmetric gener-

ating sets S
1

✓ G
1

, S
2

✓ G
2

of the same size, and a bijection � : S
1

! S
2

. Then we

can compute a unique extension of � to a map �0 : G
1

! G
2

, and 8g 2 G
1

, �0(g) can

be computed using logarithmic space.

Proof. In logarithmic space, one can identify the identity element id
1

of G
1

, by enu-

merating all elements in G
1

and testing according to definition. For any g 2 G
1

, by

Observation 6.1, we can identify a combination of generators in S
1

which generates g

by following the walk given by Reingold’s algorithm from id
1

to g in the Cayley graph.

Therefore, we can write g as s
1

s
2

· · · st, 8si 2 S
1

and define �0(g) as �(s
1

)�(s
2

) · · ·�(st).
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Note that by the deterministic nature of Reingold’s algorithm, �0 is well-defined, since

the way to write g as combination of generators is unique. To see how to compute �0(g)

in logarithmic space, again we follow the walk by Reingold’s algorithm, compute and

keep only �(s
1

)�(s
2

) · · ·�(si) in memory when taking the ith step.

Algorithm 7: Group Isomorphism - Reingold-based

1 Guess S
1

✓ G
1

, S
2

✓ G
2

, such that |S
1

| = |S
2

|  2dlog ne ;
2 Verify if S

1

and S
2

are symmetric generating sets using Observation 6.1;

3 Guess a bijection � : S
1

! S
2

;

4 forall the pairs (g, h) 2 G
1

⇥G
1

do

5 Compute gh;

6 Compute �0(g), �0(h) and �0(gh) by Proposition 6.1;

7 Check if �0(g)�0(h) = �0(gh);

8 end

9 if all the tests above passed then

10 return True;

11 else

12 return False;

13 end

Our Reingold-based nondeterministic algorithm for group isomorphism is given in

Algorithm 7. It takes O(log2 n) space for storing the guessed sets and the bijection �,

and all the other operations can be done within O(log2 n) space by Observation 6.1

and Proposition 6.1. Note that Reingold’s algorithm runs in logarithmic space and

therefore at most time polynomial, and the number of di↵erent pairs from G
1

⇥G
1

is

also polynomial, which indicates that the algorithm runs in time polynomial.

For the correctness, we observe that if the groups are isomorphic, such S
1

, S
2

, �

exist, by choosing � to be the actual isomorphism betweenG
1

andG
2

, S
1

any generating

set of G
1

and S
2

= �(S
1

). If not, then any consistent way of extending a map between

the generating sets to all the elements cannot be an isomorphism, namely the test in

Line 7 will fail at some point. This consistency is ensured, by Reingold’s algorithm

that generates a deterministic path traversing the graph. Finally, by noticing that the
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algorithm uses only O(log2 n) nondeterministic bits in Lines 1 and Line 3, we establish

the following,

Theorem 6.1. GroupISO 2 NSC2(log2 n)

6.1.2 Second Proof - a less combinatorial approach

As an alternative proof for Theorem 6.1, we utilize the following more powerful notion

of generating set of a group.

Definition 6.1. A cube generating sequence SC = {g
1

, . . . , gs} for a group G is a

ordered set satisfying: (1) SC generates G; (2) SC is closed under taking inverse; (3)

each g 2 G can be expressed as g✏1
1

g✏2
2

. . . g✏ss , where ✏ 2 {0, 1}, and the product is from

left to right.

The existence of cube generating sequence can be proved via probabilistic approach;

the first proof is due to Erdös and Rényi.

Theorem 6.2 ([ER65]). Let G be a finite group of size n, and � 2 (0, 1). If we sample

uniformly randomly k � log n + log log n + 2 log 1/� + 5 group elements from G, then

with probability � 1� �, we get a cube generating sequence for G.

Given a {0, 1}-string ✏
1

✏
2

. . . ✏s, we can sequentially compute g✏1
1

g✏2
2

. . . g✏ii , 8i : 1 

i  s in logarithmic space. Therefore, verifying whether S ✓ G of size s is a cube

generating set can also be done in logarithmic space: 8g 2 G, enumerate all {0, 1}-

strings of length s and see whether g is expressed.

Our second algorithm will follow the same pattern as Algorithm 7. Here we also

consider the problem of extending a bijection �C between cube generating sequences

SC
1

(of G
1

) and SC
2

(of G
2

) to a mapping between G
1

and G
2

. For every g 2 G
1

, let

✏⇤
1

✏⇤
2

. . . ✏⇤s be the lexicographically first {0, 1}-string such that g can be expressed as

g
✏⇤1
1

g
✏⇤2
2

. . . g✏
⇤
s
k . We define �00(g) as �C(g

✏⇤1
1

)�C(g
✏⇤2
2

) . . .�C(g✏
⇤
s
k ), which can be computed in

logarithmic space using similar techniques as Proposition 6.1.

Finally, we present our cube generating sequence-based algorithm in Algorithm 8.

Its correctness and performance analysis resemble those of Algorithm 7, and therefore

are omitted here.
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Algorithm 8: Group Isomorphism - cube generating sequence-based

1 Guess S
1

✓ G
1

, and S
2

✓ G
2

of size dlog n+O(log log n) + log 1/�e;
2 Verify if S

1

and S
2

are cube generating sets;

3 Guess a bijection �C : S
1

! S
2

;

4 forall the pairs (g, h) 2 G
1

⇥G
1

do

5 Compute gh;

6 Compute �00(g), �00(h) and �00(gh) // as in the discussion above

7 Check if �00(g)�00(h) = �00(gh);

8 end

9 if all the tests above passed then

10 return True;

11 else

12 return False;

13 end

6.1.3 Other problems in NSC2

(log

2 n)

MinGen is the problem of finding a minimum size generating set for a group G, or

more formally,

MinGen := {(G, k) | 9S ✓ G, |S|  k, s.t.hSi = G}

The study of the complexity of MinGen is introduced in [PY96], and later it is proved

in [AT11] that MinGen is contained in DSPACE(log2 n). We put forward this line of

research and improve over previous results by showing that, with limited nondetermin-

ism, MinGen can be solved in simultaneous polynomial-time and small space. In other

words, the following holds,

Proposition 6.2. MinGen 2 NSC2(log2 n)

Proof. Suppose we are given an input (G, k), and it is in MinGen. With O(log2 n)

nondeterministic bits, it is possible to guess a generating set S of size k, and compute

in logarithmic space its closure Ŝ under inverses. Now it su�ces to show that we can

verify in simultaneous polynomial time and O(log2 n) space that hSi = hŜi = G, or

equivalently 8g 2 G, g 2 hŜi. By Observation 6.1, we will make |G| calls to Reingold’s

algorithm this is equivalent to solving an instance of UReach, which in turn can be

solved in logarithmic space by Reingold’s algorithm.
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In fact, the space usage of MinGen can be improved to O(k · log n), as the rest of

the algorithm only uses O(log n) space.

Remark 6.1. Here Reingold’s algorithm cannot be replaced by cube generating se-

quence, since the size of a cube generating sequence can be o↵ by a constant from the

size of a minimal generating set.

6.2 Remarks on the Complexity of GroupISO

6.2.1 GroupISO is not NP(log2 n)-complete

With GroupISO in NSC2(log2 n), in particular, in NSC2, a natural question to ask

is whether GroupISO is complete for the class NSC2, or equivalently, whether it is

possible to reduce SATpw(log
2 n) to GroupISO under log-space reduction. It would

be quite surprising if the answer is yes. Since for solving GroupISO, one needs only

O(log2 n) nondeterministic bits, while for NSC2, it is allowed to use polynomially many

nondeterministic bits. We are not able to answer this question yet, however, we can

answer negatively in a weaker sense, as follows,

Proposition 6.3. GroupISO is not complete for NP(log2 n), under polynomial-time

reductions, unless P ✓ DSPACE(log4 n).

Proof. If GroupISO were complete for NP(log2 n) under polynomial-time reduction,

we have NP(log2 n) ✓ NSC2(log2 n).

1. P ✓ NP(log2 n)

2. NSC2(log2 n) ✓ NSC2 ✓ DSPACE(log4 n)

The last containment is by Savitch’s theorem [Sav70], and the other two are trivial by

definition. Thus we arrive at P ✓ DSPACE(log4 n).

P 6✓ DSPACE(log4 n) is a widely believed assumption in computational complexity.

Moreover, it is believed that P is not contained in any complexity class with running

space bounded by any fixed polynomial.
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6.2.2 Conditional Separation between GroupISO and GraphISO.

The important development in [CTW10] shows that GraphISO is not AC0 reducible

to GroupISO. This is an unconditional result which is based on the fact that Parity

is not contained in a class (close to AC0) where GroupISO belongs to. Still, besides

the fact that Parity 62 AC0 very little is known for higher complexity classes. There-

fore, obtaining conditional separations of GraphISO and GroupISO is an interesting

direction. We follow the strategy of [CTW10] and give a new conditional separation.

The characterization in Section 3.2.3 aligns very nicely (in terms of circuit depth)

with the popular conjecture DET 6✓ SAC1 and the DET-hardness of GraphISO [Tor04].

In particular, NSC2 ✓ SAC(log n, nO(logn)), which means that GroupISO can be

computed by (log-square-time uniform) circuits of depth logarithmic and size quasi-

polynomial. We conjecture that one cannot achieve super-constant depth reduction

without exponential circuit-size blow up.

Conjecture 6.1. Let ⇧ be a problem decidable by semi-unbounded circuits in depth

d(n) and size 2o(n); i.e. ⇧ 2 SAC(d(n), 2o(n)), where d(n) = ⌦(log n). If there exist

some s(n) such that ⇧ 2 SAC(o(d(n)), s(n)), then s(n) = ⌦(2n
✏
), for some ✏ > 0.

Studying this conjecture is of independent interest and like Conjecture 1.1 it is also

related to the long-standing open question of “NC vs. SC” (see Sections 1.2.3, 3.3 for

more detailed discussion). By the definition of the NC, and the fact that the levels of

NSC-hierarchy are characterized by levels of the quasi-polynomial size SAC-hierarchy,

it holds that

Proposition 6.4. Conjecture 6.1 =) NC 6✓ NSC, in particular, NC 6✓ SC.

We remark that there is nothing special about the semi-unboundness of the fan-in

of the circuit. The conjecture could have been stated for unbounded fan-in circuits.

However, for semi-unbounded circuits we insist on the logarithmic depth because of the

universality of such circuits (in log-depth and exponential size, each boolean function

can be computed).

Now we are ready to state our conditional separation,

Theorem 6.3. Under Conjecture 6.1 and DET 6✓ SAC1, GraphISO is not reducible

to GroupISO by polynomial-size semi-unbounded circuits of depth O(log n)
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Proof. By DET 6✓ SAC1, we can find a problem ⇧ in DET \ SAC1, namely each semi-

unbounded polynomial-size circuit for ⇧ is of depth d(n) = !(log n). By the hardness

result of Torán [Tor04], ⇧ reduces to GraphISO. On the other hand, under Conjec-

ture 6.1, ⇧ is not in SAC(log n, nO(logn)), which contains GroupISO. This concludes

the proof.

Observation 6.2. Under Conjeture 6.1, showing that GraphISO is hard for higher

(than DET) levels of NC =) stronger conditional separations of GraphISO from

GroupISO.

Note that the above observation can also be made for [CTW10] if one manages to

obtain hardnesses for SAC levels of depth bigger than ⌦(log n log log n).

6.3 A Heuristic for GroupISO

In this section, we introduce a simple heuristic for GroupISO. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first time an approach of this kind is considered. We make partial

progress towards understanding it in its generality. Its limitations are still unclear and

subject to future research.

Let � be a positive integer. For a group G, consider the set of all subgroups of G

which can be generated by � group elements (with repetitions). Partition this set into

equivalence classes with respect to isomorphism. We call such a class an isomorphism

type, its cardinality the index of the isomorphism type. Adapting the algorithms in

[LSZ77, Mil78], isomorphism testing for two groups generated by � (given the genera-

tors) can be done in O(� log n) space, and therefore nO(�) time. By enumerating every

possible combination of generating set of � elements in nO(�) time, isomorphism types

and corresponding indexes can be determined. That is, we can compute the distribution

of the group, which is formally defined as follows,

Definition 6.2. For a group G, and a parameter �, let isomorphism type distribution,

or shortly distribution of G with respect to � be the set

D(G, �) = {(T
1

, k
1

), (T
2

, k
2

), · · · , (Tm, km)}

where each Ti is a representative of an isomorphism type, ki is its index, and 8i 6=
j, Ti 6⇠= Tj.
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There can be polynomially many isomorphism types for a group, even we can com-

pute the distribution, we cannot a↵ord to store it in a small space setting. To resolve

this, we propose an algorithm for computing distribution in a “on-the-fly” fashion,

which runs in time nO(�) and space O(� log n), as shown in Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 9: IndexOf (G, �, (g
1

, . . . , g�))

/* Input: group G, parameter �, g
1

, . . . , g� 2 G */

/* Output: index k of T = hg
1

, . . . , g�i, namely (T, k) 2 D(G, �) */

1 k  0;

2 forall the �-tuples (g0
1

, . . . , g0�) 2 G� do

// using the O(� log n)-space isomorphism testing algorithm

3 if hg
1

, . . . , g�i ⇠= hg0
1

, . . . , g0�i then
4 k  k + 1;

5 end

6 end

7 return k;

It is easy to see that if two groups G
1

, G
2

are isomorphic, D(G
1

, �) and D(G
2

, �) are

equivalent, in the sense that |D(G
1

, �)| = |D(G
2

, �)| and for each (Ti, ki) 2 D(G
1

, �),

there exists (T 0
i0 , k

0
i0) 2 D(G

2

, �), such that Ti
⇠= T 0

i0 and ki = k0i0 . That is to say, for

any �, the condition

D(G
1

, �) and D(G
2

, �) are equivalent. (?)

is a necessary condition for G
1

⇠= G
2

. Now an interesting question to ask is it also

su�cient, for some specific choices of �. For � = log n, the condition (?) is apparently

su�cient, since every group can be generated by log n generators. But this is hardly

interesting, since we have long known the nlogn-time algorithm. So the next question

would be, can � be smaller than log n (e.g. � is some constant) and (?) remains

su�cient? or at least for some restricted groups? If true, this will readily imply an

e�cient heuristic algorithm for group isomorphism testing, by simply comparing the

distributions of the input groups, as summarized in Algorithm 10.

The heuristic utilizes Algorithm 9 and only looks at subgroups generated by  �

generators, therefore it runs in simultaneously time nO(�) and space O(log2 n). In the
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Algorithm 10: A Heuristic for GroupISO, with parameter �

/* Input: two groups G
1

, G
2

of size n */

/* Output: True if G
1

⇠= G
2

, and False otherwise */

1 forall the �-tuples (g
1

, . . . , g�) 2 G�
1

do

2 i IndexOf(G
1

, �, (g
1

, . . . , g�));

3 forall the �-tuples (h
1

, . . . , h�) 2 G�
2

do

4 j IndexOf(G
2

, �, (h
1

, . . . , h�));

5 if i 6= j then

6 return False;

7 end

8 end

9 end

10 return True;

remaining part of this section, we investigate the behavior of the algorithm for specific

groups, and attempt to understand the limit of this method.

6.3.1 Abelian groups

It was shown in [Kav07] that there is a linear time algorithm for isomorphism testing

for abelian groups. Its correctness depends on the fact that abelian groups can be

decomposed into direct product of cyclic groups in a canonical way. By this property, it

can be shown that two abelian groups are isomorphic if and only if 8i, both groups have

the same number of elements of order i. The latter condition is essentially Condition (?),

by noting that groups generated by one element is cyclic and a cyclic group is fully

characterized by the order of its generator. Thus it holds that,

Theorem 6.4. For every two abelian groups G
1

, G
2

, Condition (?) with � = 1 ()
G

1

⇠= G
2

.

6.3.2 Groups with normal Hall subgroups

Beyond abelian groups, the next class of interest is the groups with normal Hall sub-

groups (see Section 5.2), for which some algorithmic results are known and will be

explained in Chapter 7. Here we focus on how the heuristic performs on these groups.

Specifically, we consider a subclass, where the groups are of form Z

t
p o Zq, where
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(p, q) = 1. According to the discussion in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, it can be shown that

the action associated with a group of form Z

t
p o Zq can be characterized by a matrix

in Z

t⇥t
p , by Theorem 5.2, two groups of this form are isomorphic if and only if their

corresponding matrices are conjugate. It can be further proved that such a matrix

is diagonalizable under matrix conjugation when q | p � 1, and the elements on the

diagonal are roots of xq = 1 in F

⇤
p.

Lemma 6.1. For a group G of form Z

t
p o Zq, where p, q are primes and q | p� 1, the

action associated with G can be characterized by a diagonal matrix, and the elements

on the diagonal are all roots of xq = 1 in F

⇤
p.

Proof. Fix a generator s of Zq, namely, hsi = Zq. Suppose x is a root of xq = 1 in

F

⇤
p, then the mapping from s to x can be extended and viewed as a homomorphism

from (Zq,+) to (F⇤
p, ·), the latter is trivially isomorphic to (Zp�1

,+). Denote the two

transformations as f and g.

(Zq,+)
f�! (F⇤

p, ·)
g�! (Zp�1

,+)

Therefore g � f : (Zq,+)! (Zp�1

,+) is a homomorphism. Since q | p� 1, there exists

a way (q di↵erent ways, to be exact) of choosing the image of t under g � f such that

the mappings are valid. Fix one proper image, then the mappings f and g are well

defined. And one can verify that Imf is exactly the set of roots of xq = 1 in F

⇤
p. This

is equivalent to say that the irreducible factors of xq = 1 are of degree 1 and are all

di↵erent.

Now consider the associated action, which in turn can be viewed as a representation

of Zq over the field Fp. Let M 2 GL(Fp, t) be the image of s. Since M q = I, the

minimal polynomial of M divides xq = 1, and what is given above actually shows that

the minimal polynomial has di↵erent irreducible factors of degree 1. Computing the

rational canonical form of M in standard ways will show that M is diagonalizable, and

the elements on the diagonal are roots of xq = 1 in F

⇤
p.

We give examples showing that where the heuristic fails when � = 1, 2, that is,

Theorem 6.5. There exist two groups G
1

, G
2

of form Z

t
p o Zq, p, q are primes,

(p, q) = 1, Condition (?) with � = 1, 2 6=) G
1

⇠= G
2

.

Further, we show that this di�culty is easy to overcome by adding a little power to

the heuristic by setting � = 3.

Theorem 6.6. For every two groups G
1

, G
2

of form Z

t
poZq, p, q are primes, (p, q) = 1,

q | p� 1, Condition (?) with � = 3 =) G
1

⇠= G
2

.
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Algorithm 11: Preprocessing

/* Input: x
1

= (u
1

, z↵1), . . . , x� = (u� , z↵� ) 2 Z

t
11

o Z

5

*/

/* Output: x0
1

, . . . , x0� 2 Z

t
11

o Z

5

*/

1 Find the largest index j, such that ↵j 6= 0;

2 Choose c such that xcj = (u0j , z), for some u0j 2 Z

t
11

;

3 x0j  xcj ;

4 for i : 1  i  �, i 6= j do

5 if z↵i = id then

6 x0i  xi;

7 else

8 Choose d such that xdi = (u0i, z
4) for some u0i 2 Z

t
11

;

9 x0i  xdi · x0j ;
10 end

11 end

12 Return x0
1

, . . . , x0� ;

Preprocessing For ease of exposition, we propose a preprocessing procedure as

shown in Algorithm 11. It is straightforward to see that hx
1

, . . . , x�i = hx0
1

, . . . , x0�i.
If we view the preprocessing as a mapping, its images are sequences of form {x0i 2
Z

t
11

o Z

5

}, such that there is a unique index j, such that x0j ’s is outside Z

t
11

. We

call such a sequence a projected sequence with reference index j. Observe that the

preimages of a projected sequence are all sequences xi’s satisfying,

1. 8i < j, xi is one of x0i, x
0
ix

0
j
�1, . . . , x0ix

0
j
�4.

2. 8i � j, xi is x0i.

Then simple calculation shows that the number of preimages of a projected sequence

is a function of its reference index, denoted as L(j). For an isomorphism type H of a

group G of form Z

t
11

oZ

5

, its multiplicity can be computed by first computing for each

j, the number of projected sequences with reference index j generating H, denoted

as K(H, j), and then taking the summation
P

j K(H, j)L(j). By symmetry, it can

be shown that K(H, j) is actually K(H), which does not depends on j since when

viewing a project sequence as a generating set, the reference index will not a↵ect the

generated group. Therefore, the formula for computing multiplicity can be simplified

as
P

j K(H)L(j) = K(H)
P

j L(j) = K(H) · L, where L =
P

j L(j) is a constant.
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The discussion above actually shows that without loss of generality, when comparing

isomorphism distributions of two groups of form Z

t
11

o Z

5

, it su�ces to compare the

multiplicities of the groups generated by projected sequences with a fixed reference

index, e.g. �.

The heuristic fails when � = 1, 2 We show two non-isomorphic groups with the

same distribution when � = 2, the case for � = 1 can be shown similarly. The two

groups G
1

, G
2

of form Z

3

11

oZ

5

characterized respectively by the following two matrices

have the desired properties,
0

@

4
4

5

1

A ,

0

@

4
4

9

1

A

Note that {4, 5, 9, 3} is the set of roots of x5 = 1 in F

⇤
11

. By the definition, G
1

and G
2

resemble each other. They both have the same subgroup lattice, and both require � 3

generators. However, by Theorem 5.2, the two groups are non-isomorphic.

Now we show case by case, given two elements x, y 2 G
1

, how hx, yi will look like.

For simplicity, denote the matrix associated with G
1

as M.

1. When x, y 2 Z

3

11

. hx, yi is a 2-dimensional subspace of Z3

11

.

2. When x, y 2 Z

5

. hx, yi is Z
5

.

3. Otherwise. hx, yi is non-abelian. Denote x as (u, z↵), y as (v, z�), where u, v 2
Z

3

11

, z is the generator of Z
5

, and ↵,� are  5. Without loss of generality, let

x0 = (u0, id) and y0 = (v0, z) be the group elements after preprocessing. Note that

hx0, y0i = hx, yi.

(a) x0 is an eigenvector of M. hx, yi is Z
11

o Z

5

with matrix (4).

(b) x0 is not an eigenvector of M. hx, yi is Z2

11

o Z

5

with matrix

✓

4
5

◆

.

By replacing G
1

by G
2

and repeating the argument, the statement above still holds,

except that in 3b, the matrix will be replaced by

✓

4
9

◆

, which, however, is similar

to the matrix in 3b. This actually shows that for each pair of generators picked from

G
1

, there always exists a corresponding pair from G
2

, such that the groups they gen-

erator respectively are isomorphic, and vice versa. That is, G
1

and G
2

have the same

distribution.
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The heuristic works for � = 3 We only show the result for p = 11 and q = 5, and

the proof generalizes to any appropriate choices of p and q. For two groups G
1

and

G
2

in Z

t
11

o Z

5

, their associated action can be represented by the following matrices

correspondingly,

M =

0

B

B

@

4Ia1
5Ia2

9Ia3
3Ia4

1

C

C

A

,N =

0

B

B

@

4Ia01
5Ia02

9Ia03
3Ia04

1

C

C

A

Note that an element of either G
1

or G
2

can be represented by a tuple (v, z✏), where

v is a vector in F

t
11

and z is the generator of Z
5

, namely z5 = id. Consider drawing �

elements x
1

, . . . , x� from G
1

. If the drawn elements are all in Z

t
11

or all in Z

5

, then they

will generate an abelian subgroup AG1 of G
1

, and the corresponding elements (with

the same representation as a tuple described above) in G
2

will generate an abelian

subgroup AG2 of G
2

isomorphic to AG2 . Therefore, now it su�ces to consider only the

non-degenerated cases, where at least one element drawn is not in Z

t
11

or Z
5

, and the

generated group is non-abelian.

Next we proceed by showing that for each isomorphism type T , its multiplicity

in G
1

can be computed via a concrete formula AT (a1, a2, a3, a4), and by symmetry

its multiplicity in G
2

is AT (a0
1

, a0
2

, a0
3

, a0
4

). Therefore, Condition ? is equivalent to

AT (a1, a2, a3, a4) = AT (a0
1

, a0
2

, a0
3

, a0
4

) holds for each T .

Assume without loss of generality that we pick � elements from G
1

that are of form

x
1

= (v
1

, 1), . . . , x��1

= (v��1

, 1), x� = (v� , z). For convenience, we let y = (u, z) be

an alias of x� , denote uz as the image of u under the action defined by z. Each vi can

be rewritten as summation of eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues �
1

= 4,�
2

=

5,�
3

= 9,�
4

= 3: vi,1 + vi,2 + vi,3 + vi,4. It can be proved that hx
1

, . . . , x�i contains all
elements of the following form:

(
k�1

X

i=0

uz
i
+
��1

X

i=1

4

X

j=1

↵i,jv
zj�1

i , zk)

= (
k�1

X

i=0

uz
i
+
��1

X

i=1

4

X

j=1

↵i,j(v
zj�1

i,1 + vz
j�1

i,2 + vz
j�1

i,3 + vz
j�1

i,4 ), zk)

=
k�1

X

i=0

uz
i
+
��1

X

i=1

4

X

j=1

↵i,j(�
j�1

1

vi,1 + �j�1

2

vi,2 + �j�1

3

vi,3 + �j�1

4

vi,4)

| {z }

X

, zk)
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where 8i, j ↵i,j can be any number in Z

11

, and k is any number in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The

term X above can actually be any linear combination of vectors vi,j , 8i, j. Namely, the

expression above can be further rewritten as,

(
k�1

X

i=0

uz
i

| {z }

Y

+
��1

X

i=1

4

X

j=1

�i,jvi,j , z
k), 8�i,j 2 F

11

8k 2 [4]

To see this, note that 8i : 1  i < �, the coe�cients ↵i,j ’s and �i,j ’s are associated

through the following linear equations:

0

B

B

@

1 �
1

�2
1

�3
1

1 �
2

�2
2

�3
2

1 �
3

�2
3

�3
3

1 �
4

�2
4

�3
4

1

C

C

A

·

0

B

B

@

↵i,1

↵i,2

↵i,3

↵i,4

1

C

C

A

=

0

B

B

@

�i,1
�i,2
�i,3
�i,4

1

C

C

A

The matrix is the Verdermonde matrix, which is non-singular by the parameters.

The term Y above can be viewed as an o↵set depending merely on u and k, which

does not a↵ect the generated group up to isomorphism, indeed the projection

(
k�1

X

i=0

uz
i
+
��1

X

i=1

4

X

j=1

�i,jvi,j , z
k) 7! (

��1

X

i=1

4

X

j=1

�i,jvi,j , z
k)

can be shown to be an isomorphism, thus we can drop Y without loss of generality.

Denote dj as the dimension of the subspace of Ft
11

generated by {vi,j , 8i}, for j =

1, 2, 3, 4, and d =
P

j dj . The abelian part of the generated group can be viewed

as a vector space of dimension d generated by the vectors {vi,j , 8i, j}. By definition,

vi,j and vi0,j0 are linearly independent if j 6= j0. Combine this with the definition of

the associated action of G
1

, we see that hx
1

, . . . , x�i is isomorphic to Z

d
11

o Z

5

with

associated matrix
0

B

B

@

4Id1
5Id2

9Id3
3Id4

1

C

C

A

The groups isomorphic to the group above, must be of form Z

d
11

oZ

5

and the associated

action is represented by one of the following matrices (powers of the matrix above):
0

B

B

@

5Id1
3Id2

4Id3
9Id4

1

C

C

A

,

0

B

B

@

9Id1
4Id2

3Id3
5Id4

1

C

C

A

,

0

B

B

@

3Id1
9Id2

5Id3
4Id4

1

C

C

A
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6. GROUPISO IN SMALL SPACE

Now any isomorphism type T of G
1

can be specified by a tuple (d0
1

, d0
2

, d0
3

, d0
4

), 8j, 0 
d0j  � � 1, d0

1

= maxj{d0j} and its multiplicity is the number of choices of vectors

{vi,j , 8i, j} such that the corresponding dimensions (d
1

, d
2

, d
3

, d
4

) as described above

equal one of the following:

(d0
1

, d0
2

, d0
3

, d0
4

), (d0
3

, d0
1

, d0
4

, d0
2

), (d0
2

, d0
4

, d0
1

, d0
3

), (d0
4

, d0
3

, d0
2

, d0
1

)

There are two degenerate cases: (1) when d0
1

= d0
2

= d0
3

= d0
4

, there is only one such

tuple; and (2) when d0
1

= d0
4

, and d0
2

= d0
3

, there are only two such tuples. As one can

observe, the indices of each index above are actually permutations of {1, 2, 3, 4}. To

characterize this, we define the following sequences:

�
1

= (1, 3, 2, 4),�
2

= (2, 1, 4, 3),�
3

= (3, 4, 1, 2),�
4

= (4, 2, 3, 1)

Thus, computing the multiplicity of an isomorphism type boils down to computing the

number of choices of vectors generating linear spaces with certain dimensions. The

following fact is crucial to our calculation.

Fact 6.1. For 1  r  s  t, the number of sequences of s vectors in F

t
p generating an

r-dimensional subspace is pr(s�r)Qr�1

i=0

(pt � pi).

Lemma 6.2. For an isomorphism type T of G
1

represented by (d0
1

, d0
2

, d0
3

, d0
4

), where

8j : 0  d0j  � � 1, d0
1

= maxj{d0j}, p = 11, denote �T (a1, a2, a3, a4) as the quantity:

KT,� ·

0

B

@

4

X

k=1

4

Y

j=1

d0
�j(k)

�1

Y

i=0

(paj � pi)

1

C

A

where KT,� is a number depending on T and �. Then we can calculate the multiplicity

of T , AT (a1, a2, a3, a4) as follows,

1. When d0
1

= d0
2

= d0
3

= d0
4

, AT (a1, a2, a3, a4) =
1

4

�T (a1, a2, a3, a4).

2. When d0
1

= d0
4

, d0
2

= d0
3

and d0
1

6= d0
2

, AT (a1, a2, a3, a4) =
1

2

�T (a1, a2, a3, a4).

3. Otherwise, AT (a1, a2, a3, a4) = �T (a1, a2, a3, a4).

Proof. Consider a �-tuple of elements from G
1

(after the preprocessing), which gen-

erates a group isomorphic to T (non-degenerate for now). It su�ces to consider the
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6.3 A Heuristic for GroupISO

number of choices of vectors generating subspaces of the number of choices of vec-

tors (as defined in the discussion above) vi,j , 8i, j such that the corresponding dimen-

sions (d
1

, d
2

, d
3

, d
4

) equals (d0�1(k), d
0
�2(k)

, d0�3(k), d
0
�4(k)

) for some k. Combining this with

Fact 6.1, the total number of choices of the vectors is,

4

X

k=1

4

Y

j=1

0

B

@

p
d0
�j(k)

((��1)�d0
�j(k)

)

d0
�j(k)

�1

Y

i=0

(paj � pi)

1

C

A

=
4

X

k=1

0

@

4

Y

j=1

p
d0
�j(k)

((��1)�d0
�j(k)

)

1

A

0

B

@

4

Y

j=1

d0
�j(k)

�1

Y

i=0

(paj � pi)

1

C

A

=
4

X

k=1

0

@

4

Y

j=1

pd
0
j((��1)�d0j)

1

A

0

B

@

4

Y

j=1

d0
�j(k)

�1

Y

i=0

(paj � pi)

1

C

A

=
4

X

k=1

KT,�

0

B

@

4

Y

j=1

d0
�j(k)

�1

Y

i=0

(paj � pi)

1

C

A

= KT,� ·

0

B

@

4

X

k=1

4

Y

j=1

d0
�j(k)

�1

Y

i=0

(paj � pi)

1

C

A

Here KT,� =
Q

4

j=1

pd
0
j((��1)�d0j).

As for the degenerate cases, the summation above is over counting, and the actual

multiplicities should be scaled down by some constant factor accordingly.

Sketched proof of Theorem 6.6, for p = 11 and q = 5. Suppose D(G
1

, 3) = D(G
2

, 3),

then by Lemma 6.2, this is equivalent to for all isomorphism type T , AT (a1, a2, a3, a4) =

AT (a0
1

, a0
2

, a0
3

, a0
4

). With some tedious calculation and induction, it turns out that the

equations have certain symmetry properties. For example, for T being Z

11

o Z

5

, the

equation is

A
1

+A
2

+A
3

+A
4

= A0
1

+A0
2

+A0
3

+A0
4

(6.1)

where 8i, Ai = pai , A0
i = pa

0
i ; and for T being Z

3

11

o Z

5

, associated action represented

by

0

B

@

4

4

5

1

C

A

, the equation is

A2

1

A
2

+A2

2

A
4

+A2

3

A
1

+A2

4

A
3

= A0
1

2A0
2

+A0
2

2A0
4

+A0
3

2A0
1

+A0
4

2A0
3

(6.2)

Note that Equation (6.2) appears only when � � 3, since the corresponding isomor-

phism type requires 3 generators.
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For Equation (6.1) to hold, a
1

, a
2

, a
3

, a
4

must be a permutation of a0
1

, a0
2

, a0
3

, a0
4

(this

fact can be derived even when � = 2). Putting all the other equations (including those

which are not listed above) together, one can derive that every permutation ⇡ such that

8i ai = a0⇡(i) satisfying all the equations will force the two groups to be isomorphic.

This concludes the proof.

6.3.3 Discussion

An immediate open question is to extend the results above to the whole class of groups

with normal Hall subgroups. It is plausible to assume that there is a positive answer

to this question for � being some constant, since there are polynomial time algorithms

for this class (see Chapter 7). Further along this line, the main question is if the

heuristic works for larger classes of groups, especially those with known polynomial-

time isomorphism testing algorithms. It will be actually surprising if all the specialized

testing algorithms can be unified by such a simple and small-space heuristic. Answering

this question either positively or negatively is of great interest and left for future work.
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7

E�cient Isomorphism Testing:

Beyond Abelian

In this chapter, we give an e�cient isomorphism testing algorithm for the class of

groups with normal Hall subgroups, based on the tools and machinery established in

Chapter 5. For the motivation and intuition, see Section 1.3.3.

7.1 Overview

A framework Inspired by [LG09], we propose a framework for testing isomorphism

of groups with normal Hall subgroup, as described in Section 5.2. We begin with

formalizing the strategy for isomorphism testing for the class H(A,E). As a first step,

we need to have an e�cient decomposition procedure. The observation is that the proof

of Schur-Zassenhaus theorem (Theorem 5.1) is e�ciently constructive, establishing the

following theorem about finding a complement of a normal Hall subgroup.

Theorem 7.1 (Algorithmic Schur-Zassenhaus theorem). For a group G of order n,

given as multiplication table, all its normal Hall subgroups can be computed in time

O(n4). Furthermore, given a specific normal Hall subgroup, one of its complements can

be computed in time O(n4).

In the second step, we need to consider how isomorphism of the original groups re-

lates to the isomorphisms of its components. This is fully characterized in Theorem 5.2

(which we later restate in this chapter). From the condition, it is necessary that we
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7. EFFICIENT ISOMORPHISM TESTING: BEYOND ABELIAN

are able to test isomorphism of the components, thus, we focus on the case when the

factors of semidirect product are e�ciently testable.

E�cient Isomorphism Testing of H(A,E), H(A,B) When the normal subgroup

is an elementary abelian group Z

d
p, p a prime, the condition of isomorphism of large

groups with respect to the components (see Theorem 5.2) naturally gives rise to the

following algorithmic problem in representation theory of finite groups which may be

of independent interest. We call this AutoInducedRepEquiv, short for finding the

Automorphism Induced Representation Equivalence.

Problem 7.1. (AutoInducedRepEquiv) Given two representations ⇢ and ⌧ of a

group H over Z

d
p, p a prime, determine if there exists an automorphism � : H !

H, such that the induced representation ⇢� = ⇢ � � and ⌧ are equivalent, in time

poly(|H|, pd).

The following theorem suggests that AutoInducedRepEquiv can not be got

around in order to solve isomorphism of groups from H(E,K).

Theorem 7.2. For groups from H(E,K), isomorphism testing is many-one polynomial-

time equivalent to AutoInducedRepEquiv.

Using basic facts from representation theory, it is not hard to solve AutoInduce-

dRepEquiv when the number of generators is bounded, giving an e�cient testing

algorithm of H(E,B). The non-trivial case is when the number of generators is not

bounded. When the complement is an elementary abelian group, we further reduce

AutoInducedRepEquiv to a mild generalization2 of the linear code isomorphism

problem in singly exponential time (which asks whether two linear subspaces are the

same up to permutation of coordinates) in time exponential in the number of coordi-

nates.

Theorem 7.3. For groups from H(E,E), AutoInducedRepEquiv reduces to gener-

alized code isomorphism problem.

In a work [Bab10b], Babai presents an algorithm solving the code isomorphism

problem in singly exponential time in the number of coordinates, which is logarithmic

of the size of the group in our case, allowing us to establish the following.

2See Section 7.4 for specific points of generalization.
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7.2 Decomposition into normal and complement parts

Corollary 7.1. There is an O(n6) algorithm testing isomorphism of groups from

H(E,E).

Applying a technique in [LG09], we extend this further to provide an e�cient iso-

morphism testing of groups from H(A,E). An O(nb+5) algorithm for H(A,Bb) can also

be derived in this framework, rediscovering what is known in [HEO05, Section 8.9] (see

Section 7.3.2).

Theorem 7.4. Group isomorphism of groups of size n, where the input groups are

from the class H(A,E), can be tested in time O(n6).

7.2 Decomposition into normal and complement parts

In this section we present the proof for Theorem 7.1, which consists of two main com-

ponents: (1) an e�cient algorithm for listing all normal Hall subgroups; and (2) an

e�cient algorithm to compute a complement for a given normal Hall subgroup. The

two components give a natural algorithm for decomposition: for a given Hall divisor

m of the group size n, compute the normal Hall subgroup of size m by Proposition 7.1

if it exists. Then, compute its complement by Proposition 7.2. List all normal Hall

subgroups of m and their complements by going over each Hall divisor m. The two

components are given as two propositions, and proved in the next two sections respec-

tively.

7.2.1 Listing normal Hall subgroups

Proposition 7.1. Let G be a group of size n. For a Hall divisor m, if a normal Hall

subgroup N of order m exists, then N can be computed in time O(n3).

To prove the proposition, it su�ces to describe an algorithm with the appropriate

performance, which actually based on the following technical lemma,

Lemma 7.1. If a group G = {g
1

, . . . , gn} can be written as G = N oH, where N is a

normal Hall subgroup, and |H| = l. Then N = M := hgl
1

, gl
2

, · · · , glni.

Proof. “◆” Any gi can be written as nihi for some ni 2 N, hi 2 H, so gli = (nihi)l =

n0
ih

l
i = n0

i, for some n0
i 2 N .
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“ ✓” Since N is a normal Hall subgroup, (n/l, l) = 1, 9p, q 2 Z, such that p(n/l)+ql =

1. For every x 2 N , xl 2 M , thus xql 2 M . Note that id = xn/l = xp(n/l), as

|N | = n/l. Now, we have

x = xp(n/l)+ql = xp(n/l)xql = xql 2M.

Proof of Proposition 7.1. For a given group G of size n, Lemma 7.1 implies that for a

given Hall divisor m of n, if a normal Hall subgroup of size m exists then it is unique

(thus a characteristic subgroup). For any group G given as multiplication table, and

a given subset S ✓ G, hSi can be computed in time O(n3). Indeed, we can do this in

stages by simply computing all pairwise product of elements in the closure produced

at the previous stage and stop exactly when no new elements are produced.

7.2.2 Finding the Complement

Proposition 7.2. Let G be a group of order n, and N a normal Hall subgroup of order

m. Then a complement of N can be found in time O(n4).

Basically, to show the proposition, an e�cient algorithm for the following algorith-

mic problem SubgroupComplement, is su�cient.

Problem 7.2 (SubgroupComplement). Given a group G and NCG, decide if there

is a complement H  G such that G can be written N oH, and if such an H exists,

output H.

We will describe how to solve SubgroupComplement in two cases. The easy case,

when N is abelian will be used as a base step for the more general and di�cult case

when N is non-abelian.

N is abelian This problem can be solved even in the model of permutation groups

given as generators [KLM99], but beyond abelian we are not aware of any result. For

the case when N is a normal Hall subgroup of G, Schur-Zassenhaus theorem states that

a complement always exists, thus solving the decision version of SubgroupComple-

ment. Our observation is that, the proof of Schur-Zassenhaus theorem is e�ciently

constructive when groups are represented as Cayley tables, thus providing an e�cient
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Algorithm 12: Finding the complement when the normal subgroup N C G is

abelian, AbelianComplement (G, N).

/* Input: A group G of size n. A normal Hall abelian subgroup

N CG. |N | = m, [G : N ] = l = n/m, (m, l) = 1. */

/* Output: returns H  G such that G = N oH */

1 Let A = {a
1

= id, . . . , a
l

} be any representative set of G/N , and let � : G! A

be the natural projection.;

2 Compute f : A⇥A! N by f(ai, aj) = �(aiaj) · (aiaj)�1.;

3 Let p, q be two integers such that pm+ ql = 1. Compute � : A! N by

�(a) = q ·
P

b2A f(a, b).;

4 return H = {�(ai) · ai}ai2A;

algorithm solving the search version of SubgroupComplement when the normal sub-

group is a Hall subgroup. For convenience, here we use addition as the operation in

the normal subgroup.

Let us analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 12. It is easy to get a set of

representatives in O(n) time. To compute f there are O(l2) computations involved. To

get p and q only O(max(logm, log l)) is needed, and � needs O(l2) computations. Thus

the algorithm runs in O(max(l2, n)) = O(n2).

The correctness of the algorithm follows from the proof of Schur-Zassenhaus theo-

rem [Rot94]. Note that all we need to show is that H is a subgroup, as clearly it is a

set of representatives. That is for every ai, aj pair, it is required that

(�(ai) · ai)(�(aj) · aj) = �(�(aiaj)) · �(aiaj).

On the other hand, we have

(�(ai) · ai)(�(aj) · aj) =

= �(ai)Cai(�(aj))(aiaj/�(aiaj)) · �(aiaj)

= (�(ai) + Cai(�(aj)) + aiaj/�(aiaj)) · �(aiaj)

so we only need to show

�(�(aiaj)) = �(ai) + Cai(�(aj))� f(ai, aj).
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Given a, b, c 2 A, from (ab)c = a(bc) the following equation can be derived (note

that �(�(ab)c) = �(a�(bc))):

f(a, b) + f(�(ab), c) = Ca(f(b, c)) + f(a,�(bc)).

By summing over c 2 A, and multiply each side by q we have

mqf(a, b) + �(�(ab)) = Ca(�(b)) + �(a).

But noting that mqf(a, b) = (1� np)f(a, b) = f(a, b) as nf(a, b) = 0, we have

�(�(ab)) = Ca(�(b))� f(a, b) + �(a).

Thus finishing the proof for the abelian case.

N is non-abelian The idea is to transform the proof of Schur-Zassenhaus theorem

into a recursive algorithm, as described in Algorithm 13.

This algorithm relies on the algorithm for finding a complement for an abelian nor-

mal subgroup described in the previous section as base case, and also a few auxiliary

algorithms which basically follow from definitions. Algorithm 14 computes the nor-

malizer of a given set S ✓ G within G. Algorithm 15 tests whether a given subgroup

N of G is a minimal normal subgroup, that is, any normal subgroup of it is trivial.

Algorithm 16 finds a Sylow p-subgroup given a group G and a prime p dividing |G|.
For groups of size n, the first subroutine runs in time O(n2), the second and third ones

run in time O(n4) and O(log n · n3), respectively.

The correctness of the algorithm follows, again, from the proof of Schur-Zassenhaus

theorem [Rot94]. Given N not abelian, the recursion goes into two branches depending

on whether N is minimal or not. Recall that |G| = n, |N | = m and l = n/m, and it is

su�cient to find a subgroup of order l.

First, we consider the case of N being minimal. Let p be a prime dividing |N | and
let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of N . Consider G0 and N 0 which are normalizers of P in

G and N respectively. Then, the following holds,

G/N = NG0/N (Frattini argument)

⇠= G0/(N \G0) (Theorem 5.4)

= G0/N 0 (Definition of G0, N 0).
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Algorithm 13: Find the complement of N CG, ComputeComplement(G,N).

/* Input: A group G of size n. A normal Hall subgroup N CG.

|N | = m, [G : N ] = n/m, (m,n/m) = 1. */

/* Output: returns H  G such that G = N oH. */

1 if N is abelian then

// Base case

2 return AbelianComplement(G,N);

3 end

// N is non-abelian

4 if MinimalNormal(G,N) = True then

5 For some p that divides |N |, P  Sylow(N, p);

6 G0  Normalizer(G,P ) // G0 < G, see the analysis

7 N 0  Normalizer(N,P );

8 ComputeComplement(G0, N 0);

9 else

10 T  MinimalNormal(G,N);

11 K/T  ComputeComplement(G/T,N/T );

12 return ComputeComplement(K,T );

13 end

Notice that |N 0| > 1, |N 0| divides |N |, and hence (|N 0|, |G0/N 0|) = 1. Then we

can recursively call the algorithm with G0 and N 0. Now, we argue that G0 must be a

proper subgroup of G. Suppose not, G0 = G. This implies, P C G. But since N is

a minimal normal subgroup of G and P  N , this gives P = N as well. Now, the

center of P , Z(P ) must be a non-trivial normal subgroup of G since a p-group always

has a non-trivial center. Minimality gives that P = N = Z(P ) which contradicts the

assumption that N is not abelian.

If N was not a minimal subgroup to begin with, then we can find the minimal

normal subgroup T C N . Now it follows from Theorem 5.5 that N/T C G/T and

(G/T )/(N/T ) ⇠= G/N . Let t = |T |, then N/T has order m/t, and (G/T )/(N/T ) has

order n/m. As (m/t, n/m) = 1, N/T is a Hall subgroup of G/T . By recursively

invoking the algorithm with G/T and N/T returns a K/T which is the complement

of N/T satisfying K/T ⇠= G/N . Notice here when doing the recursive invocation,

quotient groups are represented as sets of representatives; multiplication tables are
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defined according to G; and the representatives are consistent in the sense that N/T ,

K/T are represented by subsets of G/T ’s representatives.

Given K/T (as a set R of representatives) and T , we calculate K as R · T =

{r · t|r 2 R, t 2 T}. By normality of T and the definition of R, 8r
1

, r
2

2 R, t
1

, t
2

2
T , r

1

t
1

(r
2

t
2

)�1 = r
1

r�1

2

t0 = rt00 2 K, where r is the representative of r
1

r�1

2

in R,

t0, t00 2 T , we proved K  G. Since (|T |, |K/T |) = (t, n/m) = 1, T is a Hall subgroup

of K, another recursive call with K and T will return a complement H of T in K,

H ⇠= K/T ⇠= G/N . Now we have H  K  G, which is exactly what we need.

Algorithm 14: Compute the normalizer of a set S ✓ G, Normalizer(G,S).

/* Input: A group G, S ✓ G. */

/* Output: The normalizer of S. */

1 Let T  ;;
2 forall the g 2 G do

3 if for all s 2 S, gsg�1 2 S then

4 T  T [ {g};
5 end

6 end

7 return T .

Algorithm 15: Test whether N C G is a minimal normal subgroup,

MinimalNormal(G,N).

/* Input: A group G. N CG. */

/* Output: True if N is minimal. An S CG, S ( N otherwise. */

1 S  ;.;
2 forall the g 2 N do

3 S = hgGi.;
4 if S ( N then

5 return S;

6 end

7 end

8 return True.

Finally, we analyze the running time of Algorithm 13. The base case (normal
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Algorithm 16: Compute a Sylow p-group of G, Sylow(G, p).

/* Input: A group G. A prime number p that divides |G|. */

/* Output: A p-Sylow subgroup of G. */

1 l the highest power of p in |G|;
2 Fix some g 2 G, such that |g| = p;

// Easy to see that such g must exist.

3 S  hgi, K  ;;
4 for i = 2 to l do

5 K = Normalizer(G,S);

6 Compute K/S;

7 Fix some kS 2 K/S, such that kk| = p;

8 S  hk, Si;
9 end

10 return S;

subgroup being abelian) runs in time O(n2). If N is not abelian and is a minimal

normal subgroup of G, then the p-Sylow subgroup G0 is a proper subgroup of G and

hence the size of the group reduces by at least one half. If N is not a minimal subgroups,

then the algorithm makes two recursive calls, one with respect to G/T and N/T , the

other with respect to K and T . By Correspondence theorem, K is a subgroup. So

|G|/|T |, |K|  |G|/2. Thus the time complexity follows from the recursion

T (n) = 2T (n/2) +O(n4)

solving which gives the running time O(n4).

7.3 Condition for isomorphism testing

As mentioned in previous sections, Theorem 7.5 provides a su�cient and necessary

condition for isomorphism testing for groups with normal Hall subgroups, which we

restate here,

Theorem 7.5 (Restating Theorem 5.2). Given G
1

= N
1

o⌧ H1

, G
2

= N
2

o� H2

, with

|N
1

| = |N
2

|, |H
1

| = |H
2

|. N
1

and N
2

are normal Hall. Then G
1

⇠= G
2

if and only if

there exist an isomorphism  : N
1

! N
2

, and an isomorphism � : H
1

! H
2

, such that,
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8h 2 H
1

,

⌧(h) =  �1 � �(�(h)) �  . (7.1)

For groups in H(·, ·), the associated action, which maps an element from the com-

plement to an automorphism of the normal subgroup, plays a key role in isomorphism

testing. Especially for those groups both normal and complement parts can be tested

separately, by Theorem 7.5, e�cient testing for group isomorphism boils down to testing

conjugation of automorphisms.

7.3.1 Proof of Theorem 7.2

We begin by showing Theorem 7.2, which states that solving isomorphism testing of

H(E,K) is equivalent to solving AutoInducedRepEquiv.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. We give two reductions in two directions

Isomorphism of groups in H(E,K) to AutoInducedRepEquiv By listing all

normal Hall subgroups and their complements we can find two normal Hall subgroups

of the same size from two groups. Thus in order to test isomorphism of the original

pair of groups, we first solve the isomorphism problem for normal and complement

parts. Given the isomorphisms of the normal and complement parts, the only task

left is to test Equation 7.1, which, by composing the isomorphisms of the normal and

complement parts, gives an instance of the problem AutoInducedRepEquiv. This

completes the reduction.

AutoInducedRepEquiv to isomorphism of groups in H(E,K) In Chapter 5 we

described the standard construction where, given groups N , H and ⌧ : H ! Aut(N),

defines a group G = N o⌧ H. Thus, given two representations ⌧ and � of H over Zk
p,

we construct G
1

= Z

k
p o⌧ H and G

2

= Z

k
p o� H, and then call the oracle to test if G

1

and G
2

are isomorphic. By Theorem 7.5, the two representations are equivalent up to

automorphism if and only if G
1

and G
2

are isomorphic.

7.3.2 A framework for testing isomorphism of groups from H(K,K)

Suppose we want to test isomorphism of two groups G
1

and G
2

from H(K,K). Given

Theorem 7.1, for any group all its normal Hall subgroups can be listed e�ciently, so we

can first compare the orders of the normal Hall subgroups of G
1

and G
2

, and output
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“not isomorphic” if there are no normal Hall subgroups of the same size. For normal

Hall subgroups with the same order, compute their complements using Proposition 7.2.

Suppose we decompose G
1

= N
1

o H
1

and G
2

= N
2

o H
2

, with |N
1

| = |N
2

|. As the

normal and complement parts are from groups with known isomorphism testing, run

the isomorphism tests between N
1

, N
2

and H
1

, H
2

. If they are not isomorphic output

“not isomorphic”. Now, the only task left is to test Equation 7.1. Recall that
Q

E

denotes the class of direct products of elementary abelian groups. The cases H(E,B)

and H(
Q

E,B) are immediate: for H(E,B), the automorphisms of complements can

be e�ciently enumerated and they correspond to the � in Equation 7.1. For a given

automorphism of the complement, the problem is to test if two representations are

equivalent. It can be solved by decomposing the representations, and then noticing that

equivalence of irreducible representations can be determined e�ciently. For H(
Q

E,B),

like inH(E,B), as the automorphisms of the complement can be enumerated, for a given

automorphism, the problem is to test if the representations over the direct factors of

the normal subgroup are equivalent. These instances can be solved separately.

We remark that when the complement is in B, to find the complement it is easy

to come up with an e�cient enumeration procedure (without using algorithmic Schur-

Zassenhaus). From the above discussion, the di�cult case is when the complement has

no generating set of size O(1).

7.3.3 Le Gall’s Technique

In order to generalize the algorithmic results above to broader class of groups, we need

a technique presented by Le Gall [LG09] that reduces testing conjugation of automor-

phisms of an abelian group to that of linear maps, when the orders of the automorphisms

are coprime with that of the abelian group. We refer to it as Le Gall’s technique, and

elaborate in this section the main result.

Once a basis is fixed, any element x 2 A can be uniquely written as xa1
1

xa2
2

· · ·xass ,

for ai 2 [pkii ], i 2 [s]. Thus any element can be identified as a vector (a
1

, · · · , as), and
any homomorphism of an abelian group can be written as a matrix describing images

of basis. Note that for this matrix, di↵erent entries may be from di↵erent fields. For

simplicity we first consider the automorphisms of abelian p-groups. Then the following

classes of matrices can be defined ([Ran07, LG09]).
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Definition 7.1. Given an abelian p-group Ap, define M(Ap) as the following set of

integer matrices.

M(Ap) = {(uij)s⇥s 2 Z

s⇥s | 0  uij < pki ^ pki�kmin(i,j) divides uij, 8i, j 2 [s]}.

Given two matrices U and U 0 in M(Ap), the multiplication ⇤ is defined as: U ⇤U 0 is the

integer matrix W of size s ⇥ s such that wij = (
Ps

k=1

uiku0kj mod pki). Define R(Ap)

to be the set R(Ap) = {U 2M(Ap) | det(U) 6⌘ 0 mod p}.

The class of matrices R(Ap) fully characterizes automorphism group of Aut(Ap) in

the following sense,

Theorem 7.6. ([Ran07])

(R(Ap), ⇤) ⇠= (Aut(Ap), �).

So testing conjugacy of the automorphism groups of abelian p-groups is the same

as testing conjugacy of matrices from R(Ap). Recall that, in linear algebra, testing

conjugacy of two matrices over a field is easy, because we can calculate the normal

forms (rational normal form, Jordan normal form, etc.) and test whether the two

normal forms coincide. If Ap = Z

s
p, and hence Ap is a vector space, we can use the

linear algebraic result above. In general Ap may not be elementary abelian. However,

we can transform a matrix in R(Ap) to a matrix in GL(Zp, s) in the following way.

For U 2 M(Ap), let Di(U) be the i’th diagonal block of U , namely, the square

block indexed from k
1

+ · · · + ki�1

+ 1 to k
1

+ · · · + ki�1

+ ki, and let [Di(U)] be

the result by reducing each entry of Di(U) modulo p. Now we define a mapping

⇤p : M(Ap)! GL(
P

ki, p) as

⇤p : U 7! diag([D
1

(U)], . . . , [Ds(U)]).

When p is clear from the context we drop the subscript from ⇤p to get ⇤.

In general, an abelian group is direct product of abelian pi-groups with di↵erent

pi’s. We define R(A) as the class of big diagonal matrices where its ith diagonal block

is from R(Api) corresponding to the component of the pi-group, constructed as above.

This finishes the description of the reduction ⇤p. The most interesting property about

⇤p is the following lemma.
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Lemma 7.2 (Le Gall’s technique). For a given abelian p-group A with minimal gen-

erating set of size s, let S
1

, S
2

 Aut(A), given by a set of generators. Assume that

p - |Si|, for i = 1, 2. Then there exists a map ⇤p : Aut(A) ! GL(Fp, s), such that

S
1

and S
2

are conjugate in Aut(A) if and only if ⇤p(S1

) and ⇤p(S2

) are conjugate in

GL(Fp, s).

We can define ⇤ by applying ⇤pi for the block corresponding to R(Api). Then

Lemma 7.2 can be extended to R(A) naturally by considering each component inde-

pendently. It is also important to note that preimage of ⇤ can be calculated e�ciently,

Remark 7.1. Finding X 2 R(Ap) satisfying ⇤(U1

) = ⇤(X)�1⇤(U
2

)⇤(X) can be done

by first calculating the rational norm forms of ⇤(U
1

) and ⇤(U
2

) to determine ⇤(X), and

taking any preimage of ⇤(X) to be X. Given X, finding Y satisfying the last equality in

the lemma could be done by solving a linear system of Diophantine equations ([LG09]).

Both calculations can be done in time polynomial in log |Ap|.

In [LG09], a weaker version of Lemma 7.2, namely when the subgroup of Aut(A)

is cyclic, is proved. The form presented above is also proved in [BQ12]. We refer the

reader to these references for more details.

7.3.4 From H(

Q

E,K) to H(A,K)

Let A be an abelian p-group with minimal generating set of size s, and let �
1

, �
2

2
Aut(A) such that p - |�i|, i = 1, 2. By Lemma 7.2, there exists a map ⇤p : Aut(A) !
GL(Fp, s), such that �

1

and �
2

are conjugate if and only if ⇤p(�1) and ⇤p(�2) are

conjugate.

We show that Lemma 7.2 allows us to reduce testing isomorphism of H(A,K) to

that of H(
Q

E,K). For convenience we first explain how Le Gall’s technique allows

us to reduce isomorphism of H(Ap,K) to H(E,K). Let G
1

and G
2

be decomposed as

N
1

o⌧ H
1

and N
2

o� H
2

, where N
1

and N
2

are abelian p-groups. Then decompose

N
1

and N
2

into the canonical form, and identify H
1

and H
2

as isomorphic. Now by

Theorem 7.5, we need to test if there exist  2 Aut(N
1

), and � 2 Aut(H), such that

⌧(h) and �(�(h)) are conjugate by the same  , for every h 2 H. This is equivalent to

test if there exist  and � such that ⌧(H) and �(�(H)) are conjugate by  as subgroups

in Aut(N
1

). Noting that p - |H|, Lemma 7.2 can be applied, reducing the problem to

test whether ⇤p(⌧(H)) and ⇤p(�(�(H))) are conjugate. Note that ⇤p � ⌧ sends H to
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GL(Fp, s), where s is the size of the minimal generating set of H. This finishes the

reduction. To go from H(A,K) to H(
Q

E,K) we need to consider the factors of
Q

E

separately and apply the appropriate ⇤p to each factor.

7.4 Isomorphism of H(A,E)

The main result of this section is a reduction of the isomorphism testing problem for

groups in H(A,E) to the problem of generalized code isomorphism problem. We first

introduce this problem. Let F be a field. For F

n, a linear code of dimension d is a d-

dimensional linear subspace of Fn. A generating matrix of a codeC of dimension d is a d

by n matrix with row vectors being a basis of C. With abuse of notation we will also use

C to denote the generating matrix of the code C. Two codes C and D of dimension d

over F are isomorphic if they are equivalent up to permutation of coordinates. Formally,

if there exists a d by d non-singular matrix G and an n by n permutation matrix P

such that GCP = D. It is noted that linear code isomorphism problem is hard for

GI (the class of problems polynomial-time reducible to GraphISO) [PR97], and the

following singly exponential in the length of the code algorithm presented by Babai in

[Bab10b] is the main algorithmic tool we shall use for testing equivalence of induced

automorphisms.

Theorem 7.7. ([Bab10b]) Given two linear codes C and D, presented as generating

matrices, it can be tested if they are isomorphic, and the coset of the isomorphism can

be computed in time (2 + o(1))n.

For our purpose, we slightly generalize code isomorphism problem as follows:

Problem 7.3 (Generalized code isomorphism problem). Given two matrices d0 ⇥ n

matrices C0 and D0 over the field F, and a permutation group S  Sn, determine the

existence of G 2 GL(F, d0) and a permutation matrix P 2 S, such that GC0P = D0. If

such G and P exist, then C0 and D0 are called isomorphic.

The generalized code isomorphism problem generalizes code isomorphism problem

in two ways: first we do not require row vectors of C0 and D0 to be linearly independent.

Secondly the permutation matrix P must come from a certain permutation group S.

Its solution in singly exponential time can be viewed as a corollary to Theorem 7.7, by

applying a coset intersection running in singly exponential time [Bab10a] (as mentioned
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in Section 5.4, the algorithm by [Bab10a] actually runs asymptotically better, but a 2n

upper bound is su�cient for our use). The statement and proof are given below.

Corollary 7.2. Given two d0 ⇥ n matrices C0 and D0, and a permutation group S,

whether C0 and D0 are isomorphic can be tested, the coset of permutation matrices be

computed, in time (2 + o(1))n.

Proof. First of all the ranks of C0 and D0 must be the same, as multiplying G and P

will not change the rank, and two matrices being equal necessarily implies their ranks

are the same. Let C and D be the linear subspaces generated by row vectors of C0 and

D0, respectively. We claim that C0 and D0 are isomorphic if and only if C and D are

isomorphic as linear codes.

“(”: C and D being isomorphic as codes implies that C and D are the same

subspaces up to permutation of coordinates. Let P be the permutation, then row

vectors of C0P and D0 generate the same subspace. Now every row vector of D0 can be

generated by an appropriate combination of row vectors in C0P, and an appropriate

general linear map G can be recovered.

“)”: if GC0P = D0, then row vectors of GC0P and row vectors of D0 generate the

same subspace. It follows that row vectors of C0P and row vectors of D0 generate the

same subspace. This means that under the permutation of coordinates by P, C and D

are the same subspace.

So to test isomorphism ofC0 andD0, it is enough to take a set of linearly independent

row vectors of C0 and D0 to form generating matrices of C and D, then to apply

Theorem 7.7. Finally, to make sure that the permutation of coordinates comes from

the permutation group S, we take a coset intersection which runs in time 2n to finish the

proof. This gives a permutation matrix, and the general linear map can be recovered

easily.

7.4.1 Representation of Z`q over Zp

In this section, we recall basic facts concerning representations of Z`q over Zp, p, q two

di↵erent primes, and we refer the reader to Section 5.3 for more detailed explanations.

First, suppose the cyclotomic polynomial �q(x) factors as g
1

· g
2

· . . . · gr over Zp, in

which gi’s are monic polynomials with the same degree d = (q � 1)/r. It is noted that

d is the order of p in the multiplicative group (Z/qZ)⇥. Let M 2 GL(Zp, d) be the
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companion matrix of g
1

. 1 For v 2 Z

`
q, v 6= 0, we define v⇤ : Z`q ! Zq by mapping

v⇤(u) = (v,u) (the inner product of v and u). Now define f
v

: Z`q ! GL(Zp, d) by

sending u!Mv

⇤
(u). To unify notation let f

0

: Z`q ! Zp be the trivial representation.

Then f
v

gives an irreducible representation of Z`q over Zp, and {f
v

| v 2 V } is the set

of all irreducible representations. However, f
v

and f
u

may be equivalent, for u,v 2 V ,

when u and v are linearly correlated, as described in Claim 5.1 and Corollary 5.1,

which are proved in Section 5.3.

Let ⌧ : Z`q ! GL(Zp, k) be a representation. Due to Maschke’s theorem, represen-

tations of Z`q over Zp are completely reducible. Suppose ⌧ = fk1
v1
� · · ·�fkt

vt
, for vi 2 V ,

i 2 [t], k
1

� · · · � kt � 1. Note that t is bounded by 1+ b(k� 1)/dc or k/d, depending
on whether the trivial representation exists or not.

For a given multiplicity w 2 [k], recall that L⌧ (w) is the set of irreducible repre-

sentations with multiplicity w appearing in ⌧ , and L⌧ = (L⌧ (w))w2[k] determines a

representation up to equivalence. The problem of working with L⌧ is that the irre-

ducible representations are “implicit”, while we need to actually know the form of the

irreducible representations. The idea is to use vectors to index irreducible representa-

tions (which must be induced from vectors as described before), at the cost of losing

uniqueness.

Definition 7.2. Given a representation ⌧ : Z`q ! GL(Zp, k), and w 2 [k], L⌧ (w) is a

set of vectors such that for every irreducible representation f 2 L⌧ (w), there is a unique

vector v 2 L⌧ (w) such that f
v

and f are equivalent. L⌧ = (L⌧ (w))w2[k]. Such a tuple

of sets of vectors is called an indexing tuple of L⌧ .

Remark 7.2. By Corollary 5.1, the number of di↵erent indexing tuples of L⌧ is bounded

by dk/d  (e1/e)k < 2k. (Note that we do not need to consider f
0

.)

For two representations ⌧ : Z`q ! GL(Zp, k) and � : Z`q ! GL(Zp, k), ⌧ and � are

equivalent if and only if L⌧ = L� . For two indexing tuples L⌧ and L� of ⌧ and �,

we also use L⌧ = L� to denote the fact that for every w 2 [k], L⌧ (w) = L�(w). An

immediate consequence is the following claim.

Claim 7.1. Let ⌧ : Z`q ! GL(Zp, k) and � : Z`q ! GL(Zp, k) be two representations. ⌧

and � are equivalent if and only if there exist indexing tuples of ⌧ and �, L⌧ and L�,

such that L⌧ = L�.

1In fact, any d by d matrix with characteristic polynomial as g1 would su�ce, and it does not

matter if we choose, say companion matrix of gi, for any i 2 [r].
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The induced representation of f
v

by � 2 GL(Zq, l) has a nice form: (f
v

� �)(u) =
f
v

(�(u)) = Mv⇤(�(u)) = M (�T (v))

⇤
(u) = f�T (v)

(u). That is f
v

� � = f�T (v)

. Note

that for any two representations g and h of an arbitrary group G and �0 2 Aut(G),

(g � h) � �0 = (g � �0) � (h � �0). If follows that ⌧ � � = fk1
�T (v1)

� · · · � fkt
�T (vt)

. For

� 2 GL(Zq, l), and S ✓ Z

`
q, S

� is the set obtained by applying �T to every vector in S.

Thus L⌧�� = L
�
⌧

.
= (L⌧ (w)� | w 2 [k]).

7.4.2 Isomorphism of H(E,E): Proof of Theorem 7.3

To test isomorphism of two groups G
1

and G
2

identified as Zk
p o⌧ Z

`
q and Z

k
p o� Z

`
q, by

Theorem 7.2 we can view ⌧ and � as two representations of Z`q over Zp of dimension k.

Then, we need to solve AutoInducedRepEquiv problem for ⌧ and �. This is done,

as shown in Theorem 7.3, by reducing to generalized code isomorphism problem.

Since ⌧ and � are equivalent if and only if L⌧ = L� , using Proposition 5.2 we

decompose ⌧ and � as ⌧ = fk1
v1
� · · ·� fkt

vt
and � = f `1

u1
� · · ·� f

`t0
ut0 to get two specific

indexing sets L⌧ and L� . Along with the decomposition, we can calculate the change

of basis matrices S and T , such that the images of S(⌧ � �)S�1 and T�T�1 are sets of

block diagonal matrices with blocks representing the irreducible representations. Also

note that for a specific irreducible representation, it is easy to identify an indexing

vector of it, by examining which vector maps to M , the companion matrix of some

pre-determined factor of �q(x) over Zp.

Given the decomposition, we first need to test if t = t0, and |L⌧ (w)| = |L�(w)|,
8w 2 [k]. If the conditions are not satisfied ⌧ and � can not be equivalent under

automorphism. For now assume that the conditions are satisfied. By L⌧�� = L
�
⌧ ,

we know the indexing tuple of L⌧�� applies �T to the vectors in L⌧ . From a specific

indexing tuple L⌧ , all indexing tuples of L⌧ can be enumerated based on Claim 5.1.

From Remark 7.2, we can a↵ord the enumeration of all indexing tuples. Finally, by

Claim 7.1, the only task left is to determine whether there exists � 2 GL(Zp, `), such

that L�⌧ is a specific indexing tuple of L� , in time poly(pk, q`), where pk · q` is the size

of the original group.

Proposition 7.3. Testing the existence of � so that of L�
T

⌧ = L� in time poly(pk, q`)

reduces to generalized code isomorphism problem in singly exponential time.
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Proof. Expand L⌧ = (L⌧ (1), . . . ,L⌧ (k)) as

({v
1

, ..,vs1}, {vs1+1

, ..,vs2}, . . . , {vsk�1+1

, . . . ,vsk})

in which s
1

 s
2

 · · ·  sk = t.

Similarly expand L� and L
�T
⌧ respectively as

({u
1

, ..,us1}, {us1+1

, . . . ,us2}, . . . , {usk�1+1

, . . . ,usk})

and

({�(v
1

), . . . ,�(vs1)}, {�(vs1+1

), . . . ,�(vs2)}, . . . , {�(vsk�1+1

), . . . ,�(vsk)})

Thus, testing L
�T
⌧ = L� can be done by finding � 2 GL(Zq, `) and � 2 Ss1⇥Ss2�s1⇥

· · · ⇥ Ssk�sk�1 such that �(v
1

, . . . ,vt)� = (u
1

, . . . ,ut). This is just generalized code

isomorphism problem with the permutation group Ss1 ⇥Ss2�s1 ⇥ · · ·⇥Ssk�sk�1 , whose

generators can be computed as symmetric groups can be generated by two elements.

The reduction takes time poly(k, `).

Thus the solution for generalized code isomorphism in singly exponential time gives

the algorithm for AutoInducedRepEquiv for elementary abelian groups, finishing

the proof of Theorem 7.3.

7.4.3 Isomorphism of H(A,E) : Proof of Theorem 7.4

The idea for H(E,E) can be extended to H(
Q

E,E) is as follows. Suppose we have

G
1

and G
2

identified as (
Q

i2[s] Z
ki
pi) o Z

`
q, with the associated actions as ⌧ and �,

respectively. Now, we need to test if there exist  2
Q

i2[s]GL(Zpi , ki) and � 2 GL(Zq, l)

such that ⌧(h) =  �1 � �(�(h)) �  , for every h 2 Z

`
q. Let ⌧i : H1

! GL(Zpi , ki) be the

projection of ⌧ into the ith component, and similarly we have �i : H2

! GL(Zpi , ki).

This reduces to testing for every i 2 [s], if ⌧i(h) and �i(�(h)) are conjugate by  i 2
GL(Zpi , ki), for every h 2 Z

`
q. Viewing ⌧i’s and �i’s as representations and going through

the decomposition into irreducibles, we get L⌧i ’s and L�j ’s and similarly we need to

determine if there exists � 2 GL(Zq, l) such that L�
T

⌧i = L�i , for every i 2 [s]. Now it

is enough to group L⌧i ’s and L�j ’s respectively, and view them as a single generalized

code isomorphism instance. Finally, Le Gall’s technique gives an e�cient algorithm for

groups from H(A,E).
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7.4 Isomorphism of H(A,E)

Putting together: The Algorithm In this section we put together the ideas from

the above discussion to derive an algorithm testing isomorphism of groups fromH(A,E).

We first need a subroutine testing if two given groups G
1

and G
2

from H(A,E) can be

decomposed as N
1

oH
1

and N
2

oH
2

, such that N
1

⇠= N
2

2 A, and H
1

⇠= H
2

2 E or

not. This can be done by listing all normal subgroups and utilizing the algorithm of

finding the structure of abelian groups, in time O(n6). Name the above subroutine as

TestStructure, returning (N
1

, H
1

, N
2

, H
2

) if such a tuple exists, and False other-

wise. We also need  p as in Lemma 7.2, and Sp,q ✓ Zq as in Claim 5.1. The algorithm

is summarized using pseudo code in Algorithm 17.

The analysis of Algorithm 17 goes as follows. Let |G
1

| = |G
2

| = n, we first note

that the iterations in Step 8 and in Step 20 are bounded by s and 2
P

i2[s] ki , which

are bounded by log n and n, respectively. Then, the following routines are used. In

Step 6, we need to decompose an abelian group in canonical form. This can be done

in time O(n) by [BS05]. In Step 12, to decompose a representation requires O(n4) by

Proposition 5.2. To identify the indexing vectors for irreducible components we need

to factor �q over di↵erent fields, and test conjugation of matrices of size at most q.

These two operations can be done in time O(p · q2) and O(q4), bounded by O(n3) and

O(n4), respectively. GenCodeIsom takes time 2
P

i2[s] ki bounded by n. Other steps

can be verified to be computed in at most O(n2) time. To summarize we have an O(n6)

algorithm testing isomorphism of group class H(A,E).
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7. EFFICIENT ISOMORPHISM TESTING: BEYOND ABELIAN

Algorithm 17: Test isomorphism of groups from H(A,E).

/* Input: G
1

, G
2

from H(A,E) */

/* Output: Return an isomorphism if G
1

⇠= G
2

. False otherwise. */

1 if TestStructure(G
1

, G
2

) = False then

2 return False;

3 else

4 (N
1

, H
1

, N
2

, H
2

) TestStructure(G
1

, G
2

);

5 end

6 Decompose N
1

and N
2

as Ap1 ⇥ · · ·⇥Aps ;

7 Identify H
1

and H
2

as Z`q;

8 forall the i 2 [s] do

9 ki  size of basis of Api ;

10 Compute ⌧i : H1

! Aut(Api), �i : H2

! Aut(Api);

11 Compute Ti =  pi � ⌧i, �i =  pi � �i;
// Ti and �i are representations

12 Decompose Ti and �i to get L
Ti = (L

Ti(w) | w 2 [ki]) and

L
�i = (L

�i(w) | w 2 [ki]);

// Permutations within groups of vectors

13 Pi  
Q

w2[ki] S|LTi
(w)|, Qi  

Q

w2[ki] S|L�i
(w)|;

14 if Pi 6= Qi namely, for some w 2 [ki], |LTi | 6= |L
�i | then

15 return False;

16 end

17 end

18 L
T

 (L
T1 , . . . ,LTs), L�

 (L
�1 , . . . ,L�s);

19 P  
Q

i2[s] Pi =
Q

i2[s]Qi;

20 forall the possible indexing tuples of L
T

do

21 if GenCodeIsom(L
T

,L
�

, P ) 6= ; then
22 (�,�) GenCodeIsom(L

T

,L
�

, P );

23 forall the i 2 [s] do

24 Calculate the conjugacies  0
i 2 GL(Zpi , ki) in Equation 7.1 from �;

25 Calculate the  i 2 Aut(Api) from  0
i by Remark 7.1;

26 end

27   diagi2[s]( i);

28 return the isomorphism of G
1

to G
2

from (�, ) by Theorem 7.5;

29 end

30 end

31 return False
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